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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

TITLE - Fault Tolerant Distributed Control of Communication Systems
by

ALASTAIR STANLEY ROGERS

The design of a fault tolerant distributed processor system for the 
control of telecommunications equipment is investigated in this 
thesis. A  processor for this application must be very flexible and 
reliable so that it can conform to a wide range of system sizes and 
can continue to function in the event of hardware faults. The 
processing system considered consists of a number of microprocessors 
which can communicate over a common interconnection network.

The thesis concentrates on the design of this interconnection medium. 
A  wide range of interconnection techniques are surveyed leading to 
the conclusion that a broadcast system would be best suited to this 
application. The performance of a * number of different broadcast 
techniques are investigated in detail using simulation models and 
analysis. These studies show that a token passing ring performs well 
for the traffic envisaged within a distributed processing system.

Reliability issues are also investigated in some detail including a 
comparison of the reliability enhancement that can be achieved using 
different topologies. Of the systems evaluated, a braided ring gives 
the best enhancement for the least added complexity. Control 
algorithms for a braided ring system are studied using both 
simulation and analysis.

The results of these studies on interconnection techniques have been 
applied to the construction of a prototype distributed processor. 
The complete system is described showing how a unified, reliable 
communication system can be implemented on the basic interconnection 
service.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

In a range of telecommunications applications there are many 

requirements for a highly reliable processor to control switching 

equipment. Many early computer controlled exchanges made use of a 

dual processor arrangement with main and stand-by processors to 

provide a reliable system. However, this arrangement is not very 

flexible and cannot easily be expanded to supply the range of 

performance required from the smallest to the largest exchanges. In 

order to increase the power and flexibility, multiprocessor systems 

were introduced. A  typical multiprocessor design consists of a 

number of processors sharing access to common memory over a shared 

data bus. In theory a wide range of performance can be achieved 

simply by adding more processors and memory units to the system. 

However, growth is by no means linear because bus contention grows 

with the number of units connected to it. This limits the number of 

processors which can operate efficiently on a single bus.

An alternative approach to the achievement of a flexible, reliable 

and powerful control system is the use of a loosely coupled network 

of microprocessors. In such a distributed processing system each 

processor has its own program and data stores and they communicate 

with each other by passing messages over the network. This reduces 

the amount of interaction between processors compared with a
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multiprocessor and the interconnection bandwidth can be much smaller.

1.2 THE REQUIREMENT FOR A  RELIABLE DISTRIBUTED PROCESSOR

A  distributed processing system for telecommunication applications 

has to be very flexible to allow it to conform to a wide range of 

system sizes, to be able to reconfigure in the event of hardware 

failures and to be able to cope with growth and changing system 

requirements. To achieve this flexibility, the system must be 

loosely connected but with clearly defined interfaces.

For high reliability, there must be a good degree of hardware 

redundancy both in the number of processors provided and in the 

interconnection system. Telecommunication hardware can be controlled 

by connecting it to one processor module but for reliable operation, 

important equipment must be connected to at least two different 

modules, so that if one fails another can take over. The same 

applies to the software in that it must be possible to move processes 

from one module to another to cope with module failures.

The interconnection system must provide alternative paths so that if 

one path fails, the system can still operate. The system must 

operate at a sufficiently high data rate to cope with the message 

traffic between modules and must not create a bottleneck in the 

system.
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1.3 THE DESIGN OF THE INTERCONNECTION SYSTEM

This thesis concentrates on various aspects of the design of the 

interconnection system for a distributed processor to meet the 

requirements discussed above.

The choice of interconnection system is a very complex one involving 

decisions on performance, reliability, complexity and suitability for 

the application. A  wide range of networks could conceivably be used 

to connect together the modules of a distributed processor. However, 

having considered a number of different systems it became apparent 

that systems requiring routing decisions to be made either at the 

message source or at intermediate switching points could become very 

complex and involved considerable processing power simply in passing 

messages. This led to the choice of a broadcast type system where 

all messages are transmitted to all modules and it is the 

responsibility of the receiving module to recognise a message and act 

on it. Even within the category of broadcast systems there are many 

different topologies and access mechanisms that could be used. The 

only way to compare these was to study their performance using 

simulation models and analysis. These studies did not give a 

clear-cut result as to the best network for all applications but 

provided a good understanding of the many factors involved.

In terms of performance, a ring was seen to give a number of 

advantages over a random access bus and of the ring systems studied, 

the token access protocol showed the best all round qualities for 

this particular application. Clearly, a single ring system would not
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give adequate reliability for an interconnection system forming the 

basis of a distributed processor controlling a substantial amount of 

telecommunication equipment. A  study of the reliability of various 

systems shows that a number of enhanced topologies could provide 

sufficient security but the simplest and most effective is the 

braided ring topology.

Combining the results of these many studies an experimental 

distributed processor has been built using as its interconnection 

system a token passing braided ring. This has been shown to operate 

successfully and provides the basis for a very flexible system.

1.4 OUTLINE OF THESIS

Chapter 2 commences the investigation of interconnection systems for 

a distributed processor by surveying many possible topologies and 

techniques. On a purely qualitative basis it concludes that a 

broadcast system would be best suited to this application.

Chapter 3 describes the simulation models that were built to compare 

a number of different broadcast systems. Those studied were token 

passing, buffer insertion and slotted rings, and also a random access 

bus. The models all used the techniques of discrete event simulation 

and, although written in PASCAL, used many of the concepts of the 

SIMULA language.
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Chapter 4 considers the results derived from the simulation models 

and compares the performance of the different systems for a wide 

range of parameter variations. The results include not only the 

average delays experienced by messages but also message delay 

distributions, queue lengths etc.

Chapter 5 gives details of analytical techniques also used to study 

the performance of the various broadcast systems. These analyses 

lead to a deeper understanding of the factors affecting the 

performance of these systems. They are also useful in giving a feel 

for the likely performance of a system for given parameters without 

the need to run extensive simulations. All of the analytical 

techniques are compared with simulation results and shown to give a 

good degree of agreement.

Chapter 6 investigates the reliability issues involved in the design 

of the system. The failure rates likely to be encountered in a 

number of different systems are considered and a braided ring 

topology is shown to give the best enhancement for the least added 

complexity. The second part of the chapter considers the operation 

of a braided ring and studies the control algorithms required to 

maintain the operation.

Chapter 7. Having studied in detail many possibilities for the 

design of the interconnection system for a distributed processor, 

Chapter 7 describes a system that has been built and tested, 

incorporating many of these ideas. The chapter describes the
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complete system and shows how the various protocol levels of the 

communication system can be implemented on a real system.

Chapter 8 sums up the results of the studies described in the thesis 

and shows how these results might be extended to other systems and 

applications.

$



CHAPTER 2

INTERCONNECTION TECHNIQUES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The distributed processor outlined in the introduction consists of a 

number of separate computers each with its own program and data store 

which communicate with each other over some form of interconnection 

medium. A  wide range of interconnection techniques exist and have 

been used or proposed for different systems. Each technique has its 

own strengths and weaknesses. In this chapter we investigate a

number of techniques and endeavour to assess their suitability for

application to a distributed processor. The particular qualities 

required for interconnecting a distributed processor are high 

bandwidth, reliability, simplicity and flexibility.

Anderson and Jensen have proposed a taxonomy or naming scheme for 

interconnection systems [ANDE75A]. However, for the purpose of this 

chapter we will not use a full classification scheme but will divide 

systems firstly by the method routing and then within a routing

category by the network topology employed. This scheme will enable a 

wide range of interconnection networks to be categorised and

analysed. For each network four particular qualities will be 

discussed.

1) Implementation complexity.

2) Performance including delay, capacity, efficiency, etc.

3) Flexibility including potential for growth, inclusion
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of new technologies, etc.

4) Reliability including methods for its enhancement.

2.1.1 Routing

A  routing decision has to be made at some point or points within a 

network so that each message can be transferred from its source to 

its destination process. This routing decision can be made at the 

source, the destination, at some central point or possibly at a 

number of points between source and destination. This leads to four 

routing categories

1) Source.

2) Centralised.

3) Distributed.

4) Destination.

2.1.2 Topology

Many different topologies are feasible for interconnection networks. 

Sometimes the routing method and the topology are interdependent and 

the one defines the other, while for other routing methods many 

topologies may be possible. Topologies can be graded approximately 

by their connectivity ranging from fully connected networks through 

partially connected networks to rings, stars and buses.
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2.2 A  SURVEY OF INTERCONNECTION SYSTEMS

In this section we consider eleven different types of network 

classified by routing and topology. A  summary of the characteristics 

of these networks is shown in Figure 2-1.

2.2.1 Routing:source - Topology:fully connected

Routing applied at source implies that the source node must determine 

the destination of the message and be able to transfer the message 

directly to the destination. This requires dedicated paths from each 

node to every other node. Routing and message transmission is very 

simple and fault tolerance is good because a failed link or processor 

will not have any major effect on the rest of the system. However, 

the system is very inflexible and expansion is difficult because each 

new module added must have a connection to every other module. In 

order to simplify the interfaces to each module, line rates are 

likely to be low and although the total theoretical bandwidth may be 

large, individual links may form a bottleneck. This type of network 

may form a simple solution for a small system with limited 

communication requirements [AUPP72A] but as the number of modules 

increases the complexity and number of connections become 

unacceptable. A system with n modules will require n*(n-l)/2 links. 

This is not really suitable for our application which may require a 

large number of modules and must have the capability of expansion to 

accommodate changing requirements.
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2.2.2 Routing:source - Topology:shared memory

Another method of providing routing at source is using shared memory. 

When a processor has a message to send to another processor it 

deposits the message directly in a 'mailbox', or in a queue 

associated with the destination. These mailboxes or queues are held 

in a shared memory block which is accessed over a common data bus. 

This technique can give good coupling between processors and can be 

realised as a natural extension of a message passing system used 

within a processor. It enables large amounts of data to be moved 

relatively quickly and gives a high bandwidth communication channel.

Examples of shared memory systems are CM* from Camegie-Mellon 

University, Pittsburg [FULL78A, JONE78A, RENN80A], CYBA-M, developed 

at Swansea University and the University of Manchester Institute of 

Science and Technology [ASPI79A, DCWS79A] and the GEC Mk2 processor 

which forms the basis of the System X telephone exchange control 

processor [WARD72A, WARD81A].

The main disadvantage of shared memory systems is that access to the 

common memory can cause a considerable bottleneck, especially if the 

same memory is used both for message passing and program execution. 

Some systems have attempted to reduce this bottleneck and to improve 

the reliability by providing separate access ports to each memory 

block from each of the processors. This leads to considerable 

complexity but only marginally improves the performance. The maximum 

number of processors which can be connected in this arrangement 

before bus contention becomes significant is about four or five.
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These problems of contention and interconnection complexity mean that 

this type of system is not ideally suited to a distributed processor.

2.2.3 Routingidistributed - Topology:partially conn.

If the routing decision is made, not just at source but also at one 

or more points along the route, then the number of connections can be 

reduced considerably. This form of packet switched network is a very 

important class of system and is widely used for very large, 

geographically dispersed networks. A  good example of this is ARPANET 

[ROBE73A, KARP73A]. It provides a very secure system which can be 

designed to avoid bottlenecks and can easily be expanded. 

Communication is by packets which are transmitted from node to node. 

Each node on receiving a packet will consider its destination address 

and, if necessary, send it on to another node in the network. Such a 

network is flexible and can make efficient use of communication 

channels. However, the switching nodes are complex, having to deal 

with routing and flow control for each message. Delays on the system 

can also be quite large, especially if a message has to pass through 

a number of nodes.

These complexities and delays are acceptable • on a system 

interconnecting large computers but make this system unsuitable for a 

distributed processor as envisaged. A  system based on a similar 

scheme was proposed by GEC but throughput was found to be very 

restricted [NISS79A].
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2.2.4 Routing:distributed - Topology: regular network

This is really a special case of the previous scheme in which the 

routing decisions are simplified by ensuring some form of regular 

structure. This makes routing easier by can be rather inflexible 

when new nodes need to be added. A number of studies of the relative 

advantages of different regular structures have be made [FINK8QA, 

WITT80A, WU80A]. Structures proposed include chorded rings

[GRNA80A,RAGH8lA], hierarchies [GOYA80A, HARR77A] and trees

[DESP78A]. These all simplify routing decisions considerably 

compared with an irregular or randomly connected network, but suffer 

from the fact that some routing intelligence is still required in 

each node and that delays can be significant.

2.2.5 Routingdistributed - Topology:interconnected

It is possible to set up a communication system which is formed by 

the interconnection of a number of networks which themselves may or 

may not be of the same structure. This is a useful structure for 

situations where there may be a number of local areas each having a 

high degree of internal communication but also requiring a certain 

amount of inter-communication. Typical systems include bus and ring 

systems interconnected by gateways. The major problem lies in the 

gateways which may form a bottleneck, introduce considerable delay 

and require fairly complex processing. Although these systems 

satisfy certain requirements they are not suitable for a distributed 

processor which really requires a homogeneous interconnection 

structure.
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2.2.6 Routing:centralised - Topology:star

It is possible to centralise the routing function and so simplifying 

it considerably. The most obvious topology for a centralised routing 

system is a star in which all of the nodes have a single two-way 

connection to a central packet switch. All messages are sent to the 

central node which stores them and then re-directs them to their 

destinations [SCAN74A]. The central node is conceptually very simple 

but it must be able to operate very quickly because it may have to 

deal with a number of messages arriving simultaneously. If all of 

the routing algorithm is performed in software this may create a real 

bottleneck within the system. The star is rather inflexible because 

although spare ports may be provided to accommodate growth, once 

these have been used it may be a major change to incorporate any 

extra nodes. The central node, as well as being a bottleneck, can 

also pose a reliability problem and any secure system will require a 

duplicate central switch probably with a separate set of lines from 

each module. The star can provide a simple, small system but can 

become limited in flexibility and performance for a large number of 

nodes.

2.2.7 Routing:centralised - Topology:bus

The principle of operation of a bus system with a central switch is 

similar to that of a star except that all messages to and from the 

central switch are transmitted over a bus. The bus system may use 

timeslots to separate the transmissions of each module on the bus, in 

which case the central switch will take messages transmitted to it in
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one timeslot and transfer them to another timeslot for delivery to 

the destination [WILL74A]. Another type of bus system using this 

technique is one based on broadband technology with 'go' and 'return' 

channels to the switch at the head-end. Both of these bus systems 

suffer from the disadvantages of any centralised system in terms of 

reliability and throughput restrictions in the switch. The bus 

system may be a little more flexible than the star in that new 

modules can be added more easily.

2.2.8 Routing:centralised - Topology:loop

This system is similar to the bus with a centralised switch except 

that the modules are connected by a loop. In most systems of this 

type the central switch is also the loop controller. It may poll 

each module in turn giving it an opportunity to transmit a message. 

Most of these messages will be for the central module, probably a 

mainframe computer. The main computer will also be able to direct 

messages to any of the other modules, probably computer peripherals, 

but these peripherals will not normally communicate directly with 

each other [FRAS74A]. The central module again may prove to be a 

reliability risk and a throughput bottleneck, but neither of these is 

particularly critical in the case of a system connecting peripherals 

to a mainframe providing it can work as fast as the mainframe I/O 

channel and is at least as reliable as the computer. Various 

reliability techniques can be applied to ensure that minor failures 

on the ring do not disable all of the terminals.
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2.2.9 Routing:destination - Topology:open media

All systems coming under the category of 'Routing at Destination' can 

be termed broadcast systems because the source module transmits the 

message to every other module and it is the responsibility of the 

individual module to accept or ignore each message. One of the most 

obvious forms of broadcasting is using radio waves. Receivers can 

accept transmissions on the basis of wavelength alone or also, in the 

case of data transmission, the destination address associated with 

each message. One of the best known radio data networks is ALOHA, 

used to interconnect a number of remote terminals to a computer in 

Hawaii [ABRA73A]. A  random access technique is used in which 

terminals with data to send wait until the radio channel appears to 

be free and then transmit their data. Because of transmission delays 

another station might already have started to transmit but this will 

not be detected by either transmitter. The central station, however, 

will not be able to separate the transmissions so both will be lost. 

Since no acknowledgement will be sent both will try to transmit 

again. A  random delay is built into the algorithm to reduce the 

probability of further clashes but it is evident that at high 

loadings considerable time will be lost because of these clashes. A 

very crude ALOHA system can only achieve a maximum efficiency of 

about 30% but this can be improved by various techniques to give up 

to about 60% efficiency.

Other open media can be used in a similar way. Infra-red light has 

been used successfully in certain applications. These systems have 

some very specific advantages, the main one being absence of any
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physical connection between stations. This can be particularly 

useful if stations are remote from each other, as in the ALOHA 

network, or to save the complexities of interconnection within a 

computer equipment room where infra-red may be used. The main 

problems are the inefficiency of the access method with its clashes, 

and the high error rates which may be encountered. The infra-red 

system requires a reasonable proximity between nodes and radio 

systems use the very scarce resource of radio bandwidth. These 

factors tend to rule out its use for a distributed processor but has 

some advantages in a limited number of special applications.

2.2.10 Routing:destination - Topology:bus

Bus systems within this category can take a variety of different 

forms. The common feature is a backbone highway or bus with each of 

the communicating processors rT'ed onto it at intervals. Signals 

transmitted from one processor propagate to all of the others but 

some form of addressing is provided so that only the processors 

concerned with the message will copy it into their own memories. The 

layout of some bus systems has to be fairly rigid while others may 

take a more flexible form, possibly resembling a 'tree and branch' 

structure but still operating on the same principle. A  table 

surveying a number of bus systems is shown in Figure 2-2.

A  major basis for the classification of bus systems is the 

distinction between serial and parallel. In a serial bus all data is 

transmitted one bit at a time along a single pair or coaxial cable.
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In a parallel system complete words o£ 8 or even 16 bits are 

transmitted at each clock strobe over a number of wires which form 

the bus. Other wires in the bus may be used for control and 

clocking. This parallel system has advantages in the amount of data 

that can be transmitted for a given data rate and in some respects 

the interface may be simpler operating at lower clock rates. 

However, each wire in the bus will require drivers and receivers and 

interconnection can become rather complex with many wires running 

between each processor.

Serial bus systems have the advantage of fewer interconnection wires. 

However, this means that the clock rate must be faster and some form 

of parallel to serial conversion will be required since 

microprocessors and memories normally work with bytes or words. 

Access to the serial bus can be controlled in a number of different 

ways using either separate control wires or a control mechanism 

operating over the data bus. Jensen has suggested a classification 

scheme for bus access techniques [ JENS78A], His main division is 

between those systems that are request driven, that is where a 

station with data to send initiates a request and those that are not 

request driven in which each station has the opportunity to transmit 

in turn. In systems that are request driven there is always the 

possibility of requests occurring simultaneously. The way in which 

these are resolved, by contention or arbitration leads to a further 

subdivision of techniques.
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With the many different access techniques available for bus systems 

their performance can be tailored to meet many situations and suit a 

variety of requirements. A  bus interconnection system could 

certainly be used for a distributed processor and the characteristics 

and performance of these systems will be considered in greater detail 

in Section 2.3.

2.2.11 Routing:destination - Topology:ring

A  wide range of different ring systems have been designed. In a 

survey by Penney and Baghdadi [PENN79A], twelve systems are described 

in detail and a good number of other systems could now be added to 

that list. Although some ring networks can be classified as 

centralised routing and others as distributed routing, the majority 

use destination routing. This means that all messages are sent out 

on the same path around the ring, and each node in turn will check 

the destination address and copy the message if it is addressed to 

that node.

Ring systems, like bus systems, can be categorised into serial and 

parallel operation although most use serial transmission. The main 

difference between all systems lies in the access technique used. A 

contention ring, as mentioned by Hopper [HOPP78A] is possible but 

most use more ordered access since the physical layout of the ring 

lends itself to this. The three main classes of access technique are 

slotted, token and buffer (sometimes termed register) insertion. 

Early examples of these three techniques are the Pierce Loop
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[PIER72A] for slotted, Newhall Loop [FARM69A] for token and DLCN 

[LIU78A] for buffer insertion. Most subsequent ring systems have 

been based broadly on one or other of these systems.

Like broadcast bus systems, the routing on a broadcast ring is very 

simple, the destination address recognition usually being performed 

in hardware. However, ring systems have other advantages over bus 

systems, particularly at the physical interconnection level where 

performance is much less critical and a variety of techniques can be 

used, and even mixed on the same system. Access is also usually more 

ordered and can, under many circumstances, be more efficient. These 

considerations suggest that ring systems could be ideal for the 

interconnection system for a distributed processor. The various 

access techniques are considered in more detail in Section 2.4.

2.3 BROADCAST BUS SYSTEMS

Access to a serial bus may be controlled by either contention or 

arbitration. Contention schemes are based to a certain extent, on 

the technique used for the ALOHA broadcast radio data network 

[ABRA73A]. The main advantage in using cable rather than radio is 

that stations can monitor the transmission medium as they transmit 

and can detect a collision immediately. This means that the time 

wasted in collisions can be reduced considerably and the overall 

efficiency is increased. A form of contention bus that is used very 

widely in local area networks is the Ethernet [METC76A]. In this 

system, now embodied in the proposed IEEE 802 standard, a node with a
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message to send monitors the activity on the bus until it detects 

that it is idle when it will immediately transmit its own message. 

There is a finite possibility that another node might also detect 

that the bus is free and start transmitting at the same time. Nodes 

whose transmissions clash will stop transmitting and wait some random 

time before attempting to transmit again. Ideally the mean for this 

random timeout should be related to the number of nodes contending. 

However, since this system is totally distributed there is no way of 

any one node knowing how many other nodes have messages to send. A 

good approximation has been found in which a node doubles its mean 

backoff time for each consecutive clash it encounters. This 

technique, called binary exponential backoff, resolves clashes in an 

efficient manner.

A  number of attempts have been made to improve on the Ethernet 

protocol. For instance the Ethernet protocol does not provide any 

direct acknowledgements. If these are required they have to be sent 

explicitly from the host computer control program. A  technique has 

been proposed [T0K077A] to supply immediate acknowledgements by 

building in an extra delay between a node detecting an idle bus and 

actually commencing transmission. This delay allows the receiving 

node to transmit its acknowledgement before any new transmission 

arises.

In contention access schemes, no provision is made for priorities or 

ordered access. To overcome this a number of bus systems operate 

using arbitration. These systems can be classified into those which
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use separate arbitration channels and those which make use of the bus 

for both control and data. Systems using separate control channels 

can optimise the use of the data bus but at the expense of extra 

complexity in wiring. An example of a high performance serial bus 

system using arbitration is a naval system designed for data 

communications within a ship [ANDE79A, KUHN79A]. This system 

provides a number of main bus channels for security reasons of which 

at least one is used by the node designated as communications 

controller for allocation of the data channels.

A  number of systems use a group of control wires, 'daisy-chained' 

through each node in turn, to give ordered access to the bus. These 

systems provide efficient use of the main data bus and can be 

designed with a simple interface. The only disadvantage is the extra 

lines needed between each station on the system. [ESWA81A, MOK79A, 

NISN75A].

Arbitration techniques can be applied using a single bus. One of the 

simplest forms can be used provided the data rate on the bus is slow 

enough for all nodes to transmit in a bit synchronous manner. 

Connection to the bus takes the form of a wired-OR gate. Any nodes 

with messages to send wait until they detect that the bus is idle and 

begin to transmit their messages. Each bit transmitted is compared 

with the data actually appearing on the bus and if it is different, 

then the node detecting the difference will withdraw. Since messages 

will be unique, contending nodes will drop out until only one is left 

and so no capacity is wasted in arbitration. The header of each
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message can be chosen so that the messages with the highest priority 

will always succeed. One system [SOMM76A] slows down the 

transmission of the message header to simplify arbitration and 

address recognition. Another system uses similar principles but uses 

the arbitration time to determine how many nodes will transmit in the 

succeeding frame [ROTH77A],

Arbitration on a bus may also be achieved by explicitly passing a 

token from node to node so that each node in turn has an opportunity 

to transmit a message. A  system based on this technique is proposed 

as one of the variations of the IEEE 802 standard. A  simplified form 

of this principle has been proposed [SCAV81A] which allows each node 

in turn to transmit a packet. When a node has no messages to send, 

it will simply transmit a small packet, called a 'sound off' packet, 

to maintain the sequence but if it has data to send it will follow 

its 'sound off' packet by the data packet. The following node will 

wait until the end of the data before transmitting its own 'sound 

off' packet.

Bus systems can also use optical techniques for transmission giving 

improved noise immunity and possibly higher data rates. Optical 'T's 

allowing stubs to be connected to a main bus are possible using 

optical techniques but tend to introduce greater losses into the main 

transmission path [KAWA77A], [WINZ81A], [WITT78A]. The preferred 

technique at present appears to be a star bus with a single central 

coupler which shares the output from each node to the input of every 

other node. Any of the bus access techniques already discussed could
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be used on such a system and the use o£ Ethernet techniques applied 

to an optical star coupler network has been described by Rawson and 

Metcalfe [RAWS78A].

Parallel buses can also be designed using a wide variety of access 

techniques. Parallel techniques may be applied as a way of 

simplifying the interface as in the case of the NESTAR Cluster 1 

network used to interconnect Apple microcomputers. The disadvantage 

is that a special ribbon cable has to be used to interconnect each 

station, but the advantage is that clocking speeds can be relatively 

slow and the physical layout non-critical.

In other applications a parallel bus has been used to increase the 

data throughput [BRIN80A]. In this case the bus itself has to be 

kept fairly localised and it is not useful for more distributed types 

of application.

2.4 BROADCAST RING SYSTEMS

2.4.1 Access Techniques

As mentioned in Section 2.2.11, there are three main access 

techniques used in broadcast ring systems. One of the earliest ring 

systems described is the Newhall ring [ FARM69A] which uses a token 

access technique. A single token passes round the ring and any node 

wishing to transmit must wait for the token to arrive before it can 

proceed. This technique ensures that every node has a fair chance to
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transmit messages as the token circulates and allows variable length 

messages to be inserted onto the ring. A number of other token 

passing systems have been developed [FARB73A], [MAUR80A], [GORD79A]. 

The use of token passing also enables priorities to be used in 

controlling access to the ring. IBM have proposed a system [BUX81B] 

which enables nodes to indicate the priority of the messages they 

have to send. The token circulating is given a priority and can only 

be used for messages with the same or higher priority. The protocol 

is designed to ensure nodes are always serviced in the order of the 

priority of their messages. This protocol is incorporated in the 

proposed IEEE 802 standard for a ring based local area network 

[IEEE82B].

In a slotted ring, a system of slots is maintained on the ring. Each 

slot may be marked as full or empty and a node with data to transmit 

waits for an empty slot which it marks full and then inserts its own 

data. This data circulates around the ring to be copied at the 

destination. The slot may be marked empty by the destination or at 

the source once it has circulated right round the ring. One of the 

earliest slotted rings, the Pierce Ring [PIER72A], marks slots empty 

at the destination. The Cambridge Ring, now being built by a number 

of companies in the UK, is a slotted ring with slots marked empty 

again at source. The advantage of this is that the destination can 

mark a slot to indicate to the source if it has recognised the 

address and copied the data into its own buffer. The slotted access 

technique has the advantage that, on a large system, more than one 

node could be transmitting into different slots at the same time.
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This can increase the efficiency over the token ring where only one 

node can transmit at any one time. The slotted system can also be 

more efficient than the token ring for short messages, but for long 

and variable length messages it can be less efficient because these 

have to be split up to fit the slot size.

The third main category of access techniques is the buffer insertion 

method, sometimes called register insertion. In this technique a 

node with a message to send prepares it in a buffer and waits for a 

gap between messages circulating on the ring. It then inserts the 

buffer in series with the ring so that the new message is clocked out 

and any messages already on the ring will themselves be delayed. In 

one implementation, described by Hafner [HAFN74A], a node 

transmitting a message leaves a buffer of the same size as the 

message in series with the ring until its own message has propagated 

right round the ring and returns to this buffer. The message can 

then be removed by switching the buffer out of the ring.

A  more complex buffer insertion ring is the Distributed Loop Computer 

Network built by Ohio State University [LIU78A]. In this system, 

messages are removed at the destination. Buffering is provided at 

the transmitting node to delay any incoming messages while a new 

message is being transmitted, but this buffering is removed whenever 

there is a gap in data on the ring. This makes for very efficient 

use of ring capacity but requires a rather complex interface. An 

enhanced version of this ring called the Distributed Double Loop 

Network (DDLCN) [LIU80A] uses two loops operating using buffer
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insertion. Under fault-free conditions the interface has sufficient 

intelligence to determine the optimum direction round the ring for 

each message. If any links or nodes fail the interfaces can 

configure to maintain some form of communication between all nodes.

Buffer insertion can give good performance but in the form of DLCN 

requires rather complex interfaces.

Figure 2-3 provides a summary of 25 different ring systems.it can be 

seen that most of the true broadcast rings use one of the three main 

access techniques. Other systems mainly have some form of central 

control and a separate control path to each node.

2.4.2 Ring Supervision

The three main ring access techniques operate in a distributed 

fashion and no centralised monitor is required for the allocation of 

bandwidth. However, the integrity of the ring must be maintained to 

ensure continued correct operation. In a token ring, the circulation 

of the token must be maintained or else no nodes will be able to 

transmit messages. In the Newhall ring a central supervisor controls 

the issue of tokens and will re-initialise the ring if the token is 

lost. The Litton System nominates one node as ring controller but 

this function can be moved to any other node if necessary. The MIT 

system and Ringnet which was derived from it have no ring supervisor 

to maintain the ring operation and recovery of lost tokens is 

performed in a totally distributed fashion using timeouts.
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In a slotted ring, a monitor is important in maintaining the slot 

pattern on the ring, and ensuring that no slot is permanently marked 

busy. Most systems achieve this using a centralised monitor node 

which is also responsible for synchronising and clocking the ring. 

For increased reliability some systems suggest a standby monitor 

which can take over if the main monitor fails. There has been some 

discussion on the possibility of distributing the monitor function on 

a slotted ring, but no implementations are known about.

The buffer insertion ring has least need for a ring supervisor 

because there is not token or slot system to maintain. However, some 

form of garbage collection is required to check for messages which 

may be circulating indefinitely. On many systems a monitor node 

marks the messages that pass it once and then remove them if they 

pass a second time. For security, a standby monitor may also be 

provided. The DLCN distributes this function, dividing the ring into 

left and right segments and any message passing into the same segment 

twice will be removed.

2.4.3 Reliability Enhancement

A single ring does not provide very high reliability since a fault in 

any one of the interfaces or links could break the ring. A  number of 

techniques have been proposed to enhance the reliability so that 

single or maybe even multiple faults cannot prove to be fatal. One 

of the simplest techniques is the by-pass switch which enables a 

faulty node to remove itself from the ring. More complex techniques
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involve redundancy in links to protect against link failures. This 

may take the form of dual rings, where one ring can act as a standby 

system or if a node fails completely they can be used to form a 

looped back ring as illustrated in Figure 2-4.The redundant links can 

also be installed in a node skipping topology as shown in Figure 2-5, 

so that one or more faulty nodes or links can be bypassed by the 

action of operational nodes. Reliability enhancement techniques are 

considered in more detail in Chapter 5, where the effectiveness of 

these, and other techniques, is analysed.

2.5 INTERCONNECTION TECHNIQUES FOR A DISTRIBUTED PROCESSOR

In this chapter we have investigated a wide range of interconnection 

techniques each with their own advantages and disadvantages. From 

these we wish to select those which will be most suited to a 

distributed processor. The first two techniques considered used 

source routing implying full interconnection between processors 

either over dedicated links or via common memory. These systems can 

provide good performance for small systems but are not sufficiently 

flexible for a distributed processor which may grow to a high number 

of nodes. The next set of techniques use distributed routing. This 

means that intermediate nodes may have to make routing decisions on 

messages directed to other nodes. This makes each node rather 

complex and can introduce significant delays for some messages. In a 

distributed processor we require the nodes to be as simple as 

possible and message delays to be small.
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In systems with centralised routing the main disadvantage lies in the 

central router itself. This must be sufficiently large to be able to 

cope with any envisaged (and sometimes unenvisaged) growth, or else 

be very flexible so that it can be expanded as required. The central 

system can also be a security hazard and will need to be at least 

duplicated to achieve high reliability. Neither of these problems is 

insurmountable but it is felt that such a distributed processor does 

not map ideally onto a network with central control.

These considerations lead to the conclusion that systems using 

destination routing (i.e. broadcast systems) are the most suitable 

for use for a distributed processor. In most cases the interfaces 

can be simple, there are no routing problems, message delays are low 

especially for low traffic levels, and flexibility and reliability 

can be incorporated in. the design very easily. Broadcast systems 

over open media are useful in a few specialised applications, but for 

general use a system using either a bus or a ring is more suitable. 

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 show that a wide range of bus and ring systems 

have been proposed for a variety of different applications. In 

general terms ring systems are more tolerant in the design of the 

physical transmission level because it is made up of a number of 

point to point links rather than transmission line with numerous taps 

which may cause distortions and reflections. At low speeds this is 

not significant but limits data rates to below about 10 Mbits. 

Contention buses in particular are also limited to about 10 Mbits by 

the ratio of bus delay to message length which affects access 

efficiencies. The point to point quality of rings also enables
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optical techniques to be incorporated more easily as there are still 

problems in providing the optical equivalent of a coax cable tap.

Comparing a single bus with a single ring system, the bus system may 

have some operational advantages. A  bus system may be easier to 

install. For instance, the NESTAR bus allows arbitrary branching so 

it can easily be configured to suit the physical layout and many 

buses, including ETHERNET allow new nodes to be installed on a 

working system. A  single bus is also probably more reliable than a 

single ring because connections to the bus are passive and most 

interface faults will not affect other nodes on the bus. However, if 

even higher reliability is required, there is little to choose 

between the performance of redundant bus and ring systems. On 

balance, a ring system would appear to be the most suitable for use 

in a distributed processor, particularly with the prospect of 

evolution to data rates in the order of 100 Mbit/s.

The choice of access system is also very important. For a 

distributed processor it is likely that the messages to be 

transmitted on the network will be of variable length and the token 

and buffer insertion techniques are most suited for this. However, 

in order to assess all of the techniques properly simulation and 

analysis have been used to compare their performances. The 

performance of an ETHERNET type bus has also been measured to enable 

quantitative as well as qualitative comparisons to be made. The 

techniques used for these investigations and the results obtained are 

reported in Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation.
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FIGURE 1 Summary of Networks
NETWORK Source/Fully Connected Source/Shared Memory Distributed/Partially Conn. Distributed/Regular Distributed /Intercom Networks

I SIMPLICITY Poor - number of connections incr. with N**2
Poor - especially for large N Poor - requires routing decisions at each PE

Fair - routing is simplified Good - apart from gateways
2 PERFORMANCE Very Good - no sharing of links Good - for small N Good throughput but delays can be high

Good - but routing can cause delays Fair - dalays thro' gateways
3 FLEXIBILITY Poor Poor Very Good Good - may not always be easy to add to structure

Good to1
4 RELIABILITY Very Good - failure of one cannot affect others

Fair Good Good Fair - gateways can be problem

NETWORK Centralised/Star Centralised/Bus Centalised/Ring -DCSfci»tat/OAv=-./Open' Media 1i e s t m a t i w z  /Bus Stlr\a,Xl<n\ -/Loop
1 SIMPLICITY Good - but central switch complex Good Good Very Good Good Good

2 PERFORMANCE Fair - switch can be bottleneck Fair Fair Poor - Contention high Good Good

3 FLEXIBILITY Fair - limited by central switch Fair Fair Very Good - but range may belimited
Good — can add node to working syst. Fair

4 RELIABILITY Fair - requires secure cecral swtch Fair - may require duplicated bus & router
Fair - may require enhancement Good - apart from interference Fair — may require duplication Fair - but can bu very good with enhancement
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Survey o£ Bus Systems
SYSTEM PLACE DATE SPEED BUS TYPE ACCESSTECHNIQUE SUPERVISOR APPLICATION REFERENCES

Mitre Mitre Corp Massechusetts 1974 2Mb/s on Broadband CATVCarrier TDMA Yes Data communications WILL74A
Nisnevich Haifa, Israel 1975 Arbitration by bit sync trans. or by control wires

No LAN NISN75A

ETHERNET Xerox PARC 1976 lOMb/s 50ohm coax Contention No LAN METC76A
COBUS Swiss Fed Inst of Tech. 1976 200kb/s coax<200m Arbitration by bit sync, transmission No LAN SOMM76A
ACK-Ethernet YokohamaJapan 1977 lOMb/s Contention with auto. acknowledgemn No LAN T0K077A
MLMA IBM Zurich 1977 Request slot No LAN Theoretical ROTH77A
CNET Queen Mary Col London Univ. 1978 77kb/s 75ohm coax Contention No Cheap LAN DAVI78A WEST78A
Hansen Columbia Univ. 1978 Contention in assigned slots no LAN Theoretical HANS78A HANS79A
FXBERNET Xerox PARC 1978 lOMb/s passive stai optical ’ Contention No LAN as Ethernet RAWS78A
SHINPADS Canadian Navy 1979 lOMb/s Tri-axial<300m Arbitration using separate channel yestemporary Ship board data intercommunication ANDE79A STAR79A KUHN79A
EPOS Toshiba 1979 Parallelmultibus Arbitrator per bus no Multiprocessor MAEK79A
Mok MIT 1979 Arbitration via control wires No LAN Theoretical MOK79A
NET/ONE Ungermann-BassInc 1980 lOMb/s Coax Contention No LAN similar to Ethernet BASS80A DAVI82A
Cluster/One Nestar Systems Inc 1980 16 way ribbon Contention No LAN for Applell Micros A bus/star/tree topol. POWE81A
DEMOS Bus NPL Teddington 1981 Parallel Central arbitrator arbitrator Multiprocessor BRIN80A

Toronto Univ. 1981 3.5Mb/s Arbitration via control wire No LAN Theoretical? ESWA81A
Sound-Off MotorolaIllinios 1981 8Mb/s Sequential. Each transmits marker No LAN SCAV81A
Z-Net Zilog Corp 1982 800kb/s Cable Contention No LAN Commercial
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Survey of Ring Systems
SYSTEM PLACE DATE SPEED PACKET ACCESS SUPERVISOR

SIZE (bits) TECHNIQUE
Farmerand Newhall Bell Tel. Labs 1969 1.544Mb/sTlcarrier 19+variable token yes
IBM 2790 IBM 1970 514.67kbs TDMA yes
Weller Loop Bell Tel. Labs 1971 3.3Mb/s 19+16 data polling yes
Star-Ring University of Toronto 1971 17.14Mb/seffective <24bits separate contr lines no rotat. control
Pierce Loop Bell Tel. Labs 1972 1.544Mb/s Tlcarrier slotted yes
Farber Loop (DCS) Univ. ofCalifornia 1972 110 + <64K token no
SPIDER Loop Bell Tel. Labs 1972 1.544Mb/s Tlcarrier 32 or 304 slotted yes. Acts as router
NSA Loop National Security Agen. 1973 slotted
Hafner Hasler AG Berne 1974 lOMb/s 25bits buffer monitoronly
Distributed Loop Computer Network (DLCN)

Ohio State University 1975 80+variable buffer no

Cambridge Ring Univ. of Cambridge 1975 lOMb/s 24 + 16 slotted yes
Serial CAMAC IEEE Standard 1976 5Mb/s variable polling yes
Litton DPS Litton Data Systems 1976 20Mb/s 56+variable<4kbtes token based on SDLC temporaryassigned
TECHNEC Illinios Inst, of Technology 1977 variable parallel no
Jafari Oregon State University 1978 variable Controller uses separate ring yes

SECURITY APPLICATION REFERENCES
TECHNIQUE
none Wide area networks FARM69A
Multisegment via controllr Peripherals to Computer STEW70A HIPP70A HIPP70B
none Peripherals to Computer WELL71A
none High speed parallel loop. <8 terminals POTV71A
multiple trunk loops Wide area networks COKE72A PIER72A KROP72A
notspecified LAN connecting computers fc periphs. FARB73A FARB75A FARB75B
yes WAN with central Store fc forward swtch FRAS74A
double loops uni-di rection HASS73A
by-pass Integrated services forrunner of SILK HAFN74A
double bi-dir loops (DDLCN) LAN LIU77A LIU78A LIU79A TSAY79A TSAY80A
by-pass LAN. Basis of a number of proprietary systems WILK79A SERC82A COLE82A NEED79A
none Instruments to Computer IEEE76A
loop back Optical or electrical Distributed control EFFE79A MAUR79A NAKA79A MAUR80A
none Multiprocessor HUEN77A
alternateroutes Interprocessornetwork JAFA78A JAFA80A
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FIGURE 3 (Cont) Survey of Ring Systems
SYSTEM PLACE DATE SPEED

DEMOS NPL,Teddington
MIT MIT 1979 1—lOMb/s
Ringnet Prime Computer Massachusetts 1979 8 Mb/s

SILK Hasler AG Berne,Switz. 1980 16.896Mbs
Harris Corp Harris Corp Florida 1980 25Mb/s

Uni.of Calif. Los Angeles 1980
IBM LAN IBM Zurich 1981 1 or 4Mbs
IEEE802-Token Passing IEEE Standard 1982 lor4Mb/s

PACKET SIZE (bits) ACCESSTECHNIQUE SUPERVISOR SECURITYTECHNIQUE

variable token no node by-pass star shaped
4-t-variable<=2044bytes token no node bypass distr. token recovery
40+variable<=88bits buffer yes with stand by braided
Frame with mixed sizes Central station generates frame yes nonespecified
80+variable buffer no active nodeskipping
12 or 20 +<4099bytes token no segmentby-passing
12 or 20 + <=4099bytes token no stationby-pass

APPLICATION REFERENCES

Interprocessor and LAN SALT80A
Commercialinter-computer netwk. GORD79A GORD80A

Integrated local communications JESC81A AMBR81A BRAU81A BRAU81B
Weather forcast data processing system CAST80A
High reliability and perf. Based on dDLCN GRNA80A
LAN applications BUX81B ANDR82A RAUC82A
LAN applications IEEE82A ECMA82A
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FIGURE 2-4 Loop Back Ring
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FIGURE 2-5 Braided Ring



CHAPTER 3

SIMULATION MODELS

3.1 THE AIMS OF SIMULATION

The general principles discussed in the previous chapter have shown 

that a broadcast type of interconnection network is most suited to 

the needs of the distributed processor, enabling simple connection 

and good flexibility. A number of different broadcast systems could 

possibly provide the required facilities, and although certain 

qualitative accessments can be made regarding their relative 

suitability, it is really necessary to obtain quantitative data on 

their performance under different conditions. Apart from building 

the different systems to try them out, two other techniques for 

obtaining performance data are available, namely simulation and 

analysis. Theoretical analysis of the operation of a system is a 

very useful exercise. It often gives a good insight into the general 

principles controlling the performance of a system and may well give 

formulae which can be used to assess performance with a minimum of 

computation. On the other hand, simulation usually involves a great 

deal of computation and although it may give accurate data for a 

system under particular conditions may not necessarily highlight the 

more general principles behind these results. However, it does 

enable implementation details to be studied more closely and provided 

the model is designed carefully, very accurate results should be 

obtainable. Both simulation and analysis have their place and have 

been used in this study of communication systems.
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This chapter describes simulation models of three ring access
which

techniques, slotted, buffer insertion and token^were studied in 

detail and also a CSMA/CD bus system. These models were used to 

study and compare the performance of these systems. The models 

reflected the access technique to a good degree of detail, enabling 

system parameters to be varied easily. The characteristics of the 

traffic applied to each network was also varied and the effects 

studied. Simulation enabled some particular problems to be studied 

as well. For instance it was possible to investigate the optimum 

message length for transferring large blocks of data without unduly 

affecting the main traffic load of smaller messages.

Like many complex, real-life systems, the operation of a ring or bus 

is really a combination of a number of processes which proceed in 

parallel and interact with each other from time to time. True 

parallelism cannot be simulated on a computer system with a single 

CPU but an impression of concurrency can be achieved by treating the 

system as a succession of discrete events related to a common 

timebase. This technique is known as discrete event simulation and 

enables complex parallel systems to be modelled with a good degree of 

accuracy.

A  number of computer languages have been designed to support discrete 

event simulation. One of the best known is SIMULA, a language based 

on ALGOL 60 but with a number of extensions to facilitate simulation. 

SIMULA was used to create a model of a number of ring communication 

systems and gave a good insight into the practical construction of
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simulation models. However, the opportunity arose to transfer 

compuation to an in-house VAX 11/780 and since SIMULA was not 

available, the model was translated into PASCAL. PASCAL does not 
have quite the same facilities for simulation that SIMULA has, but it 
was found that the main simulation concepts could be retained. The 

next section shows how some of the simulation aspects of SIMULA were 

translated into PASCAL and then gives details of the models of the 

three ring access techniques and of the Ethernet bus.

3.2 DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION IN PASCAL

The implementation of discrete event simulation for these LAN models 

was based on the principles of SIMULA. SIMULA is basically a block 

structured language based on ALGOL 60 and as such has many features 

in common with PASCAL. However, it has been extended to enable it to 

be used for simulation and it is mainly in these extensions that it 

differs from PASCAL. Five main extensions exist and each of these 

will be considered in turn, firstly in terms of SIMULA and then 

secondly in the way in which the extension can be implemented in 

PASCAL. The five extensions are :-

a) Class structures with dynamic memory allocationb) Reference (or pointer) variables
c) Sets and queuesd) Text and character handling
e) Quasi-parallel sequencing and process simulation features

3.2.1 Class Structures
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In re a l- l ife ,  we often think in terms of objects belonging to a given 
c lass, with each object in the class having sim ilar a ttr ib u te s  and 
behaving in a sim ilar way, e.g. a l l  cars have sim ilar a ttr ib u te s  and 
respond in a sim ilar way. In SIMULA, a class is  represented by a) a 
data structure defining i t s  a ttr ib u te s , b) a set of actions which run 
when a new object of the class is  generated and c) procedures which 
operate on the data structure.

In PASCAL, a class cannot be defined as a complete en tity  but the 
three parts can be defined separately. PASCAL defines data 
structures using RECORDS which produce a very sim ilar effec t to the 
variable declaration part of a class defin ition . A record instance 
can be created dynamically and a pointer to i t  is  returned. SIMULA 
provides automatic garbage collection so tha t when a l l  of the 
references to an object have been deleted i t  is  considered to have 
ceased to ex is t and w ill be removed from the dynamic data area. In 
PASCAL, th is  must be done ex p lic itly  and a 'destroy ' procedure is  
available to do th is .

The actions associated with a class in SIMULA are defined in the same 
block and are the only actions allowed to access the data s truc tu re . 
This give good 'data  hiding' and reduces the risk of inconsistencies. 
This is  not possible in PASCAL, so a l l  procedures have to be declared 
globally and i t  is  not immediately obvious which procedures are 
connected with a given data structure. However, with disciplined 
programming, consistency can be maintained and the PASCAL program can 
operate, for a l l  in ten ts and purposes, in the same way as SIMULA.
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The initialisation actions which would be activated automatically in 

SIMULA by the system procedure 'new' can be defined explicitly, for 

example, in a procedure 'new...'.

SIMULA provides a very powerful mechanism connected with classes 

called 'prefixing'. If a class definition is 'prefixed' by a 

previously defined class name then the attributes of that class will 

be inherited by the new class which will also have its own attributes 

superimposed on those of the 'prefix'. This can only be done very 

crudely in PASCAL by including a previously defined record as a field 

in the new record definition and by calling previously defined 

procedures from the new ones.

3.2.2 Reference Variables

The reference or pointer variables available in PASCAL are very 

similar to those in SIMULA. When an object of a given record type is 

generated dynamically using the system procedure 'new', a pointer is 

returned to enable the data structure to be accessed. In both 

languages the pointers are strictly 'typed' so that a pointer defined 

as referring to one record type cannot be used for any other type. 

In SIMULA, however, a pointer referring to a given class can also be 

used to reference any other class prefixed by that class. This gives 

some flexibility not available in PASCAL.
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3.2.3 Sets and Queues

SIMULA has a number of predefined classes for queues and for objects 

that can be inserted into queues. Using the prefix facility it is 

possible to define new classes of objects with queueing attributes. 

PASCAL has no such built-in definitions and without prefixing they 

cannot be incorporated so easily. However, using pointers it is 

fairly straight forward to create queues of objects although separate 

queueing procedures are required for each 'queueable' class.

3.2.4 Text and String Handling

ALGOL 60 does not provide much in the way of string handling so this 

can be considered as an extension in SIMULA. Standard PASCAL has 

some degree of string handling and input/output of text while many 

versions provide extensions to this. Text and string handling 

differs between the two languages but similar effects can be achieved 

in both.

3.2.5 Process Simulation Features

As might be expected, the biggest divergence between SIMULA and 

PASCAL lies in this area since SIMULA was written specifically with 

simulation in mind whereas PASCAL is a general programming language. 

SIMULA has an underlying structure which allows the simulation of 

apparently parallel events. It does this using objects called 

PROCESSES which perform actions in, conceptually, zero simulation 

time followed by periods of inactivity either waiting for a given
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time to expire or for another process to reactivate it. Thus a 

complex system can be simulated by a series of discrete events. When 

a process is run it performs various actions until it reaches 

rescheduling point. It is then either scheduled to run at some later 

time or else descheduled waiting to be reactivated by another 

process. To do this, the system must store details of the process 

(program counter, variable values etc.) so that it can continue from 

where it left off. All this is handled by the nan-time system so 

that all that the user needs to be concerned with are the scheduling 

primitives.

In PASCAL, there is no such underlying mechanism. The only way of 

transferring control from one procedure to another is by a CALL. 

This stores away the details of the point of execution on the stack 

but they can only be recovered by a RETURN instruction, strict 

returning order being observed. Arbitrary stopping and starting of 

certain procedures could be achieved by providing a separate stack 

for each and modifying the compiler and run-time system to enable 

switching between stacks. This has been done in one implementation 

of PASCAL as a simulation language [KRIZ80A] but can be quite a 

complex problem requiring detailed knowledge of the run-time system 

and the computer installation. The aim in the conversion to PASCAL 

was to maintain the standard PASCAL interface and write a program to 

suit it. This has been done and, although the technique used may 

sacrifice some flexibility and generality, it is found to work well.
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The technique employed in the PASCAL simulation program requires the 

processes to be treated as finite state machines. When a process is 

scheduled to be run its state is determined and then the actions for 

that particular state are commenced. These actions can operate on 

various data structures, can reactivate or reschedule other processes 

and will finally assign a state value for the next time it is to run 

and will either reschedule itself to run at some given time or else 

will passivate itself awaiting activation from another process.

The actions of a process are continuous for a given state from its 

commencement to its completion. Calls to activate other processes do 

not suspend the operation of the current process as in SIMULA. They 

simply reorganise the schedule queue so that the process to be 

activated will be the next to run. The RETURN at the end of the 

procedure defining the actions for a given state of a process returns 

control to the scheduler which takes the next process off the 

schedule queue and runs it. The scheduler continues running 

processes until the queue is empty or the 'endsimulation' flag is 

set. The organisation of the scheduling queue is similar to that in 

SIMULA. The queue of processes scheduled to run is a linked list in 

order of 'next event time'. When the scheduler takes a process off 

the head of the queue this process becomes 'current' and 'simulation 

time' is stepped to 'next event time' for that process.

The variables and data structures to support scheduling have to be 

expressed explicitly in the PASCAL model as there is nothing provided 

in the run-time system as there is in SIMULA. Each process is
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defined by a data structure, Figure 3-1, which has links for use in 

the schedule queue, a state number, an event time and a process type. 

(Also provided for this implementation are a pointer to the node 

associated with the process and some special fields for time-out 

processes). Each type of process has its actions defined for each 

state. A separate procedure is provided for each state, with a 

control procedure to select the appropriate state actions when the 

process is run. (An alternative structure, which is efficient for a 

small number of states, would have a single procedure to run the 

process with a chain of IF-THEN-ELSEf s to select the actions for each 

state). The scheduler is in overall control. Its action is simply 

to take the next process off the queue, test the process type and 

call the appropriate procedure.

The scheduling primitives provided in the PASCAL model have been 

given the same names as those in SIMULA. However, their exact 

functions are slightly different, most differences being linked to 

the fact that transfer of control does not take place until the end 

of the procedure defining each state.

The main primitives available are:-

Hold(t) - inserts an entry for the current process in the
schedule queue for it to run again at simulation 
time + t

Passivate - simply ensures that no entry is made for current 
process in schedule queue so will not run until 
activated by another process

- schedules process x, if passive, to run next 
(ie places it at head of schedule queue). Control 
will be passed at the end of the procedure.

Activate(x)
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Also available are:-

Reactivate(x) - as activate but will reschedule x even if it is 
already scheduled

Schedule(x,t) - inserts entry for x in schedule queue for time,
t, if process is passive

Reschedule(x,t)- as schedule but, if already scheduled, will 
cancel previous entry.

These primitives are not quite as flexible as those in SIMULA but, 

with a little thought, can reproduce the same effect in most 

situations. Being implemented in PASCAL, compile time checks cannot 

be applied to the structure as in SIMULA and so more reliance is 

placed on the programmer to maintain correctness and consistency.
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3.3 LOCAL AREA NETWORK SIMULATIONS IN PASCAL

The features for discrete event simulation, translated as far as 

possible from SIMULA into PASCAL, form a sound basis for the 

development of simulation models of local area networks. The program 

for each model is made up of two separately compiled modules. The 

first of these modules is common to all models and contains general 

procedures for control and scheduling and definitions of the main 

objects used. The second part contains the model-specific procedures 

including the process definitions and the main program block.

3.3.1 Common Procedures

A number of procedures have been declared in a separately compiled 

module which can be linked with the model-specific procedures to give 

the basic structure for each simulation model. Procedures declared 

in this module include those for manipulating the scheduling queue 

and providing the primitives for use in the simulations. Other 

general procedures provided include procedures for manipulating 

message queues, various printing procedures which can be used to 

monitor progress of a simulation and also random drawing procedures 

for message lengths and destinations. The provision of these in 

'SIMPROC' means that having been developed they are available for any 

future model using the same basic system. A  list of all of these 

procedures is given in Appendix A.
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3.3.1.1 The Main LAN Simulation Objects —  Although each of the 

LAN's simulated differ in their detailed operation they also have a 

number of broad similarities and the same sort of statistics apply to 

them all. The main objects for each model are the node, the message 

and the message queue. A common definition for all of these has been 

provided. This does mean that there are certain fields defined which 

only apply to one of the models but it was considered that the 

inefficiencies that this introduces are more that outweighed by the 

advantages of a common definition. The PASCAL declarations for the 

objects, along with the declaration for a slot object for the slotted 

ring are shown in Appendix B.

3.3.1.2 General Operation of the Models —  The outline operation of 

the LAN simulation models is shown in Figure 3-2. The program starts 

by setting up the default values for the various global simulation 

parameters. The procedure 'switches' is then called to enable the 

user to change any of these parameters for the particular simulation 

run. Input of these options is very simple and a summary of the 

options available is given in Appendix C.

Once the simulation parameters have been set, the program can then 

setup the model of the network. It generates the required number of 

nodes, initialising each one, creating instances of its processes and 

linking the nodes together into a ring. Each node has a message 

generator process which, when it is created, is scheduled to produce 

a message at some random time in the future. Thus when the ring 

setup is complete the schedule queue will contain one entry for each
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of the message generators. Control is then passed to the scheduler 

which begins running each scheduled process in turn. The scheduler 

continues until the end of the simulation, usually indicated by the 

generation of a predetermined number of messages. The procedure 

'report' is then run to print a report on the performance of the 

network.

The simulation models can either be run interactively or submitted as 

batch jobs using a command file. Batch operation is really best for 

performance studies because of the relatively high processing 

requirement. A file requesting a number of simulation runs can be 

prepared and the reports stored for further analysis.

3.3.2 The Token Passing Ring Model

A  token passing ring controls access to the transmission medium using 

a token consisting of a unique bit pattern that is passed from node 

to node around the ring. When a node has a message to send it waits 

for the token to arrive. It then retains the token, or more 

practically converts it into some other data pattern and begins to 

send its own message. At the end of its own transmission it appends 

a token so passing control to the next node in the ring. The node 

transmitting a message continues stripping off all of the incoming 

data until it has removed all of its own message when it will return 

to repeat mode. All nodes check all messages passing on the ring and 

copy any addressed to themselves.
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A  number of token passing rings have been implemented or proposed 

[GORD80A]. The token ring is now a subject of an IEEE 802 Local Area 

Network Standard [IEEE81A]. The detailed operation of these systems 

with regard to physical signa Is and framing may differ considerably 

but the performance model described here is broadly applicable to 

them all.

The simulation of the token passing ring has been taken to a finer 

degree of detail than either of the other networks. The complete 

token ring model includes details of the braiding and error recovery 

and enables the fault-tolerance of the ring to be studied. This 

complete model and its use to study error recovery algorithms is 

described in another chapter. It is rather inefficient for simple 

performance investigations and so a simplified model has also been 

developed and will be described here.

The simplified token passing ring model simulates the data link level 

of the message passing protocol. A  diagram of the ring and node data 

structure of this model is shown in Figure 3-3. The ring is formed 

by linking together node records using both forward and backward 

pointers ('nnext' and 'nprev' respectively). Each node record also 

has pointers to three independent processes, the message generator, 

'gx', the transmitter, 'tx', and the receiver, 'rx', to a message 

queue, 'outq', for outgoing messages and a message buffer, 'inmessr, 

for incoming messages.
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Once the main program has set up the ring structure it must set a 

token circulating round the ring to give the required access. The 

token takes the form of a message of length-lbyte and with the 

'istoken' flag set. A message having these attributes is generated, 

inserted into the 'throbuff' of the first node and the transmitter 

activated so that it will run first. Then when the scheduler is 

started the token will commence circulating.

The generator process is similar for all models, simply generating a 

message, putting it into the output message queue and the scheduling 

itself to run some time later, the time being given by a random 

number drawn from a negative exponential distribution. Its operation 

is shown in Figure 3-4.

The transmitter process for the simplified token ring is shown in 

Figure 3-5. It has two states, normal and transmitting. In state 1 

the transmitter checks each message placed into the 'throbuff' to see 

if it is a token. If it is and the node has a message to send it 

will start to transmit that message and change to state 2. 

Otherwise, it will simply pass on the message to the next node and 

await the next message. When the transmitter is activated in state 2 

it implies that transmission of an outgoing message has just been 

completed, so it will pass on the token which was being held in the 

'throbuff' and prepare to return to state 1.

The receiver process, Figure 3-6, also has two states. The first is 

idle. In this state the receiver is waiting for a message to be
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placed into its input buffer, 'inmess', by the previous transmitter. 

When activated it will transfer the message to the receiver buffer, 

change to state 2 and hold for the node delay period. This simulates 

the sum of the delays between and across each node. After this 

period the receiver will be nan again in state 2 and, under normal 

conditions will transfer the message to the through buffer, 

activating the transmitter. If, however, the 'txmode' flag is set, 

the receiver should strip off all incoming messages. In normal 

operation it will only strip off one message, the one just 

transmitted from that node, in which case the procedure 'remove' will 

reset the 'txmode' flag and return to repeating all messages.

For low traffic loadings, much of the time will be taken up simply 

passing the token around an idle ring. This does not add to the 

detail of the simulation results but consumes considerable processing 

time. To increase the efficiency, a flag, 'performance' is provided. 

If this is set and a transmitter detects that there are no 

outstanding messages at any of the other nodes it will not pass on 

the token but will passivate itself. When a new message is generated 

at any of the nodes the transmitter holding the token will be 

activated again and the simulation can continue. Since the 

simulation time moves forward in a single step to the new time no 

detail will be lost but processing will be saved.

3.3.3 The Slotted Ring Simulation Model
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In a slotted ring access to the communications medium is by means of 

circulating slots. A monitor node maintains a slot pattern on the 

ring consisting of one or more fixed length slots. Each slot can be 

marked as full or empty and a node with a message to send waits until 

it receives a slot marked as empty. It can then put all or part of 

the message into the slot for transmission. A full slot is allowed 

to circulate right round the ring and is marked empty again by the 

transmitting node. All nodes check the destination address field in 

each slot and if a slot is addressed to that node its contents are 

copied into local memory. The slot size is small and most messages 

require a number of slots for complete transmission. The most well 

known example of a slotted ring is the Cambridge ring and its 

derivatives. [WILK79A]

The model of the slo tted  ring is  based on the same structure as the 
token ring. The access method is  modelled using an additional 
object, a s lo t, which can be passed from node to node. When the ring 
is  s ta rted  up, a number of s lo ts  of the required size are se t 
circu lating  around the ring. The combined transm itter/receiver 
process ( ' t x ')  passes these s lo ts  from node to node. Every time a 
s lo t arrives the process checks i f  the s lo t is  fu ll  or empty. I f  i t  
is  fu l l ,  i t  then checks i f  i t  is  part of a message addressed to the 
node in which case i t  w ill 'rece ive ' i t .  I f ,  on the other hand, the 
s lo t is  empty and the node has a tle a s t one message to be sent i t  w ill 
transmit part of tha t message. Before a node s ta r ts  transm itting a 
message i t  f i r s t  calculates how many s lo ts  w ill be needed for i t s  
complete transmission. Each s lo t has a reference to  the message
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being transmitted and the first and last slots of each message 

transfer are marked. When the last slot is received at the 

destination the transmission is counted complete and the various 

statistics are updated accordingly. When a node has sent a slot it 

must wait until that slot returns and mark it empty again. A  node 

cannot fill another slot until the one outstanding has been cleared. 

This condition with a slot just sent is represented by state 2 in the 

transmitter/receiver process.

The structure of the slotted ring model is illustrated in Figure 3-7 

and state transition diagrams for the transmitter/receiver process 

are shown in Figure 3-8.

3.3.4 The Buffer Insertion Ring Model

A  number of systems using buffer or register insertion have been 

proposed [HAFN74A,LIU78A]. The exact details of their operation vary 

from system to system, but the basic principle is that when a node 

has a message to send it simply waits until the end of any message 

that may be passing the node and then inserts a buffer containing the 

message in series with the ring. Any subsequent messages on the ring 

will be delayed by passing through the buffer until it is removed 

either when it is empty or when the transmitted message returns 

again. Systems in which the message is removed from the ring at the 

destination and the buffer is removed as soon as it is empty make 

very efficient use of the ring but are very complex to implement 

[LIU78A]. The system modelled in this study allows each message to
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circulate right round the ring and then removes both message and 

buffer together.

The structure of the buffer insertion model is based on the token 

passing ring model (Figure 3-9). There are three independent 

processes in each node, the generator, gx, the transmitter, tx, and 

the receiver, rx. The generator works in the same way as for the 

token passing model. It generates a message, initialising its 

parameters and placing it in the outgoing queue. It activates the 

transmitter before scheduling itself to generate another message some 

random time later. If the transmitter (Figure 3-10) is idle it will 

immediately begin to transmit the message inserting a buffer between 

the receiver and transmitter of the node equal to the length of the 

message. If it is already transmitting it will not take any action 

until the current action is complete. Messages are transmitted from 

node to node by the transmitter transferring the message to the input 

buffer of the next node and activating its receiver. The receiver 

(Figure 3-11) checks the source and destination addresses of each 

incoming message. If the source address of the message is the same 

as the node then the message must have circulated right round the 

ring and so it will be removed along with its buffer. If the 

destination address is the same as the node then the message must be 

received and various statistics updated. A  message which is not 

actually removed at the node will be passed on by transferring it to 

the through buffer, which takes the form of a message queue, and then 

activating the transmitter after a delay equivalent to the buffer 

length. This delay will be equal to the length of any message being
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transmitted from the node or zero if no message is outstanding.

3.3.5 The CSMA/CD System Model

Carrier Sense Multiple Assess with Collision Detection is a technique 

used to allow random access to a bus communication system. Each node 

connected to the bus can monitor activity on the bus. If the node 

has a message to send it waits until it detects that the bus is idle 

and then begins to transmit. It continues monitoring the bus and if 

it detects that there has been a clash it will stop transmitting and 

wait for some random time period before attempting to transmit again. 

Each time a node detects a clash, the random timeout is lengthened to 

reduce the probability of further clashes. One of the best known 

CSMA/CD systems is the Ethernet which was first formally proposed by 

Metcalfe and Boggs [METC76A] and is now the subject of an IEEE 802 

Standard [IEEE81B].

The CSM^CD model is quite different from the two other models in 

that messages are transferred over a bus rather than around a ring. 

However, the overall principles are still similar and objects like 

nodes, messages and message queues can remain basically the same. A 

diagram of the main structure of the simulation model is shown in 

Figure 3-12.

The modelling of the contention access mechanism is based to a 

certain extent on that of Aimes and Lazowska [ALME79A] but is 

simplified to suit the PASCAL implementation. The model has a
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transmitter process with six states as shown in Figures 3-13 to 3-15. 

In a contention type network, a node which has started to transmit a 

message cannot be certain that it has sole use of the transmission 

medium until a time equal to twice the maximum delay over the medium 

has expired. If no other node attempts to transmit during this time 

the bus will be seen as 'busy' by all other nodes and the 

transmission will be successful. This has been modeled by having two 

phases to every transmission - an attempt phase and a transmit phase. 

Status flags ATTEMPT, CLASH and BUSY are used as follows.

I f  a node has a message i t  w ill f i r s t  check i f  the bus is  marked 
'BUSY'. I f  i t  is  then the node must defer and i t  executes a 'WAIT' 
so th a t i t  w ill be reactivated as soon as the bus is  released. When 
the bus becomes 'NOT BUSY', or i f  i t  is  'NOT BUSY' when f i r s t  tested  
then the node can attempt to  send a message. I t  does th is  by testing  
the ATTEMPT flag . I f  th is  is  se t then another node i s  already 
attempting to send and so a clash is  inevitable. The CLASH flag  is  
se t and the attempting node must wait u n til the end of the attempt 
phase before i t  can make a further attempt. I f ,  however, neither the 
ATTEMPT flag  or CLASH flag is  se t then th is  node is  the only one 
attempting to send a t  the moment. However, i t  must wait for twice 
the to ta l  bus propagation delay time to be certain  th a t i t  has sole 
use of the bus. At the end of that period i t  checks the CLASH flag . 
I f  no other node has attempted to send during tha t period then the 
CLASH flag  w ill be false and the f i r s t  node can se t the 'BUSY' flag  
and continue i t s  transmission. However, i f  another node or nodes 
have attempted to send, the CLASH flag w ill be se t. The f i r s t  node
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will then backoff, and reactivate the other clashing nodes so that 

they can all recalculate their retry time using the exponential 

backoff algorithm. This will continue until one node succeeds in 

obtaining sole control of the bus.

This model of the clash resolution mechanism is slightly inaccurate 

since it means that once one node has started to send a message other 

nodes will not detect 'BUSY' and thus defer to it until twice the bus 

delay time has elapsed. This implies an increase in the number of 

clashes, since in the real system nodes would always see the bus busy 

within a single bus delay period. However, this form of clash is 

very rare because it requires a message to mature for sending at the 

very start of the transmission of another message. Most clashes are 

caused by a number of messages being outstanding at the end of a busy 

period and thus attempting to send at exactly the same time. This 

form of clash is modeled adequately by the system described.

The exponential backoff algorithm used attempts to model that 

described by Metcalfe and Boggs [METC76A]. Every time a message 

experiences a clash a backoff factor, which starts at 1, is doubled 

until it reaches 256. This factor is then used to calculate the 

delay before the node attempts to send the message again. It does 

this by choosing a random number in the range 0 to (backoff factor 

-1) and multiplying this by the slot time period. Ideally this slot 

time should be equal to twice the end-to-end bus delay but it is 

likely to be implementation dependent. The XEROX Ethernet uses a 

slot time of 38.08us (a convenient clock period) although the bus
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delay is in the order of lOus. Normally the backoff factor is only 

reset after the given message has been finally transmitted. However, 

an interesting variant is to reset the factor whenever any message is 

transmitted.

The model has been designed for either unbounded queues or a single 

message buffer at each node. In the queueing model, once the applied 

load exceeds the maximum throughput, the transmission delay tends to 

infinity. In the non-queueing model, the applied load determines the 

arrival rate of messages only at those nodes which are free so there 

is a self-regulating mechanism in the system for high loads. This 

makes it easier to investigate the operation of the network as the 

load increases beyond unity. The throughput/delay characteristic 

turns out to be very similar for both queue and non-queue models 

except that at high throughputs (close to saturation) the delay for 

the queue model is slightly higher owing to the possibility of long 

delays within the queues.
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FIGURE 3-1 PROCESS Data Structure

MYNODE : nodept
PNEXT : procpt | PPREV : procpt
STATE : integer | EVTIME : real

CALLINGPROC : procpt
FLAG : boolean | ACK : boolean
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FIGURE 3-2 Main Block for Simulation Programs

FIGURE_3:2
MAIN BLOCK FOR SIMULATION PROGRAMS
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FIGURE 3-3 Token Ring Data Structure
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FIGURE 3-4 Generator Process
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FIGURE 3-5 Token Ring Transmitter Process
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FIGURE 3-7 Slotted Ring Data Structure
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FIGURE 3-8 Slotted Ring Transmitter-Receiver Process
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FIGURE 3-9 Buffer Ring Data Structure
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FIGURE 3-10 Buffer Insertion Ring Transmitter Process
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FIGURE 3-11 Buffer Insertion Ring Receiver Process
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FIGURE 3-12 Ethernet Data Structure
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FIGURE 3-13 Ethernet Transmitter Process
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FIGURE 3-15 Ethernet Transmitter Process
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APPENDIX A

List of Procedures Provided in SIMPFOC.PAS

{Scheduling Primitives}
PROCEDURE pprecede(p,x:procpt);{inserts process x into scheduling queue preceding p}
PROCEDURE pfollow (p,x:procpt);{inserts process x into scheduling queue following p}
PROCEDURE unlink(p:procpt);{unlinks process p from the schedule lis t}
PROCEDURE reschedule (p :procpt; t : re a l);{reschedules process p to run a t  simtime -  t}{will unlink and reschedule i f  necessary}
PROCEDURE schedule(p :procpt; t : re a l);{schedules process,p, to run a t  simtime t  }{has no effec t i f  already scheduled}
PROCEDURE hold ( t : re a l) ;{reschedules current to run a fte r a delay t}
PROCEDURE passivate;{simply sets current evtime to -1}
PROCEDURE reactiva te(p :procpt);{reactivates a process to run immediately
PROCEDURE ac tiva te (p:procpt);{prepares process p to run next BUT current
PROCEDURE wait(VAR l i s t  : procpt);{inserts current process into l i s t  waiting for a SIGNAL}
PROCEDURE signal(VAR l i s t  : procpt);{takes the f i r s t  process o ff l i s t  and activates it}

{Message Queueing Procedures}
PROCEDURE into(VAR q:messq;m:messpt);{puts message m into queue q}
PROCEDURE intoq(m:messpt);{inserts message m into outq on current node}
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FUNCTION out (VAR q:messq) :messpt;
{returns pointer to first message and reforms q}

FUNCTION outofq : messpt?
{returns reference to the first message in outq on current node}

{General Print Procedures}
PROCEDURE printcptime;
{prints the cpu time elapsed since 'strtcptime'}

PROCEDURE printmess (m:messpt;lab:tex);
{prints details of message}

PROCEDURE printproc(psprocpt);
{prints details of process}

PROCEDURE printq (q:messq);
{prints details and contents of a q}

PROCEDURE printsched;
{Prints details of processes in scheduled order}

PROCEDURE printnode (nd :nodept);
{prints details of node}

{Random drawing procs}

FUNCTION rand(VAR u :integer):real;
{gives random number in range 0 to 1}

[EXTERNAL] FUNCTION mth$random(seed:integer):real;extern; 
FUNCTION negexptn(mean:real; VAR u :intege r): real;
FUNCTION randint (lower,upper:integer; VAR u:integer):integer;

{message generation and deletion -

PROCEDURE destroy (m:messpt);
{deletes references f message and adds toQ free list}

FUNCTION newmessage :messpt;
{returns pointer to a fresh message}

{Initialisation procs}

PROCEDURE initproc(VAR x : procpt; xtype : proctype; xnd : nodept); 
{Initialises process record}

PROCEDURE initq(VAR qimessq);
{initialises a q structure}

PROCEDURE crelog(logname:string7;equname:stringll);
[EXTERNAL] FUNCTION sys$crelog (%immed tblflg : integer;
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{Creates logical name equivalences}



APPENDIX B
PASCAL Definitions of Main Simulation Objects

{PROCESS} 
process * RECORD 

{main fields}
mynode :nodept {pointer to owning node}
pnext,pprev rprocpt; {ponters for link to schedule queue}
state :integer; {current state}
evtime :real; {next event time - if set}

{extra fields for timeout processes}
callingproc rprocpt; {pointer to calling process}
flag :boolean; {timeout expired flag}
ack :boolean; {timeout acknowledged}

END; {of process definition}

{NODE}node=RECORD{Pointers to neighbours in the ring} nnext,nprev:nodept;
{Queue for outgoing messages} outq : messq;
{Processes}
tx
,rx
,gx
,tokento 
,messto 
,ifhandler 
, rechandler 
rprocpt;

{Tranmitter process}{Receiver process}{Message generator process} {Token timeout process} {Message/flag timeout process} {Interface handler}{Recovery handler}

{Input message buffers - one for each braid} 
inmess:ARRAY[1..2] of messpt;

{Other message buffers}
txbuf f, rxbuff, throbuf f, outbuff: messpt;

{Slot buffer for slotted ring simulation} 
inslot : Slot;

{Command register bits}
xmreset, {Bit 0 - Master Reset}
xinitial, {Bit 5 - Force Token}
xtrans {Bit 8 - Send Message}
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:boolean; 
xbraid 
:integer;

{Bits 6 & 7 - Ringport A  & B}
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{Status Register Bits} 
xtxsucc, {Bit 4 - Message Sent} 
xtxfail, {Bit 7 - Spurious message} 
xcrc, {Bit 9 - Transmission Error}
xinterrupt {Bit 15- Interrupt Bit}

{Bits 11 & 12 are read directly as messto.flag 
and tokento.flag}

:Boolean;

{Other flags}transpending, recovermode, txmode: boolean; command:boolean;
noofraess,nodeno, bofactor:integer; 
nomessfIts,notknf1ts,notxf1ts:integer; 
nocrcflts,nomycrcflts : integer; 
passivated : boolean; 
lasttoktime,laststime : real;

{other variables for slotted ring simulation}
slotcount,
sequno,
lastsequno

selectedsource

{count of slots to enable removal of own message} 
{sequence no. of current slot}
{last sequence no. of current message}
:integer;
{only node from which messages will be accepted} 
:nodept;

END;{of node definition}

{MESSAGE} message = RECORDsource,d est,present:nodept; mnext,mprev:messpt; myq:Messq;istoken,isstartup,isinblock,crcerror:boolean; len,num ber,priority:integer; ringentry, qentry, sysentry, qdelay, txdelay: re a l; END;{of message definition}

{MESSAGE QUEUE} messq =* RECORDfirstmessimesspt;
usedspace,maxspace,max,numbe rin,numbe rout,noinq:intege r; 
sumdelay: real;END; {of message queue definition}

{SLOT}s lo t = RECORD mess:messpt; snumber: in teger; f irs tp k t, lastp k t, fu l l ,
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accepted :boolean; 
end? {of slot definition}



APPENDIX C
Options for Simulation Models

/ALGl-CTRUE|FALSE>
- Normal ETHERNET backoff algorithm (ETHER) (TRUE)

/ALG2»<TRUE | FALSE>
- Alternative backoff algorithm, resetting bo factor every time 

busy is encountered. (ETHER) (FALSE)

/BDEL»<bus delay>
- Total one way delay over bus (ETHER) (0)

/BELL=TRUE|FALSE
- if TRUE sounds bell every time ring recover algorithm

runs. (Recovery simulation - Token ring)

/BIMO-<TRUE | FALSE>-  Bimodal messages -  (ETHER) (FALSE)
/BLIM=<bo limit>
- Limiting value for backoff factor. (ETHER) (256)

/DELF
- opens DELFILE to record details of each message and its 

delay.

/DSPI-<di splay int>
- interval in messages between successive updates

of the ring display. (Token ring display)

/DSPl-TRUE|FALSE -  (Token ring display)
/DSP2-TRUE|FALSE - (Token ring display)

/DSP3-TRUE|FALSE - (Token ring display)

/ERIA»<error int>
- Interval between generation of errors. (Token RingRecovery simulation)

/FLEN-CTRUE|FALSE>
- Fixed length messages - (ETHER) (TRUE)

/HEAD-<header leng>
- Length of message header. This is header per message for 

Token Ring and Ethernet and overhead per slot for 
Slotted Ring. (SIMPLE,ETHER =9, SLOT-2)

/IATI-<int.a r r . time>
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- Mean interarrival time for messages at each node. (200)

/IFRM*<inter frame>
- Interframe time (ETHER) (0)

/JAMT-<jam time>
- Jamming time after a clash has been detected (ETHER) (0) 

/LENO<length>-  Mean message length. This for data part of message.
Header is added to this. (64)

/LQAD»<load>-  Load applied. An alternative to specifying /IATI.LOAD -  mean a rriv a l rate of data (excluding headers)
/ mean data rate for system. (0.5)

/LOGA»true|false-  Log a l l  messages. Output for each message i s : -  <labelxmessno><source><dest><pres><leng><entry time>
/LOGS-  Special log 
/MAXL=<max leng>
- Maximum length for random length distributions (64)

/MESS=<tot msgs>
- Total number of messages to be simulated (10000)

/MTYP»<mtype>-  Define message length d istribu tion . D istributions a re :-FIXED - constant length = mean length BIMOD - a bimodal distribution set at 25 and 128bytes in 
ratio 4:1NEGEXP - a negative exponetial distribution truncated at 
max leng (/MAXL)

XMES - a distribution to simulate possible System X messages 

/NDEL=<node delay>
- Node delay in bytes. Include internode link delay. Bewarel 

NDEL must not exceed 1.0 for token ring or slot length for 
slotted ring. (0.25)

/NODE»<no of nodes>
- Number of nodes (50)

/PERF=<TRUE| FALSE>
- If true it does not simulate time for token being passed 

round an idle ring.Speeds simulation for performance s ta t i s t ic s .  (FALSE)
/RESE»<reset int>
- Interval between resetting of ring statistics. (10000)
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/RPRT=*<TRUE | FALSE>
- If true will print a report to report file. (FALSE) 

/SCHE
- Print list of scheduled processes (debug aid) 

/SEED-<seed>
- Alternative seed for random number routines (1) 

/SLOT-<slot leng>
- Slot length for Cambridge Ring.(SLOT) (8)

/SNAP
- Display snapshot of system state 

/STPI»<Stop int>
- Number of messages between stops to change options (50) 

/SUMI*<summary int>
- Interval between printing of summary details.

/SURG
- Create traffic surge



CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The use of simulation models makes it possible to test the 

performance of different communication systems for a wide range of 

system parameters. In this chapter we report results obtained from 

the simulation models of three ring systems and one bus system as 

described in Chapter 3. When comparing different techniques it is 

important to choose a set of reference parameters which would form a 

representative system. For the comparison of ring systems at data

rates of up to 

chosen

10 Mbit/s, the following reference parameters were

Data rate - 10 Mbit/s.
Message length - 64 bytes.
Number of nodes - 50.
Ring length - 1 km.
Overhead

Slot size 
Slot overhead 
Node delay

- 9 bytes per message for token 
and buffer insertion.

- 40 bits.
- 24 bits.
- 1 bit.

The 9 bytes overhead for the token and buffer insertion systems 

assumes destination and source addresses of 2 bytes each, a control 

byte, a CRC of 2 bytes and two flag bytes. The slot sizes and 

overheads reflect the design of the Cambridge Ring.

One of the major performance measures for communication systems is  
the transmission delay for given applied loads. Simulation runs have
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been made to compare the delay v load performance of the three 
d iffe ren t ring systems with the reference parameters and studies have 
also been made on the effect of varying these parameters. Another 
s ign ifican t performance measure is  the d istribu tion  of transmission 
delays since i t  may be important in  some applications to know what is  
the probability  of exceeding a given delay. Queue lengths are also 
important as these may affect the hardware design.

r

4.2 THE PERFORMANCE OF RING SYSTEMS

In this section we investigate the performance of three ring access 

systems under a variety of conditions. The performance of bus 

systems using CSMA/CD has also been studied but the results of those 

test are reported separately in Section 4.3 because the factors 

affecting a bus system are quite different from those affecting a 

ring.

4.2.1 Reference Ring Systems

Figure 4-1 shows a comparison of the message delays at different 

traffic loads for the three access systems. The delay is normalised 

with respect to the message length. The performance of the token and 

buffer insertion rings are very similar, with the buffer insertion 

ring giving slightly lower delays, particularly at low loads because 

no time is lost in waiting for the token. The delays within the 

slotted ring system are an order of magnitude worse than the other 

two rings. This is due mainly to the overhead encountered in
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splitting up the 64 byte messages into 'mini-packets' of 2 bytes for 

transmission in the small slots. The protocol is such that one 

'mini-packet' must circulate right round the ring before the next can 

be sent. The slotted ring also saturates at much lower loads than 

the other systems, mainly because of inefficiency of the slot 

structure with 3 bytes overhead to 2 bytes of information.

4.2.2 Variations in Ring Length and Node Delay

An increase in ring length increases the total delay around the ring 

and the effect of this on the performance of the three ring systems 

is shown in Figure 4-2. The effect on the buffer insertion ring is 

not very significant. Its only result is to increase the 

transmission delay from source to destination. For the token ring 

the increased delay from node to node increases the token passing 

overhead as well as increasing the message transmission time. The 

effect of increasing the length of the ring is, therefore, greater 

for the token ring than the buffer insertion ring. For the slotted 

ring, the increased ring delay increases the time for the delivery of 

each 'mini-packet' and so, at lower loadings, the message 

transmission delay is significantly increased. The longer ring does 

have the advantage of allowing more slots to circulate round the 

ring. This means that saturation occurs at slightly higher loads.

The performance of the slotted ring can be improved for longer rings 

by increasing the slot sizes. Figure 4-3 shows slotted ring systems 

with slot sizes of 32+5 bytes and 64+9 bytes. The slotted ring with
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one big slot (64+9) which can take a complete message has a very 

similar performance to the token ring.

An increase in the delay through a node has a similar effect to an 

increase in ring length. For instance, for a 50 node ring operating 

at lOMbit/s an increase in ring length from 1km to 10km is equivalent 

to an increase in node delay of lObits.

4.2.3 Variations in Data Rate

The effect of increasing the data rate on the ring is similar to 

increasing the length of the ring because, although the absolute 

delay round the ring is unaltered, the delay in terms of bits is 

changed. For instance, the normalised delay on a 1km, lOOMb/s ring 

would be the same as that shown for a 10km, lOMb/s ring as shown in 

Figure 4-2. In Figure 4-4 the performance of systems operating at 

different data rates are shown expressed in microseconds to emphasise 

the improvementgained by increasing the data rate. Long, high speed 

token and slotted rings are also shown. For these parameters a 73 

byte slot is easily possible so the slotted ring works very 

efficiently. On the other hand, inter-node delays are becoming 

significant compared with the message length so the token ring is 

less efficient. This shows that for long, high speed rings the 

slotted ring can give better performance so long as the messages 

lengths and the slot lengths are compatible.
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4.2.4 Variations in Message Lengths

Figure 4-5 shows the effect of different fixed lengths messages on 

each system. For the token and buffer insertion rings, short 

messages are less efficient because the message header becomes a more 

significant proportion of the complete message. For the token ring 

there is an extra overhead in passing the token which also becomes 

more significant for small messages. The slotted ring is more 

efficient for smaller messages, the ideal being when each message 

fits exactly into a slot.

Figure 4-6 shows the effect of different message distributions. 

Those shown are fixed, negative exponential and bimodal. The bimodal 

message distribution gives a mixture of 8 and 128 byte messages with 

a mean of 64 bytes and a variance of 87.6 bytes. The results show 

that, in general, an increase in message length variance increases 

the transmission delay. There is no significant difference between 

the token and buffer insertion rings in this respect.

4.2.5 Different Access Algorithms

Different algorithms for token, buffer insertion and slotted rings 

have been investigated. Three different categories of token ring 

have been proposed in which the token is passed on at different 

points following the transmission of a message [see BUX 81B]. The 

technique investigated in the previous sections passes on the token 

at the end of transmitting a message. This is termed the multiple 

token scheme because, although there can only be one 'free' token on
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the ring granting permission to transmit, there may be a number of 

'busy' tokens on the ring created when a node transforms a 'free' 

token into a 'busy' token when it seizes control. This is the most 

efficient system because no time is wasted by holding a token and not 

transmitting. In the single token scheme, a node, having transmitted 

a message, or group of messages, waits until its header returns 

before forwarding the token. This can make token recovery simpler 

and also allows the implementation of priority tokens. For these 

reasons single token operation has been chosen for the IEEE 802 token 

passing ring proposals. The main disadvantage is that, for systems 

where the ring delay is greater than the message length, time is 

wasted in waiting for the header to arrive before forwarding the 

token. This makes the system inefficient on high speed or physically 

long rings. The third category of token passing ring is termed 

'single message' protocol in which the transmitter waits until its 

own message has been entirely removed before passing on the token. 

This technique is inefficient even on short rings and does not 

actually simplify the hardware design very much.

The buffer insertion  ring investigated so far operates by inserting  a 
buffer in series with the ring to transmit a message and then 
allowing the message to propagate back to the sender before removing 
both the buffer and the message. This technique is  fa ir ly  simple to 
implement and does allow control b its  to be altered  by the 
destination node to indicate i f  i t  was copied successfully or not. 
However, some designs of buffer insertion  rings, including the DLCN 
system allow messages to be removed from the ring a t  the destination .
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This can lead to a complex hardware interface but make more efficient 

use of the ring. The throughput for this type of ring is 

approximately double that of the simpler ring which removes messages 

at source. Despite this significant increase in efficiency it was 

considered that removing the message at the destination makes the 

interface too complex and fault recovery difficult and so only the 

simpler ring was considered as a possibility for the Distributed 

Processor design.

The slotted ring can also be designed to remove messages at the 

destination so freeing the slot for re-use and giving more efficient 

operation. However, again this design was considered to be rather 

complex and the simpler system would be more suitable for the 

Distributed Processor.

4.2.6 Delay Time Distributions

The average delay for a given load is an important measure of the 

operation of the ring. However, other factors are also important and 

one of these is the distribution of transmission and queueing delays 

as this may affect the suitability of a system for real time 

applications. Figure 4-7 shows the cumulative probability 

distribution of queueing delays for a token and buffer insertion ring 

operating at a loads of 0.2,0.4 and 0.6, and also the slotted ring at 

a load of 0.2. Figures 4-8,4-9 and 4-10 show the probability density 

functions for transmission delay for the token, buffer and slotted 

rings respectively.
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The queueing delay for the token ring shows three distinct sections. 

There is, first of all, a section of relative high, constant 

probability of a delay of 0-12.5bytes. This occurs when a message 

arrives when the system is idle and it simply has to wait for the 

arrival of the token. The next section is for delays of 12.5 to 

about 90 bytes incurred when there is just one message in service on 

the ring when the message arrives. The probability of delays of more 

than this is relatively low and, even for a load of 0.6 more than 90% 

of the messages have queueing delay of less than about 250bytes.

For the buffer insertion ring, the queueing delay for a message 
arriv ing a t  an id le system is  zero, so the probability  density 
function has a peak a t zero delay. There are then a number of 
sections corresponding to d ifferen t numbers of message delays.

These sections show up in the probability density functions for the 

transmission delay. The function for the token ring shows a fairly 

broad peak for delays of between about 73 and 100 bytes, a fairly 

constant density for 100 to 160 bytes and then a lower density for 

higher delays still. The buffer insertion ring shows a much sharper 

peak for 73-85 bytes, a further section up to 100 bytes and then a 

decaying tail for high values.

Results for the s lo tted  ring system show a much broader d is tribu tion  
of queueing and transmission delays than the other two systems.
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4.2.7 Queue Lengths

In designing a real system it is important to know what average queue 

lengths will be and, perhaps even more importantly, the probability 

of exceeding a given queue length. The results obtained for queueing 

delay times can be used to calculate this although the simulation 

model can also be designed to give a direct output of these 

statistics. Tests show that apart from serious overload, queue 

lengths of about 5 message lengths will rarely overflow. For

instance, for a 50 node token ring operating at a load of 0.6 the 

probability of any queue exceeding 2 entries is less than 0.05%. The 

probability of overflow is increased for the same traffic on fewer 

nodes. Figure 4-11 shows the probability distribution for a six node 

system operating at a load of 0.6. The maximum queue lengths are 

still very small and the chances of being able to design a small 

system capable of loading the ring to 0.6 are very remote.

4.3 CSMA/CD SYSTEMS

4.3.1 Introduction

The simulation model for the CSMA/CD random access bus system has 

been described in Chapter 3. A  number of proprietary bus systems are 

now available, the most well known being the Ethernet [METC76A], 

which now forms the basis of proposals for the IEEE 802 standard for 

bus medium local area networks [ IEEE82A]. A  number of parameters 

which control the operation of the CSMVCD protocol have to be fixed 

in this standard to ensure that worse case conditions can be met, but
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this is not necessarily the optimum system for all situations. In 

this section we consider first of all bus systems in which these 

parameters have been optimised to suit the size of the network and 

investigates how various changes affect the performance of the 

system. Later we consider the performance of the IEEE 802 defined 

system and compare it with a token passing ring.

As a reference system for these studies we define the following 

network characteristics

Data rate = 10 Mbit/s - this is the data rate of the standard
Ethernet system.

Number of nodes = 50 - this would represent a reasonable size
system although a standard Ethernet 
could support 1024 nodes.

Message lengths = 64 bytes - this is a relatively short message
length.

Bus length = 500m - this represents a small network. The
maximum size of an Ethernet is 1.5km.

4.3.2 Optimi sed System

Figure 4-12 shows the mean transmission delay and standard deviation 

plotted against load carried for a contention bus and a token ring. 

The network characteristics are those given in the introduction. It 

can be seen from these curves that at low traffic levels (i.e. <0.4)

there is little difference in the performance of the two systems 

although the CSMA/CD saturates at a lower load. The difference in 

standard deviation of transmission delay between the ring and the bus 

system is more significant. For the ring, the standard deviation is
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less them, or close to, the mean over th e full range but for the bus 

it increases rapidly for loads above about 0.4. This implies that 

the delay experienced on the contention system can be very variable. 

Figure 4-13 shows the probability distributions for transmission 

delay for the two systems with a load of 0.2,0.4 and 0.6. The bus 

handles more messages with low delays but also has more with very 

significant delays. This increased 'tail' only affects about 10% of 

messages but could have adverse effects in a real time environment.

4.3.3 Variations in Network Length

A  change in network length changes the parameters which are dependent 

on link propagation times. For the ring, increasing the network 

length by a factor of 5 increases the total node delay, which also 

includes a fixed delay through the node, from 1.2 bits to 2 bits. 

This does not have a particularly significant effect on performance.

For the bus, increasing the bus delay means that the time required to 

detect a clash is increased and so the time spent resolving 

contention is also increased. A bus of 500m has a maximum round trip 

delay of 50 bits at 10 Mbit/s, so increasing the length by a factor 

of five increases the delay to 250 bits, which is significant 

compared with message lengths of 512 bits. This is clearly seen in 

Figure 4-14 which shows that the performance of the ring system is 

still good but the bus is saturating at a load of about 0.5.
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4.3.4 Increased Data Rate

Increasing the data rate of a network is proportionally the same as

increasing the path lengths. Thus an increase in data rate from 10
to 50Mbit/s

will have an effect similar to a factor of five increase in 

network length. This shows that a CSMA/CD system would be quite 
unsuitable for long high-speed networks. For instance, a CSMA/CD 
system of 500m operating at 50 Mbit/s would saturate at a load of 0.4 

with more time being spent in contention than in transmitting useful 

data.

4.3.5 Variations in Message Length

A change in message length, like changes in network length or data 

rate, alters the ratio of propagation time to message transmission 

time. Thus a reduction in message length by a factor of five has a 

similar effect to an increase in network length or data rate by the 

same factor. A reduction in message length does decrease the 

efficiency of a token passing ring but the effect is not so great as 

for the bus. Figure 4-15 shows the effect of different message 

lengths on both the Ethernet and token ring systems.

The distribution of message lengths also affects the performance of 

the bus system as shown in Figure 4-16. A  negative exponential 

message length distribution increases the transmission delay but the 

effect is not very great.
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4.3.6 Variations in Backoff Algorithm

The backoff algorithm in the Metcalf and Boggs version, doubles the 

backoff factor for the first eight clashes and then maintains this 

value (256) for a further eight clashes before aborting the attempted 

transmission. The backoff factor, calculated in this way, is an 

estimate of the number of nodes, at any given instant, contending to 

acquire the 'ether'. It can be seen that, with only 50 nodes in the 

system, an upper limit of 256 will mean that at times the backoff 

algorithm could give an estimate of contending nodes that is too 

high. This would waste bus capacity by increasing contention times 

and Aimes [ALME79a] suggests reducing the backoff limit to prevent 

this. Studies show that reducing the backoff limit to 64 does not 

make a very significant difference. However, if the backoff limit is 

reduced to a value less than the number of nodes in the system, then 

there is a possibility that at high loads the system will continually 

underestimate the number of nodes contending and instability can 

result. This is shown in Figure 4-17 where the curve for 'backoff 

limit » 16' shows a definite peak with the traffic carried, reducing 

for increased loads above about 0.8. This condition of instability 

should be avoided at all costs and it is better to accept the very 

slightly reduced performance for too high a backoff limit rather than 

to set the limit too low.

A number of different backoff algorithms have been suggested in an 

attempt to improve on the performance of the negative exponential 

algorithm of Metcalfe and Boggs. One obvious drawback of the 

standard algorithm which has already been noted, is that it tends to
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produce a last-come-first-served discipline resulting in a very high 

deviation in delay time distributions. A possible alternative that 

has been considered is to reset the backoff factor at all nodes 

whenever a message is successfully transmitted. This would mean that 

every node would enter a contention period on the same basis giving a 

random service discipline. The performance of this algorithm is 

shown in Figure 4-18. It can be seen that at low to medium loads 

there is a slight reduction mean transmission delay and, more 

significantly, the standard deviation of delay has been considerably 

reduced to be only slightly larger than the mean for the full range 

of loads.

However, the problem with this algorithm can be seen in Figure 4-19, 

showing the relative proportions of busy, contention and idle periods 

for different loads. As the applied load increases, the carried load 

increases to a peak at about 0.65 and then begins to fall off again. 

This implies instability with increasing applied load resulting in 

decreased throughput.

4.3.7 Slot time

There are two time periods that are important to the performance of 

an Ethernet system. One is the bus delay which is twice the 

propagation delay over the length of the bus. This is the maximum 

time which it may take a node to discover that its attempt to seize 

the bus has resulted in a clash. In our model, this is assumed to be 

the time taken by all contending nodes to detect a clash and
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withdraw. In practice, most clashes may be detected more quickly 
than th is , but a further delay is  s t i l l  required before any node can 
attempt to transmit again so our model is  fa ir ly  accurate.

The other time period of interest is termed the slot time. This is 

the time period used to determine the retry interval for backed off 

nodes. Ideally, this time should be equal to the bus delay but for 

practical reasons some larger arbitrary might be selected. In the 

Metcalfe and Boggs implementation a slot time of 38.8us was chosen 

because a clock period was available although the bus delay was only 

lOus for a 1km bus. Tests have been performed to check the 

sensitivity of the system to the slot time and the results are shown 

in Figure 4-20. These results show that even with a slot time up to 

ten times the basic bus delay there is very little degradation in 

performance.

4.3.8 IEEE 802 CSMA/CD Standard

As with any standardisation, parameters must be chosen to fit in with 

worst case requirements. This tends to imply that the system is 

likely to be optimum for only a very few applications. The main 

parameters, defined in the Ethernet standard, which affect 

performance are message format, slot time, interframe time and 

backoff algorithm.
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4.3.8.1 Message format —  The message format used is shown in Figure

4-21. The first two fields in the message are the destination and 

source addresses, of either 2 bytes or 6 bytes each. A  6 byte field 

gives an enormous addressing range (of the order of 3E14), the idea 

being that every piece of equipment designed to attach to an Ethernet 

will have a unique address. The destination address can be 

interpreted as a single physical address, a group address or a 

broadcast address.

A  control field of 2 bytes, called the 'Type' field, is provided for 

use by the higher level protocols.

The data field comes next in the message. This can be filled in any 

way by the user but has the restrictions of a minimum length of 46 

and a maximum length of 1500. The minimum length is required so 

that, even on the longest specified network of 1.5km, a collision 

will always be detected before the end of the message and so the 

sender will be able to withdraw and retry. The maximum length is 

specified so that one node cannot hog the network and timeouts can be 

provided to cut out a faulty transmitter.

The final field of the message is a frame check sequence which 

contains a 4 byte cyclic redundancy code (CRC). This is longer than 

the codes used in many other systems but is, presumably, thought 

necessary to guard against multiple corruptions on long messages.
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The message transmission time also includes a preamble of 64 bits (8 

bytes) used to synchronise the receivers on the system. The preamble 

consists of a string of alternating ones and zeros terminated by two 

ones. These 8 bytes must be included in the calculation of the total 

transmission overheads.

The total overhead for the message frame described above is 18 bytes 

plus an 8 byte preamble giving 26 bytes. The percentage overhead 

ranges from 36% for minimum length messages to 1.7% for maximum 

length messages.

4.3.8.2 Slot time —  The slot time is an important parameter in the 

collision handling mechanism of the Ethernet. It is the scheduling 

quantum used in the backoff algorithm. It must be greater than the 

maximum time that might be taken for a collision to occur, be 

detected and all colliding nodes to withdraw leaving the Ether idle. 

This time is the sum of the round trip propagation delay plus any 

jamming bits transmitted to ensure that all nodes have seen the 

collision. The Ethernet standard gives full details of the delay 

budget for the system, the worst case round trip delay being 45us 

(450 bit times). To allow for this delay, plus 48 jamming bits, the 

slot time is defined as 512 bits.

4.3.8.3 Interframe spacing —  When a node has received a message 

from the Ether, it may well be that the next message will also be 

addressed to the same node. If this message is not to be lost the
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node must be able to complete the reception of one message and 

prepare the data area ready for the next message before it arrives. 

To ensure that this is possible a fixed interframe spacing is 

specified in the standard. The value of this spacing is defined as 

9.6us (96 bits), and it is achieved by ensuring that when a node 

detects the bus free condition it takes no action for 9.6us. This 

interframe spacing simplifies the design of node hardware but adds an 

extra overhead on the transmission medium.

4.3.8.4 Backoff algorithm —  The limit on the backoff factor for the 

standard system is set at 1024 (ie. ten collisions). If, after a 

further six attempts, the transmission is sti 11 unsuccessful it is 

aborted. The value of 1024 as the maximum backoff factor agrees with 

the maximum number of nodes in the system which is also 1024.

4.3.8.5 Simulation Results — The various parameters detailed above 
have been incorporated in a simulation model to assess the 
performance of the Standard Ethernet system. To enable a fa ir  
comparison to be made for d ifferen t message lengths, the resu lts  have 
been expressed in terms of normalised delay against data load. 
Normalised delay is  the delay experienced by a message divided by the 
data content of the message. Data load is  the proportion of time 
tha t the channel is  carrying useful data (not including message 
headers, checksums, e tc .) .  Figure 4-22 shows the performance of the 
DIX Ethernet for message lengths of 64, 512 and 1500 bytes. This 
shows th a t the performance of the system is  in e ffic ien t for short
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messages but is  good for the longer messages. The system is  c learly  
designed for large block transfers and is  reasonably e ff ic ie n t for 
i t s  maximum length messages.

Also shown plotted in Figure 4-22 are simulation results for what is 

termed the 'Optimum Ethernet'. This is the CSMA/CD system defined in 

a previous Section. These results show clearly the high overheads 

entailed by having to define a standard to cover worst case 

conditions. Although the system may provide adequate performance in 

certain applications, e.g. low traffic levels or large block 

transfers, there are definite limitations when many short messages 

are required.

The optimised system is a considerable improvement on the IEEE 802 

standard system for a small network with short messages but its 

performance is still not as good as a token ring.
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FIGURE 4-1 REFERENCE SYSTEMS
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FIGURE 4-2 VARIATIONS IN RING LENGTH
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FIGURE 4-4 VARIATIONS IN DATA RATE
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FIGURE 4-6 VARIATIONS IN MESSAGE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
NORMALISED DELAY
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FIGURE 4-7 DISTRIBUTION OF QUEUEING DELAYS
QUEUE DELAY [BYTES]
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FIGURE 4-12 CSMfl/CD REFERENCE SYSTEM
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FIGURE 4-15 VARIATIONS IN MESSAGE LENGTH
NORMALISED DELAY
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FIGURE 4-16 VARIATIONS IN MESSAGE LENGTH DISTRIBUTE
NORMALISED DELAY
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FIGURE 4-21 Frame Format for IEEE 802 CSMA/CD System

Lengths of each field in bytes

|PREAMBLE| DEST | SOURCE |TYPE| INFORMATION | FCS |

8 2 or 6 2 or 6 2 46 - 1500 4
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FIGURE 4-22 IEEE STRNDRRD CSMR/CD SYSTEM 
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End of Chapter 4



CHAPTER 5

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The technique of discrete event simulation described in Chapter 3 is 

very useful for building models which represent, as closely as 

possible, the operation of a message passing network. The results 

obtained can give an accurate picture of the performance of the 

system and allow the effect of changes in different system parameters 

to be studied closely. However, running a simulation program can be 

very expensive in terms of computer time. For instance, a run of

10,000 messages at a low loading of 0.05 on the reference slotted 

ring system took over 3 hours of CPU time on a VAX 11/780. Another 

disadvantage of simulation is that a set of results under given 

conditions does not give any indication of the sensitivity of any of 

the system parameters and so many runs are required to test for this. 

Analysis, on the other hand, can often result in relatively simple 

expressions for the various performance measures which can then be 

used to calculate the performance under given conditions. The only 

disadvantage is that sometimes, to make the mathematics tractable, 

various simplifications have to be made.

In this chapter we consider a number of different techniques for the 

analysis of the token ring, the slotted ring and the CSMA/CD bus. 

The various simplifications are noted and, by comparing analysis and 

simulation, the accuracy of the analysis is assessed.
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For some of the networks even the use of analysis to derive full 
delay vs load characteristics can be complex. A technique termed 
'Asymptotic Analysis' is described which can be used to characterise 
a network at zero load and at saturated load. These two asymptotes 
of the delay vs load curve provide useful information about the 
performance of the network and enable an initial assessment of a 
network to be made very simply.

5.2 TOKEN PASSING RING

A  number of different papers have been written on the analysis of 

token passing rings. Figure 5-1 gives a summary of fifteen different 

papers. The token rings analysed in these papers can be 

characterised by three main parameters, the message arrival process, 

the queue discipline and the service protocol. The message arrival 

process describes both the distribution of times between message 

arrivals, which may be either negative exponential (i.e. Poisson 

arrival distribution) or generalised, and the message lengths which 

may be fixed or of general length distribution. The queueing 

disciplines in these papers are mainly first-come-first-served, some 

allowing infinite queue lengths and others having a finite limit. A  

few systems use a single message buffer for the input queue. Two 

different types of service protocol have been studied - exhaustive 

and non-exhaustive. In exhaustive service, a node receiving the 

token will pass on all of the messages in its buffer before 

forwarding the token. In non-exhaustive service, a node can only 

pass on a limited number of messages each time the token arrives, in
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most cases only a single message.

The token ring designed for the Distributed Processor, and simulated 

in PASCAL is characterised by single message non-exhaustive service, 

Poisson message arrivals, general message length distributions and 

infinite input queues. The analysis for non-exhaustive service is, 

therefore, investigated first but the papers on exhaustive service 

were also considered in detail.

5.2.1 Non-Exhaustive Service Analysis

5.2.1.1 Outline of Analysis —

The performance of the token ring can be analysed by considering each 

node in the ring as an M/G/l queueing system in which the service 

time is dependent, not only on the message length but also on the 

time it takes the token to circulate. This token circulation time is 

the sum of the time it takes for the token to circulate on an idle 

ring plus the time to transmit one message from every node with a 

message to send. The total message service time is thus the 

summation of a number of random variables and so its probability 

density function (p.d.f.) is the convolution of the p.d.f.'s of each 

of these random variables. This calculation can be performed using 

the Laplace Transforms. The Laplace Transform of the the service 

time p.d.f. is then the product of the Laplace Transforms of each of 

the constituent random variables. Having calculated expressions for 

the service time, it is then possible to calculate other quantities
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such as queueing times and queue lengths.

This technique makes the assumption that the times for successive 

ring cycles are statistically independent. This assumption was first 

suggested by Leibowitz [LIEB61A] but it is only an approximation. It 

is a good approximation for rings with a large fixed overhead (ie 

high internode delay and/or high number of nodes) but is progressivly 

worse as the overheads tend to zero. This is because, if the 

overheads are small, a service cycle will be much longer than an idle 

cycle and so the probability of one service cycle being followed by 

another is greatly increased. Similar assumptions and analysis 

techniques have been applied by Hashida and Ohara [HASH72A] and Kuehn 

[KUEH79B].
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5.2.1.2 Derivation of service times —

The following detailed analysis shows how expressions for the mean 

and mean square service times can be derived using Liebowitz

assumption of independent cycle times.

N - number of nodes in system
leng - mean message length
ndel - delay across one node and one link
iati - interarrival time at each node
load - load applied to complete ring
b(x) - p.d.f. for message length distribution

Consider a single node on the system. The service time it

experiences consists of the sum of :-

a) The time servicing every other node on the ring with a message.

b) The fixed delays around the ring.

c) The transmission time of the message.

Calculation of a)

Time servicing a node will be 0 with a probability of Po
x with a probability of 1-Po

where x is defined by the p.d.f. of the message length distribution, 

b(x) and Po is the probability of no messages waiting at the node.

This gives a combined p.d.f. :-

ga(x) * U(x)*Po + b(x)*(l-Po) ----- 5.2.1)

where U(x) is unit impulse at x-0
The p.d.f. of the service time for N-l nodes is given by the 

convolution of ga(x) with itself N-l times. Using Laplace 

Transforms, the transform of the service for N-l nodes is equal to 

the transform of the service time for one node to the power of N-l

Define the transform
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F(S)
r 00

e SX f(x) dx
U o

The transform of ga(x) is then 

Ga(s) - Po + (1—Po)*B(s)

The transform for the service time for N-l nodes is then

Fa(s) - Ga(s)**(N-l) - (Po + (l-Po)*B(s))**(N-1)-----5.2.2)

Calculation of b)

The p.d.f. of fixed delays is a unit impulse at N*ndel 

fb(x) » U(x - N*ndel)

Fb(s) = exp(-N*ndel*s) ----- 5.2.3)

Calculation of c)

The p.d.f. for transmission time is the p.d.f. of message lengths 

fc(x) * b(x)

Fc( s) = B(s) -----5.2.4)

The transform for the complete service time is thus 

F(s) - Fa(s) + Fb(s) + Fc(s)

Now the mean service time, X, is defined as 
d( F(s) ) |

X * - ---------  |  5.2.5)
ds j s»0

And the mean square service time, X2, is defined as 

—  d ( F (s) ) |
X2 » -----------  j  5.2.6)

ds | s«0
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The various derivatives are as follows :-

a) F'a(s) - ((N-l)*(Po + (l-Po)*B(s))**(N-2) ) * (1-Po) * B ' ( s )  

F'a(O) - (N-l) * (1-Po) * B'(0)

F"a(s) - ((N-l)*(l-Po)*( (N-2)*(Po+(l-Po)*B(s))**(N-3) * (1-Po) 
* B'(s)*B'(s) + (Po+(l-Po)*B(s)**(N-2) * B"(S) )

F"a(0) - (N-l)*(1—Po)*( (N-2)*(1-PO)*B'(0)*B'(0) + B"(0) )

b) F'b(s) » -((N*ndel)*exp(-N*ndel*s)

F'b(0) » -N*ndel

F"b(s) * (N*ndel*N*ndel)*exp(-N*ndel*s)

F"b(0) = N*ndel*N*ndel

c) F'c(s) = B'(s)

F'c(0) = B f(0)

F"c(S) = B"(s)

F"c(0) = B"(0)

Hence mean service time is :-

Y  = -F'(0) = -(F'a(0) + F'b(0) + F'c(0) )

= (N-l )*( 1-Po) *leng + N*ndel + leng -----5.2.7)

Now 1-Po is the probability of a queue at a node 

X X * load
1-Po - ---- = -------- -----5.2.8)

iati leng * N

Substituting 5) into 4) gives :-

X = (N-l)*X*load/N + N*ndel + leng

_  N*ndel + leng
x ------------

1 - (N-l)*load/N
- - 5.2.9)
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Also mean square service time

x2 = F"(0) » F"a(0) + F"b(0) + F"c(0) + 2*F'a(0)*F'b(0)

+ 2*F'a(0)*F'c(0) + 2*F'b(0)*F'c(0) - 5.2.10)

which can be evaluated using derivatives as defined.

Similar techniques can be used to derive expressions for the mean and 

mean square circulation times.

5.2.1.3 Hashida's Analysis —

Hashida [HASH72A] derives a quantity he terms the cycle time which is 

defined as the from the departure of the scan from the node until its 

next arrival.

This time is thus made up of two parts

a) The time to service all nodes with a message

b) The time to circulate around an idle ring 

The Transform for this cycle time is thus:-

F(s) =* Fa(s) + Fb(s) ----- 5.2.11)

where Fa(s) and Fb(s) are as defined in 5.2.2) and 5.2.3)

Hashida uses his expression for cycle time to develop generating 

functions for the queue length and waiting times at each node.

The resulting expression for the waiting time is 

r2 (r2 + 2*r*leng + b2)
w - —  + ---------------------  -----5.2.12)

2*r 2*(iati - (r+leng))

where r is mean cycle time
and r2 is mean square cycle time
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Figure 5-2 shows the results of the Hashida analysis compared with 

simulation results obtained from the model described in Chapter 3.

This comparison shows that the analysis is close to the simulation 

results for fixed length messages with a high circulation overhead 

but for message length distributions with a high variance and for 

small overheads the analysis under-estimates the delay. This is 

confirmed by the results of analysis and simulation shown in Figure

5-3.

5.2.1.4 Kuehn's Analysis —

Kuehn has also investigated the results of the Hashida analysis and 

compared its results with simulations. He reaches the same

conclusion and suggests that this is because the technique

underestimates the cycle time variance and hence the waiting times.

Kuehn attmpts to improve on this by introducing the concept of 

conditional cycle times and derives transform expressions for cycles 

with, and without messages in service. The expressions for mean and 

mean square cycle time WITH a message in service are the same as 

those derived for mean and mean square service times ( 5.2.9)and

5.2.10)). The mean and mean square cycle times WITHOUT a message in 

service can be derived in the same way. The Laplace Transform of the 

cycle time distribution WITHOUT is :-

N-l
F(s) - exp(-N*ndel*s) * (P'o + (l-P'o)*B(s))

where P'o is the probability of no queue at a node during a cycle
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WITHOUT a message at the test node.
Using the mean and mean square values of his conditional cycle times, 
Kuehn derives the following expression for the waiting time

c2 cc2
w - ---- + -------------  -----5.2.13)

2*c 2*(iati - cc)

where c is mean cycle time WITHOUT message in service 
c2 is mean square cycle time WITHOUT 
cc is mean cycle time WITH 
cc2 is mean square cycle time WITH

Figure 5-4 shows this expression for waiting time compared with 

simulation results. It does show an improvement over Hashida for low 

overheads but still underestimates the waiting time compared with the 

simulations.

5.2.1.5 Improved Analysis —

In Figure 5-5 we show a comparison of mean square service times (from 

5.2.10) ) and simulation results. These show a much closer agreement 

between analysis and simulation than the mean square cycle times 

(Figure 5-3). This suggests that if waiting time could be derived 

from service time alone this could give a more accurate result.

A possible technique is to consider each node as an M/G/l queue in 

which service can only take place at given service epochs. This is 

equivalent to delaying each input until the next service epoch. The 

total waiting time is then the residual time untilthe next service
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epoch plus the time waiting in the queue which can then be classified 

as a standard M/G/l queue. This theory has been checked for a queue 

with regular service slots

of length T. The waiting time was confirmed to be

W  - Nq*iati + T/2 ----- 5.2.14)

For the token ring the residual cycle time is more complex.

If there is a message in service on the ring then the residual time 

will be a residual service time but if no message is in service the 

time will be N*Ndel/2.

Using conditional probabilities, the residual time, or latency, will 

be

Latency = load*X2/2*X + (1-load)*N*Ndel/2 -----5.2.15)

The number in the queue can be found by substituting X and X2 in the 

Pollaczek-Khinchine formula to give the mean number in the queue.

X2 1
Nq * ----------  * — —  — — — 5.2.16)

2*(iati-X) iati

The total time in the system for a message consists of three parts :-

1) Time in queue 

Qtime ■ Nq*iati

2) Latency - waiting for next token

Latency - load*( X /(2*X) ) + (1-load )*N*ndel/2

3) Transmission time for message
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Txtime ■ leng + N*Ndel/2 

These give total transmission delay as:-

Txdel - Qtime + Latency + Txtime -----5.2.17)

In Figure 5-6 we show results for waiting times derived from these 

formula compared with simulation results. There is good agreement 

for low and medium overheads although for the high overhead 

(ndel»0.5), Kuehn's analysis is a little closer.

Further comparisons with other simulations are shown in Figures 5-7 

and 5-8 and good agreement can be seen.

5.2.2 Exhaustive Service Analysis

The main problem with the detailed analysis of the non-exhaustive 

service protocol already described is that the point at which control 

is passed on to the next node is not a renewal point for the system 

and the probability of a queue at any given node may be the function 

of many past cycle times. This means that an approximation is 

required to enable any analysis to be made. In the exhaustive system 

each queue is completely emptied before control is passed on to the 

next node. This means that we can be certain that all of the 

messages waiting in a given queue must have arrived during the 

previous cycle time. It is therefore possible, although not trivial, 

to derive an exact analysis for exhaustive systems. Papers which 

treat this analysis in detail are those by Cooper and Murray 

[COOP69A], Cooper [COOP70A], Chu and Konheim [CHU72A], Konheim and
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Meister [KONH74A], Carsten, Newhall and Posner [CARS77A] and 

Eisenberg [EISE72A].

The papers by Cooper analyse a system in which the server continues 
to serve a queue until it is empty and then switches to the next 
non-empty queue. If no messages are pending it waits until one 
arrives. No time is required to switch from one node to another. He 
derives expressions for the Laplace Transforms of cycle time and 
waiting time distributions. Some of the techniques used are 
instructive but the actual results are not directly applicable to a 
token ring because of the zero switching overhead.

Konheim considers a system which, apart from the use of exhaustive 
service and the description of the arrival process in terms of data 
units rather than messages, is very similar to our own token passing 
ring. It includes a fixed overhead for servicing all nodes and the 
server continues to rotate even when no data is awaiting 
transmission. The analysis is very rigorous and is continued through 
to the derivation of mean and variance values for parameters such as 
cycle time, waiting time and queue lengths.

The paper by Eisenberg investigates a more general system than 
Konheim introducing the possibility of visiting each node more than 
once in a single scan. He produces functional equations for the 
generator functions for the various system parameters. Many of these 
results are effectively the continuous-time equivalent of those 
produced by Konheim.
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Carsten et al present a simplified analysis of an exhaustive ring 

system using probabilities, means and variances. However, some of 

the results do appear to match up to those produced by Konheim.

The results obtained by Konheim can be adapted to take the 

appropriate values for mean and variance of data arrival rate and 

service time to give formulae directly applicable to a token passing 

ring. This is suggested by Bux [BUX81A] who gives the following 

formula for transfer delay:-

Txdel =• load * b2
------ —  +

2(1-load)*leng
n*Ndel*(1-load/N) 

2*(1-load)

n*Ndel
+ leng + ------

2

----- 5.2.18)

For many systems having a reasonable number of nodes, a small 

inter-node delay and low to medium traffic levels, the probability of 

more than one message arriving in one service time is minimal and so 

exhaustive and non-exhaustive systems are equivalent. This is borne 

out in Figure 5-9 which shows a comparison of Kuehn's analysis of 

non-exhaustive service (5.2.13)) with the Bux equation ( 5.2.18) ) 

for exhaustive service and simulation results. This shows that for 

low fixed overhead the Bux equation is in fact in better agreement 

with simulation results than Kuehn's equation. For higher fixed 

overheads the delay of the exhaustive service system is lower than 

the non-exhaustive system and it can be seen that it saturates at a 

higher level. This is because the exhaustive service protocol 

becomes more efficient when it transmits more than one message from a 

node on each scan.
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Konheim, as part of his analysis, derives a formula for the variance 

of cycle time :-

(N-l)*Ndel*b2*load
variance » ----------------------  -----5.2.19)

(1-load)*(1-load)*leng

This gives the mean square cycle time as

meansqc * variance + meanc*meanc ----- 5.2.20)

It is interesting to compare the results for mean square cycle time

given by Konheim's formula (5.2.20)) with the values observed by

simulation (Figure 5-10). The results show a good measure of

agreement for a wide range of system parameters, and in fact in most

cases show better agreement than those obtained using the approximate

non-exhaustive technique described in the previous section. This

would appear to be because the exact exhaustive analysis takes more

account of the effect of one cycle on the next. The main deviation

from the simulations is at high loads where the non-exhaustive ring

begins to saturate and reduces the variance of cycle time, whereas

the exhaustive ring will continue to have widely varying cycle times.

The results for mean square cycle time derived using Konheim's 

equation, being more accurate than those derived by Hashida or Kuehn, 

can usefully be substituted in equations for non-exhaustive waiting 

times etc. Figure 5-11 shows a comparison of waiting times derived 

using this 'hybrid' technique with simulation results and good 

agreement can be seen.
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5.2.3 Conclusions on Token Ring Analyses

This study has shown some of the problems of analysing a

non-exhaustive token ring system and highlights the short comings of 

some published techniques. However, it also shows two techniques 

which give improved results for systems with a low delay per node. 

The first makes use of the mean square service time to derive an 

expression for the waiting time per message. The second is a 

heuristic approach which uses the expression for the mean square 

cycle time derived for an exhaustive service ring and applies it to a 

formula giving the waiting time in a non-exhaustive system. They 

both give good results which compare well with simulations.
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5.3 SLOTTED RING

A  number of different slotted ring systems have been described in the 

literature [WILK79A, PIER72A, FRAS74A]. The common feature of these 

rings is that one or more slots continually circulate on the ring. 

Each slot can be marked as either full or empty and a node with data 

to send can transmit in any empty slot. Slotted rings can be 

categorised by the action taken by the node receiving data. In Slot 

Delete (SD) rings, the receiver marks the slot as empty so that it 

can be re-used for further transmission. Some systems allow the 

receiver to use the same slot immediately for another transmission, 

while others force the receiver to pass the empty slot on to the next 

node to prevent ring hogging. In the other main category of slotted 

ring, data is not deleted by the receiver but is allowed to circulate 

back to the sender which then marks the slot as empty and passes it 

on. This technique of Slot-No-Delete (SND) is less efficient than 

the Slot-Delete system because approximately half of the bandwidth is 

wasted by the returning slot. However, it is simpler to implement in 

hardware and does allow simple acknowledgements to be sent to 

indicate if the message was recognised and copied. The Cambridge 

Ring [WILK79A] is an example of the SND protocol. Being simplest to 

implement it was considered that this would be the slotted ring most 

suited for use in a distributed processor. Slotted ring analysis 

will, therefore, be restricted to this type of ring. A  simulation 

model of a ring using this protocol has been described in Chapter 3 

and results from this model will be used to compare with the 

analysis.
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5.3.1 Published Slotted Ring Analyses

Hopper [HOPP78A] develops a general model for a number of ring 

systems and derives specific equations for a Cambridge Ring system. 

The technique is based on adding up the various fixed and random 

delays encountered by a packet on the ring. The major drawback to 

this technique is that it gives no indication of the variance of the 

random part of these delays so that the best he can give are bounds 

for queueing delay assuming a variance of either zero or one.

Bux [BUX81A] describes an analytical technique which models the ring 

as a "Processor Sharing" system. Considering, first of all, a system 

with a single slot he observes that, for each access of the ring by a 

given station, an empty slot will travel once around the ring. He 

models this as a mixed queueing network in which the N nodes are 

represented by queues which are served in sequence by a short time 

slot, dt, and an extra closed loop which always has one occupant to 

represent the empty slot circulation. This system can be analysed by 

taking the limit as dt->0 which will give a good approximation to a 

system with finite slot sizes provided that the message size is 

sufficiently large compared with the slot size. Bux derives a 

formula for the total transfer time for a message as

Tf - 2*Tp N*Ndel
----------  + ------ -----5.3.1)
(1-efload) 2

where Tp is the time required to service a packet taking into account 

the overheads within each slot.

Tp = slot*leng
--------------------  ----- 5.3.2)
(slot-header)*datarate
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and efload is the effective load applied to the system, 

efload = load*Tp

leng
- - 5.3.3)

This model should also apply for systems with more than one slot 

simply by considering re-ordering the slots so that the model appears 

to have a single slot again. This re-ordering should only affect the 

calculation of the message transfer delay by about a slot length. 

Bux plots some results for systems with 1 or 2 slots and a latency 

per node of 1 or 4 bits and includes some simulation results for 

comparison. We show his analytical results in Figure 5-12 and also 

plot results from our own simulation model. Ihe results of our own 

simulations show close agreement with the Bux formula for the single 

slot system, but there is a significant difference between the 

analysis and simulation for the system with two slots. The fact that 

Bux's simulation for this system also agrees well with his analysis 

may indicate a different basis for the simulation but it is worth 

considering where the differences between the Bux analysis and our 

own simulation lie.

5.3.2 Zero Load Delay Considerations

A  useful point of comparison between simulation and analysis is the 

zero load delay experienced by a message in the system. In our 

simulation, the protocol following that for the Cambridge Ring 

prevents a node sending the next slot of data until the previous slot 

has circulated and has been removed by the sender. This means that 

each slot of data transferred from a message even on a very lightly
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loaded ring will take a ring cycle time plus a slot time to send. 

The minimum time for the message transfer under zero load conditions 

will therefore be

Tf - (N*Ndel+slot)*mslots -----5.3.4)

where mslots is the number of slots required to transfer a 

complete message.

mslots * leng/(slot-header) ----- 5.3.5)

For complete accuracy this value for transfer time needs to be 

modified slightly. The first reason is that, when the message first 

arrives there will be a short latency waiting for the next slot to 

arrive. This will be, on average, slot/2. Another modification is 

that, at the end of transmission, the transfer is taken to be

complete when the last slot is delivered to the destination so that 

the last part of the last cycle is not counted as part of the

transmission delay. The final modification is that, the number of 

slots may not fit exactly on the ring so there will be a gap in the 

frame structure. This adds an extra overhead which can be shared 

between each slot on the ring by considering the equivalent slot 

time, eslot as

eslot - slot+(gap/nslots)   5.3.6)

where nslots is the number of slots on the ring.

The complete zero load transmission delay is thus

Tx(0) * eslot + (N*Ndel+eslot)*mslots - N*Ndel
-----   ----------- 5.3.7)2 2

For the 2 slot system in Figure 5-12 this gives

Tx(0) * 963 bytes or Normalised Tx(0) * 3.85 

This shows good agreement with our simulation but not with the Bux
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analysis which gives Tx(0)-3.0.

5.3.3 An Improved Detailed Analysis

The concept of the Bux analysis can be extended to incorporate the 

factors mentioned in the previous section. For a symmetrical system, 

that is one in which all of the queues are considered to be 

identical, the "processor sharing" model can be simplified still 

further to the "Round Robin" system shown in Figure 5-13. Kleinrock 

analyses this system [KLEI76A, Chapter 4.4] and derives an expression 

for the total time in the system for a job requiring x processing 

units as

x
T(x) =    5.3.8)

1-load

where load is the total load being applied to the system.

Applying th is  resu lt to the slo tted  ring, the load is  the effective 
load on the ring, already defined as efload, and x is  the servicing 
time, Ts, required by each message given by

Ts -  (N*Ndel+eslot) * mslots  5.3.9)

as explained for equation 5.3.4).

Substituting in equation 5.3.8), the total transfer time for a 

message is

Tf * Ts/(l-efload)  5.3.10)

The overall transmission delay is given by this transfer time but 

modified for the beginning and end of transmission as explained for
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zero load delay. This gives the fin a l expression for transmission 
delay, Txdel as

eslo t Ts N*Ndel
Txdel - ----- + -------- - ------ -----5.3.11)

2 1-efload 2

Figure 5-14 shows this equation compared with simulation results for 

the same systems as Figure 5-12. There is good agreement between 

these results.

This analysis has also been compared with simulations for a wide 

range of parameters and shows very good agreement for all systems 

with a reasonable number of slots per message. However, even with 

messages requiring only one or two slots to send, the analysis is 

still in fair agreement with the simulation although it does 

over-estimate the delay slightly for medium loads. These comparisons 

are shown in Figure 5-15.
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5.4 ETHERNET

Metcalfe and Boggs [METC76A] give details of an analytical model for 

Ethernet which is based on the acquisition probability, that is the 

probability that one and only one node attempts to transmit in one 

slot time and hence acquires the 'ether'. Their calculation 

considers that there are Q stations queued to transmit and each 

transmits in a slot with the ideal probability of 1/Q. From this it 

is possible to calculate W, the mean waiting time (i.e. the number 

of slots wasted before one node acquires the 'ether') and then, 

knowing the mean time for message transmission, the efficiency, E, of 

the system can be found for a given Q. Q represents the 

instantaneous load on the system which, for this analysis, has to be 

greater than unity, implying a heavily overloaded system.

Aimes and Lazowska [ALME79A] take the analysis a stage further by 

making use of the efficiency for a given instantaneous load to 

develop expressions for waiting time for all values of average load. 

They consider the Ethernet system as a Markov chain with a number of 

states corresponding to the number of nodes with messages 

outstanding. Upward transitions are governed by the arrival rate of 

messages, which for a finite number of nodes, is dependent on the 

mean applied load and the number of nodes free. Downward transitions 

are defined by the rate at which messages can be delivered which is 

dependent on message lengths and the instantaneous efficiency. This 

efficiency, as already noted, is a function of the number of nodes 

with queued messages. By applying standard Markov chain techniques 

it is a simple matter to derive expressions for the various state
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probabilities. From these probabilities values for the mean number 

in the system and mean time through the system can be calculated for 

given loads.

5.4.1 Detailed Analysi s

The following detailed analysis is based on a combination of the 

models of Metcalfe and Boggs, and Aimes and Lazowska.

P - number of bits in message 
C - capacity of bus in bits/s
T - slot time i.e. time to detect clash and defer 
Q - number of nodes contending at a given instant

From Metcalfe and Boggs

The acquisition probability, A, is the probability that one of the 

Q nodes will transmit in a given slot and the other Q-l nodes will 

not.

A = Q * (1/Q) * ( d  - 1/Q)**(Q-1)) - (1 - 1/Q)**(Q-1) - 5.4.1)

The waiting time, W, is the number of slots used in contention before 

one node acquires the bus. The probability of no slots is A, one 

slot is A*(l-A),and i slots is A*((l-A)**i)

The mean of this distribution is

W - (1 - A) / A  -----5.4.2)

The efficiency, E, is the fraction of the time that the bus is 

carrying good packets. Each packet should take P/C but because of 

contention will take P/C+W*T. This gives efficiency s-

E = (P/C) / ((P/C) + (W*T)) - - 5.4.3)
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From Aimes and Lazowska

b(0) b(l) b(i-l) b(i)
1---1 -> 1--- 1 -> 1-— i -> -> 1---1 -> 1--- 11 -> 1---1
1 0 | | 1 | | 2 1 |i-l| 1 i 11 |i+l|
1---1 <- 1--- 1 <- 1-—  1 <- <- 1---1 <- 1--- !1 <- 1---1

d(l) d(2) d(i) d(i+l)

Birth rates given by

b(i) - (N-i) * (load/N) * (C/P) - - - 5.4.4)

Death rates given by

d(i) - e(i) * C/P — - - 5.4.5)

where e(i) is the instantaneous efficiency with Q-i 

e(i) - (P/C) / ((P/C) + (W*T)) from 5.4.3)

Standard Markov chain analysis gives

P(i) = P(0) *
b(j)
-----  = P(0) *<rii)

j=0 d( j+1)
5.4.6)

P(0) - 1 / J>r(i)

The idle time is given by P(0)

The busy time is given by the average efficiency0*9
busy = P(i) * e(i) = P(0) * ■£r(i) * e(i)

i - O
The contention time is given by 

contention « 1 - idle - busy

Average number in queue = 

Average transmission time (1 + Ave. No.) * (P/C)

5.4.7)

5.4.8)

5.4.9)

5.4.10)

5.4.11)

A  comparison of the results from simulation and analytical models is 

shown in Figure 5-16. Since the Markov analysis assumes negative 

exponential service times (i.e. message length distributions) it 

should be compared with the simulation with this type of message
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length distribution. It can be seen that there is close agreement 

between this simulation and the analysis, the simulation giving 

delays that are slightly less than the analysis. At first, this may 

seem to be surprising but it can be accounted for in difference 

between the models analysed and simulated. The analysis assumes that 

a node will attempt to transmit in one time slot with a probability 

of 1/Q. If it is unsuccessful, it will wait until the next time slot 

before transmitting again with a probability of 1/Q. In the 

simulation model, a node failing to acquire the bus may transmit 

again immediately thus acquiring the bus within one slot time 

although it had already failed once within that slot. Naturally this 

improves the acquisition probability and hence the performance. A 

real Ethernet system would have to insert some delay between 

detecting a clash and trying to seize the bus again, so the 

performance of this simulation model is slightly optimistic. The 

analytical model assumes perfect 1/Q scheduling whereas a real 

Ethernet must arrive at an estimation of 1/Q by trial and error. The 

performance of a real system would thus be slightly worse than that 

predicted by the analytical model, particularly at high loads.

The analysis and the simulation described in this section both assume 

a system with no queues, an arrival rate being defined for free 

nodes. This may provide an accurate model of many practical 

situations where a new message cannot be generated until the previous 

one has been sent. However, in the SES9.1 Distributed Processor, 

each node will be supporting a number of independent processes which 

will generate messages to be placed in an output queue for
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transmission. All the other simulations in this thesis assume queues 

at each node and Figure 5-17 shows the difference between queueing 

and non-queueing systems. The increased delay in the queueing model 

at high loads is caused by the extra delay in the output queue.
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5.5 ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As can be seen from the preceeding sections, the complete analysis of 

the performance of a ring or bus can be a complex matter and it is 

not necessarily very easy to pick out the overall characteristics of 

a given network. For instance, to show the performance of a system 

for different data rates or increasing network length may take a 

large number of calculations or simulation runs. One technique which 

can give an indication of the change in performance for varying 

network parameters is a consideration of the asymptotic values of the 

delay vs load characteristic. The two asymptotes are "zero load 

delay", representing the average delay as the load tends to zero, and 

the "saturation efficiency" indicating the maximum traffic load that 

can be carried as saturation approaches. These two asymptotes are 

shown in Figure 5-18.

5.5.1 Token Passing Ring

A  number of different token protocols can be used to control access 

to a token passing ring. These protocols differ in the length of 

time for which the token can be held and in the point at which the 

token is passed on.

Three main protocols can be used to control the token holding time; 

exhaustive, semi-exhaustive and non-exhaustive service. Exhaustive 

service implies that a node holds the token and transmits all of the 

messages in its output queue before passing on the token. This is 

not a very secure system for practical use because there is the
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p o ss ib ility  of one node "hogging" the en tire  ring capacity. A safer 
system is  semi-exhaustive service in which a maximum token holding 
time is  se t a fte r which the token must be released. In 
non-exhaustive service, each node is  only allowed to use the token to 
transmit one message.

A number of options also a rise  in  the way in which the token is  
passed on. This may be done immediately a t  the end of transm itting 
the message or group of messages, a fte r the header has been received 
back again and checked, or, possibly, a fte r having removed a l l  of the 
data previously transmitted. The technique chosen may have a 
s ign ifican t effec t on the performance of the system depending on the 
length of the ring.

5.5.1.1 Zero Load Delay —

All token passing protocols have a similar performance under low load 

conditions. The zero load delay time is the sum of the average time 

waiting for the token to arrive (n*ndel/2 where n is the number of 

nodes and ndel is the delay per node), the emission time for the 

message ( header + leng where header is the total overhead and leng 

is the information content of the message) and the time to deliver 

the message (also n*ndel/2 - half of the time around the ring. This 

gives

ZLD -  head + leng + n*ndel - - 5.5.1)
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The delay per node can itself be expressed in terms of the distance 

between nodes (dist), the delay in bits across a node (xndel), the 

data rate (rate) and the propagation velocity (v). The relation is

ndel - dist*v + xndel/rate ---5.5.2)

5.5.1.2 Saturation Efficiency —  The efficiency of a token passing 

system is greatly affected by the protocol used to control the token. 

In this section four different protocols are considered.

a) Non-exhaustive - immediate pass on : With this protocol, a node 

with one or more messages to send waits for the token, uses it to 

transmit just one message and then passes on the token immediately. 

This is the technique used by the SES 9 Distributed Processor Ring 

(described in Chapter 7). The inefficiencies in this system are the 

overheads within each message, eg. flags, addresses, error checking 

codes etc., and also the overhead incurred in passing the token from 

one node to the next. This gives a saturation efficiency of

leng
SAT - ------------------  - - 5.5.3)

leng + head + ndel

This expression will be dominated by the ordinary message overheads 

unless the delay per node is significant compared with the message 

length.

b) Semi-exhaustive - immediate pass on : The overhead of passing on

the token can be reduced to a certain extent by allowing each node to 

transmit more than one message each time it receives the token. If
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the token is passed on immediately following the transmission of each 

block of messages and the average number of messages in each block in 

'nmess' then the saturation efficiency will be

nmess*leng
SAT - --------------------------- - - 5.5.4)

nmess*(leng + head) + ndel

The intemode delay (ndel) w ill now only be sign ifican t i f  i t  is  
comparable with the to ta l block length.

c) Semi-exhaustive - token delayed until header is checked : Under

some circumstances it may be beneficial to wait for the first message 

header to return before passing on the token. This protocol has been 

proposed for the IEEE 802 Standard Token Ring because it makes it 

possible to implement token priorities and also simplifies some 

aspects of ring recovery. Provided that the header has arrived

before the end of the block has been transmitted then there is no 

difference between this protocol and the previous one. Namely

For n*ndel + head <* nmess*(leng + head)

nmess*leng
SAT - --------------------------- - - 5.5.5)

nmess*(leng + head) + ndel

However, for longer rings, time w ill be wasted while a node waits for 
the header to arrive . This gives
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For n*ndel + head >=nmess*(leng + head) 
nmess*leng

SAT = --------------------  - - 5.5.6)n*ndel + head + ndel

d) Semi-exhaustive -  token delayed u n til block removed : I t  may be
considered useful to remove one block of messages completely from the 
ring before passing on the token. This means th a t the time between 
the transmission of each block w ill be the sum of the block length, 
the to ta l ring delay and the delay in passing the token from one node 
to the next. This gives

nmess*leng
SAT - ---------------------------------  - - 5.5.7)nmess*(leng + head) + (n+l)*ndel

5.5.2 Slotted Ring

In a slo tted  ring, a monitor node sets up a pattern of one or more 
s lo ts  rotating on the ring. A node wishing to transmit must wait for 
an empty s lo t before i t  can go ahead. Most implementations wait for 
the s lo t to  return to the sender before i t  is  marked empty again. I t  
i s  also usual to force the sender to pass on the s lo t i t  has ju s t 
used rather than to use i t  again for the next message in i t s  output 
queue. This ensures a fa ir  d is tribu tion  of the bandwidth of the ring 
and also sim plifies the design of the interface hardware. Other 
systems may increase the efficiency by allowing a node to have more 
than one s lo t outstanding a t  a time, or to make continued use of the 
same s lo t but the performance of these protocols is  not studied here.
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5.5.2.1 Zero Load Delay —  The average delay experienced by a 

message on a lightly loaded ring can be calculated fairly easily for 

a message that requires a single slot to transmit it. The total time 

consists of the time for the next slot to arrive (on average, half a 

slot time), the time to fill the slot (one slot time), and the time 

to deliver the slot (on average, half the ring delay time). If the 

message requires more than one slot, then the time waiting for each 

slot to circulate round the ring and the next free slot to arrive 

must be included. The total zero load delay is thus the sum of:-

eslot/2 Time waiting for the next free slot, where eslot is 
the equivalent slot size including a proportion of 
the gap overhead on the ring given by

eslot = n*ndel/nslots

where nslots is the number of slots on ring

(mslots-l)*(n*ndel + eslot) Time delivering all but
the last slot

n*ndel/2 + eslot Time delivering last slot

Hence

ZLD = eslot/2 + (mslots-l)*(n*ndel+eslot) + n*ndel/2 + eslot

* mslots*(n*ndel+eslot) + eslot/2 - n*ndel/2 ---5.5.8)

mslots is the number of slots in a message

5.5.2.2 Saturation Efficiency - There are two distinct ranges for the 

calculation of the saturation efficiency of the slotted ring using 

the protocol described. For systems where the number of nodes 

exceeds the number of slots on the ring, at saturation, all of the 

slots can be used. However, if there are more slots than nodes, the 

maximum number of slots that can be used at saturation is limited by
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the number of nodes because each node can have only one s lo t 
outstanding.

For n>*nslots the maximum information th a t can be carried in  one ring 
revolution is  nslots*(slot-head) and one revolution w ill consist of 
(n+l)*ndel because each s lo t, as well as going right round the ring 
w ill have to be passed on to the next node. In fact th is  may not be 
achievable in practice. Even a t saturation, an empty s lo t may have 
to pass more than one node before being used again because subsequent 
nodes may already have one s lo t outstanding and so be unable to  make 
use of the empty one. The number of busy nodes tha t an empty s lo t  
may pass depends on the pattern of usage th a t has developed. In the 
worst case, i f  there are 'n s lo ts ' on the ring the next 'n s lo ts -1 ' 
nodes could a l l  be busy. A s lo t could thus go another 'n+ slo ts ' 
before being used again.

The best case saturation efficiency is  thus :-  

nslo ts * (slot-head)
SAT « --------------------  - - 5.5.9)(n+1) * ndel

But the worst case saturation efficiency could be :-  

nslo ts * (slot-head)SAT -  ----------------------------  ---5.5.10)(n+nslots) * ndel

Although the efficiency quoted in 5.5.9) may sometimes occur, the 
true value w ill be somewhere between th a t and the lower lim it defined 
by 5.5.10). In assessing the performance of a slo tted  ring i t  would
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be safer to use the lower limit and indeed other studies have shown 

that under many conditions the efficiency achieved is often closer to 

this limit.

For n<nslots

The maximum number full slots on the ring is limited to n so 

n * (slot-head)
SAT - ---------------  - - 5.5.11)

(n+1) * ndel

5.5.3 CSMA/CD

The protocol considered for a random access bus is based on Ethernet.

5.5.3.1 Zero Load Delay —  At very low loadings there is no delay in 

gaining access to the bus so the zero load delay is simply the 

message emission time plus the average delay time over the bus. The

average distance between nodes is 1/3 of the bus length,d. This 

gives

ZLD » head + leng + d/(rate*3) --- 5.5.12)

5.5.3.2 Saturation Efficiency —  Under saturation conditions, a 

significant amount of time is taken in bus contention. This is a 

random process and difficult to quantify. Metcalfe and Boggs give 

formulae giving the average waiting time with a given number of nodes 

contending. These formulae assume that each node is aware of how 

many other nodes are contending and adjusts its retry frequency
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accordingly. In a practical system each node can only estimate this 

using the binary exponential backoff algorithm and so the efficiency 

may be worse than that predicted.

The probability, A, that during a contention slot one node acquires 

the bus is given by :-

A  - 1 - (l/n)**(n-l)

The mean number of slots required for a node to acquire the bus is 

then

W  - (1 - A)/A

This waiting time, W*T, where T is the slot time in bits, is thus an 

extra overhead on the transmission of a message. This gives a 

saturation efficiency of :- 

leng
SAT = -----------------  - - 5.5.13)

leng + head + W*T

The fixed overheads on a contention bus tend to be larger than for 

the other systems because, as well as addresses, CRCs etc there is 

normally a pre-amble to ensure clock synchronism and and interframe 

delay to enable a node to receive consecutive messages.

5.5.4 Results of Asymptotic Analysis

Figures 5-19 to 5-24 show zero load delay and saturation efficiency 

for a number of different system parameters with the data rate 

varying from lMb/s to lGb/s. These curves enable a comparative 

assessment of these systems to be made.
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5.5.4.1 Zero Load Delay —

As might be expected, the CSMA/CD system gives the lowest minimum 

delay because it does not have to wait for a token or slot to gain 

access to the network. At low data rates, the slotted ring has to be 

padded out to accommodate one slot and so its delay is longer than a 

token ring. A  slotted ring which will take one slot without padding 

behaves similarly to a token ring but once there is more than one 

slot on the ring the slotted ring is best. There are two ways of 

fitting slots onto a slotted ring. It is possible to restrict

padding to a minimum so that as the relative ring length increasesThe performance
the gap is increased until a further slot can be added. ^ of this 
protocol shown in Figure 5-19. An alternative is to add padding so 

that the ring length always takes the next integral number of slots. 

This results in step increases in ring length, but this is not 

particularly significant as is shown in Figure 5-20. Figure 5-21 

shows the zero load delay for a shorter (100m) ring. The only 

significant effect is that the slotted ring does not take more than 

one slot for data rates up to lGb/s.

5.5.4.2 Saturation Efficiency —

Figure 5-22 shows saturation efficiencies for systems with a 1km ring 

or bus. The token ring with non-exhaustive service and immediate 

token passon (a) shows good efficiencies up to a few hundred megabits 

per second when the internode delay begins to be more significant. 

The efficiency of the semi-exhaustive system (b) is better because,
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at saturation the token is being used to transmit more data at each 

node before it is passed on. The token ring system which waits for 

the header to return before passing on the token (c) works 

identically to system b) until the ring length exceeds the block 

length at about 300Mb/s. The efficiency then drops dramatically. 

Waiting for the complete block to return before transmitting the 

token (d) is the least efficient token protocol.

The efficiency of the CSMA/CD system is seen to be relatively low 

(0.53) even at low data rates because of the extra message overheads. 

Its efficiency drops still further as the data rate increases. This 

is mainly because the contention slot time which is fixed by the 

physical length of the bus becomes increasingly significant compared 

with the message transmission time. It shows that this protocol is 

really unsuitable for systems with short messages operating above 

lOMb/s.

The efficiency of the slotted ring is seen to be constant up to about 

50Mb/s. The curve in Figure 5-22 then shows a series of dips as the 

gap increases from a minimum to the point at which another slot can 

be added to the ring. This can cause considerable degradation of the 

efficiency and, as can be seen in Figure 5-23, it is much better to 

pad out the ring to the next integral number of slots.

The results in Figure 5-24 show that, for shorter systems, the effect 

of increasing the data rate is less severe.
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5.6 THE RESPONSE OF THE TOKEN RING TO LARGE BLOCK TRANSFERS

In a d istribu ted  processor type system i t  is  like ly  th a t the message 
t r a f f ic  w ill have an approximately bimodal d istribu tion . Most of the 
messages w ill be short for communication between processes but 
occassionally there w ill be a surge of maximum length messages as a 
f i le  is  loaded from backing store over the ring. In th is  analysis we 
investigate the e ffec t of a sudden large transfer of data on the 
normal load of smaller messages and calculate the optimum size for 
large messages bearing in mind the two conflicting aims of completing 
the transfer as quickly as possible but, a t  the same time, not having 
too adverse an affec t on normal inter-process t ra f f ic .

5.6.1 Detailed Analysis

The situa tion  to be studied is  that of a token ring with a normal 
t ra f f ic  load giving a ring u ti lis a tio n  of UI, the mean in te r-a rriv a l 
time a t  each node being IATI. At some instan t, a block of data is  
injected into the queue a t one of the nodes. The size of th is  block 
is  SDATA but i t  is  divided into packets of size MAXL each containing 
MAXD bytes of data and HEAD bytes of data. Thus MAXL-MAXD+HEAD, and 
the number of packets, NPAC, is  given by NPAOSDATA/MAXD.

The in jection  of th is  block of data into the queue a t  one of the 
nodes saturates th a t node. However, messages continue to arrive a t  
the other nodes a t the same rate as before and attempt to  share the 
available bandwidth. The main factors of in te res t a re :-

a) TBLK, the time to transfer the complete block.
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5.6.1.1 Time for Block Transfer —

In the token ring, each node in turn has an opportunity to transmit 

one packet and then pass the token on to the next node. Thus, the 

saturated node, on receiving a token will transmit one packet and 

will then have to wait until all of the other nodes with packets 

pending have sent one packet before it will be able to transmit its 

next packet. This token circulation time, T, is made up as follows:-

T - T d + T t + T r + T o  ----- 5.6.1)

where
Td » MAXL bytes Td is the time to transmit one maximum

length message from the saturated node.

Tt * 1 byte Tt is the time to transmit the token.

Tr - N*NDEL bytes Tr is the transit time for the ring. N is
the number of nodes and NDEL is the delay 
per node.

To is the time for those other nodes which have packets to 
send to transmit one packet each.

The value of To can be found by considering the probability of a node 

having a message to send, given by the utilisation factor for that 

node which is T/IATI and the time to transmit one message, given by 

the mean length of these other messages, LENG.

Thus To - (N-l) *LENG*T/TATI bytes

Hence T - MAXL + 1 + NDEL*N + (N-1)*LENG*T*IATI 
(MAXL + 1 + N*NDEL)*IATI

Giving T » ------------------------- -----5.6.2)
IATI - (N-1)*LENG

This result holds provided that the other nodes on the ring are not

b) TXDEL, the mean time delay on all other messages.
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saturated ie IATI must be less than T.
The critical condition T-IATI gives

Tsat -  IATI - MAXL + 1 + N*NDEL + (N-1)*LENG
The total time for the block transfer is given by

TBLK - T*NPAC -----5.6.3)

5.6.1.2 Effect of Block Transfers —

Assuming that the other queues are not saturated each has an 

opportunity to transmit one packet every T byte periods. Thus the 

queue in each node is effectively one with random arrivals, 

(interarrival time ■ IATI) and periodic service times (period - T). 

This is very similar to a queue discipline known as M/D/l (Markovian 

or random arrivals/DeterminiStic service times/1 server). The main 

difference is that even if a message arrives at an empty queue it

does not enter service immediately but must wait until the token

arrives. Since arrivals are random and the time between token 

arrivals is approximately fixed at T this waiting period, when it 

occurs, will be T/2 on average. Since this only occurs when the

queue is empty, and the probability of this is (1-u). The

contribution that this delay makes to the total delay is

Wt - (l-u)*T/2

The other contribution to the delay is the time taken to service 

those messages which are already in queue when the message arrives.
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This is given by 

Wq - q*T

q is the mean number in the queue which is given by the 

Pollaczek-Khinchine mean-value formula

q - u + u*u/2(l-u) for M/D/l queue

Thus total waiting time, W, is given by

The to ta l  transmission time includes the emission time and the mean 
delay around the ring.

5.6.2 Results

Curves derived from these formulae are shown in Figures 5-25 and 

5-26. Figure 5-25 shows the total transmission time for a data block 

of 64K words for different values of maximum message length and 

background ring utilisation. Figure 5-26 shows the effect of this 

block transfer on other messages on the ring again for different 

maximum message lengths and background traffic levels.

W  - T*( (l-u)/2 + u + u*u/2*(l-u)) - - 5:6.4)

TXDEL - W  + LENG + N*NDEL/2 - - 5.6.5)
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Hie simulation model was also used to check some of the results 

obtained by analysis. Hie model was run for a large number of 

messages to ensure that it was stable. Hie data block was then 

injected at one of the nodes and a record kept of the delay of each 

message in the system. These figures were analysed to give the 

necessary results. A  number of these results are also plotted on 

Figures 5-25 and 5-26 and show a good measure of agreement between 

the analysis and the simulation.

5.6.3 Conclusions

As might be expected, these results show that the higher the level of 

background traffic, the more the effect that the block transfer has 

on this traffic and the longer the block transmission takes. A  well 

used ring might have a normal traffic level of 0.4-0.6 although it is 

envisaged that a utilisation of 0.2 should be sufficient for even a 

large exchange with a 10 Mbit/sec ring. A  message size of 128+9 

bytes seems to give very reasonable results on all counts. The block 

transfer would take about 200ms on a 10 Mbit/s ring (u-0.6) and 

increasing the size of the message makes very little difference to 

this. On the other hand the effect on other messages is such that 

the average delay is only increased to 360 microseconds for u-0.6. 

This is an acceptable value and there would seem to be no real 

advantage to be gained by reducing the size below 128 bytes.

The results shown assume a background traffic with a fixed message 

length of 25 bytes. Hie effect that the block transfer has on the
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other traffic will depend partly on the ratio of average packet 

length to maximum packet length. This ratio should not be too high. 

In this case it is about 1:5.4
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FIGURE 5-2 MEAN WAITING TINES (HASHIDA ANALYSIS)
MEAN WRITING TIME

LORD
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FIGURE 5-3 MEAN SQUARE CYCLE TIMES
MEAN SQ. CIRC- TIME

LOAD
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FIGURE 5-4 MEAN HAITING TIMES (KUEHN)
MEAN WRITING TIME
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FIGURE 5-5 MEAN SQflURE SERVICE TIMES
MEAN SQ SERV TIME
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FIGURE 5-6 MEAN WRITING TINES
MERN WRITING TIME
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FIGURE 5-7 VRRIRTIONS IN MESSRGE LENGTH 
NORMRLISED DELAY 
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FIGURE 5-8 VARIATIONS IN RING LENGTH
NORMALISED DELAY
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FIGURE 5-9 MEAN WAITING TIMES (BUX ANALYSIS)
MEfiN WRITING TIME
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F I G U R E  5 - 1 0  M E A N  S Q U A R E  C Y C L E T I M E S  ( K G N H E I M  A N A L Y S I S )
MEAN SQ. CIRC.  TIME
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FIGURE 5-11 MEAN WRITING TINES (HYBRID RNRLYS IS )
MEAN WAITING TIME

LOAD
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F I G U R E  5 - 1 2  S L O T T E D  R I N G  B U X  R N R L Y S I S
NORMALISED TX DELAY
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FIGURE 5-13 Round Robin Scheduling
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F I G U R E  5 - 1 4  S L O T T E D  R I N G  I M P R O V E D  R N R L Y S I S  
NORMALISED TX DELAY

LOAD
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FIGURE 5-15 SLOTTED RING (DIFFERENT SLOT SIZES)
NORMALISED DELAY
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FIGURE 5-16 ETHERNET ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
NORMALISED DELAY
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F I G U R E  5 - 1 7  E T H E R N E T  Q A N D  N O N - Q  M O D E L S

CARRIED LOAD
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F I G U R E  5 - 1 8  A S Y M P T O T E S  ON D E L A Y  VS L O A D  C U R V E
NORMALISED DELAY
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F I G U R E  5 - 1 9  Z E R O  L O A D  D E L A Y
ZERO LOAD DELAY Cus]

DATA RATE [Mb/s]
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F I G U R E  5 - 2 0
ZERO LOAD DELAY [ u s ]

Z E R O  L O R D  D E L A Y

DATA RATE [Mb/s]
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F I G U R E  5 - 2 1  Z E R O  L O R D  D E L A Y
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FIGURE 5-22 SATURRTI ON EFFICIENCY
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F I G U R E  5 - 2 3
EFFICIENCY
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F I G U R E  5 - 2 4  S A T U R A T I O N  E F F I C I E N C Y
EFF IC IENCY

DATA RATE [Mb/s]
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FIGURE 5-25 Delay for Block Transfer
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CHAPTER 6

RELIABILITY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2, reliability was given as one of four important factors 

to be considered in the design of the communication system for a 

distributed processor. In the survey of different networks, the 

system designated as having the best reliability was the fully 

connected network. However, this system has been ruled out for use 

in the distributed processor because of its complexity and 

inflexibility of connection for more than a few nodes. The next most 

reliable group of systems are the partially connected networks with 

either random or regular connection structures. A  number of 

investigations of the reliability features of different regular 

networks have been made [GOYA80A, GOYA82A, GRNA80A]. Partially 

connected networks introduce considerable complexity in routing 

algorithms at each node as they have to make a routing decision on 

all messages being received or transmitted. For these, and other 

reasons discussed in Chapter 2, distributed routing systems were 

rejected for use in the distributed processor and broadcast type 

systems chosen. Broadcast systems have a reasonable degree of 

reliability but any faults which block the operation of the broadcast 

medium will cause a total communication failure. This means that any 

consideration of the reliability of broadcast rings or buses must 

take account of the probability of one node blocking all 

communication on the broadcast medium. Reliability can be enhanced
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by providing either alternative broadcast media or designing the 

system so that sections of the medium that have failed can be removed 

and a new, operational medium configured.

In this chapter we investigate the inherent reliability of broadcast 

bus and ring systems and consider the effectiveness of different 

reliability enhancement techniques. Of those considered we conclude 

that the braided ring structure gives the most reliable structure for 

the least additional complexity and we describe the recovery 

techniques required to maintain operation in the presence of 

different fault conditions. A simulation model of these recovery 

mechanisms has been built and its use to test the effectiveness of 

the recovery algorithms is described.

6.2 THE RELIABILITY OF BROADCAST SYSTEMS

The reliability of a system can be judged in a number of different 

ways depending on the exact requirements of a system. Zafiropulo, in 

a number of papers on the reliability of ring communication systems 

[ZAFI73A, ZAFI74A, ZAFI74B], investigates multi-drop configurations 

where the ring is used to connect a number of terminal nodes to a 

central computer. The important criterion in such a system is 

whether the terminal can communicate with the central processor and 

so reliability can be calculated in terms of the availability of a 

given terminal. In a distributed processor, the availability of 

individual processing nodes is not so important since a system can be 

reconfigured to compensate for its loss. A more important measure is
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whether there are sufficient processors able to communicate to form a 

satisfactory system. In most cases this is simply a measure of the 

availability of the broadcast medium itself, although in some cases 

reconfiguration of the system may isolate a number of working nodes 

and a satisfactory system may be defined as one with, say, 75% of the 

nodes still able to communicate.

In th is  section we investigate the re lia b il i ty  of broadcast bus and 
ring systems and compare the effectiveness of d iffe ren t re l ia b i l i ty  
enhancement techniques. A simple unenhanced bus system is  taken as a 
reference system and the other systems are compared with th is . An 
attempt is  also made to obtain absolute values for the re l ia b i l i ty  
figures by assessing the complexity of the d iffe ren t in terfaces and 
using standard figures for component re l ia b i l i t ie s .

6.2.1 Reliability Definitions and Equations

Before attempting to calculate reliability figures for different 

broadcast systems we must define a number of terms and derive some 

standard results for series and parallel systems with repair.

Reliability - this term is often used in a vague sense but it does 

have a precise meaning, namely the probability of a device or system 

operating within its defined limits (i.e. not failing) for a given 

time,t.R(t).
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Failure Rate - the rate at which components are observed to fail. 

Sometimes expressed as % failures per thousand hours or possibly 

'Fits', 1 Fit = 1 failure in 10**9 hours. Failure rate may be a 

function of time Z(t), sometimes termed the 'Hazard Rate'.

R eliab ility  may be related to fa ilu re  rate by considering the number 
of un its  fa ilin g  per un it time.

d R(t)
------ * - Z(t).R(t) -----6.1)dt

Hence
d R(t)
------ = - Z(t) dt -----6.2)R(t)

And integrating from 0 to t gives

In (R (t)) - f Z(t) d t + C 6.3)

Since at t = 0, R(0) = 0 so C = 0 giving
ft

R(t) = - exp£- / Z(t) dt^ -----6.4)
''o '

Many systems exhibit a failure rate characteristic with three 
distinct portions as shown below.

Z(t)
infant | chance 

mortality! mortality
| wear-out,
I
I

t ->
FIGURE 6-1 Failure Rate Characteristic 

The f i r s t  portion of high fa ilu re  rate is  termed the period of in fant
m ortality in  which devices with defin ite  manufacturing defects f a i l
quickly as they begin to be used. The next portion is  termed the
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period of chance mortality. In this range the failure rate is 

independent of the age of the device and so is constant. The final 

portion is termed the wear out period when the device has reached the 

end of its useful life. Most electronic components can be assumed to 

be operating in the period of chance failure with the infant 

mortality period being either insignificant or avoided by a technique 

known as 'burn in', in which the devices are run for long enough to 

cover this time. Most devices do not exhibit 'wear out' except for 

some opto-electronic devices where diffusion can limit their useful 

life. For the purposes of this study all failure rates will be taken 

as constant, their values being defined in standard books of tables 

[e.g. ES80A].

For a constant failure rate, r

R(t) = exp (-rt) -----6.5)

Mean time between failures (MTBF) - This is given by the 

reciprocal of the failure rate

MTBF = 1/r -----6.6)

Series Systems - If a set of components or subsystems is connected in 

such a way that the operation of the complete system is dependent on 

the correct operation of each of the component parts then it is 

called a series system. Using the principle of conditional 

probabilities, the reliability of the system is the product of the 

reliabilities of the component parts.

Thus

Rsys = Ra * Rb * Rc 

In terms of failure rates

Rsys(t) = exp(-ra*t) * exp(-rb*t) * exp(-rc*t)
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= exp(-(ra+rb*rc)*t)

=* exp(-(rsys)*t)

so rsys ■ ra + rb + rc -----6.7)

So for constant failure rates the failure rate for a serial system is 

equal to the sum of the failure rates of the component parts.

Dual System with Repair

|------------1 FIGURE 6-2 Dual System With Repair
I I
I R I-----1
I I I

I I  I I
I--------- 1 R I-------- 1

I I
I-----------1

A  failure of the complete system will occur if one unit fails and 

then, while the first unit is being repaired the second unit also 

fails.

An approximate formula for the failure rate of a dual redundant 

system with repair can be obtained by considering failure and repair 

rates and using a Markov chain approach.
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1/T t
2/T T

I — I 
I 2 |

2R
I — I 
I 1 I 
I — I

I — I 
I 0 | 
I — I

FIGURE 6-3 Markov Chain

The states shown above represent the number of operational units. 

The failure rate of one unit is R so the transition rate from 2 to 1 

is 2R. The repair rate for units is also considered to be constant. 

This rate is 1/T where T is the mean time to repair (MTTR) for a 

single unit.

Equilibrium equations are thus:-

P(2)*2*R - P(l)*l/T 
P(1)*R = P(0)*2/T

P(0)+P(l)+P(2) = 1

These can be simplified by considering that P(2) is approximately 

equal to 1.0.

Hence P(l) - 2*R*T

System failure rate P(1)*R * 2*R*R*T -----6.8)
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6.2.2 Single Bus System

Ri
FIGURE 6-4

In a single bus system, e.g. Ethernet, each node is connected via 

its interface unit to the single serial bus. The interface unit may 

be considered to have two main modes of failure, catastrophic and 

non-catastrophic. A catastrophic failure is one which affects the 

bus in such a way that no other nodes can use it for communication. 

The only faults likely to cause this are those affecting the receiver 

and transmitter circuits and any other fault which might cause the 

transmitter to send data continuously. By careful design these 

failures should be limited to about 6 integrated circuits (e.g. one 

transmitter, one receiver and four logic circuits). Using standard 

component failure rates [ES80A], the failure rate of these 6 

circuits, and hence the catastrophic failure rate for the interface, 

Ri, would be of the order of 0.26 per million hours. Other failures 

in the interface can be considered non-catastrophic because they 

would simply isolate the node from the bus but would not affect the 

operation of the rest of the system. Non-catastrophic failures can 

also be repaired without degrading the reliability of the rest of the 

system simply by removing the node from service.
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Considering the failure rate for the complete system, Rsys, the 

system will fail if any one of the nodes fails catastrophically. 

This gives a system failure rate of

Rsys - N*Ri

For Ri»0.26 per million hours and N*50, Rsys-13 per million hours or 

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) - 8.8 years. This is inadequate 

for a high reliability control system for a telephone exchange 

application.
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6.2.3 Dual Bus With Change-over Switch

Rn Ri Rs FIGURE 6-5

The simplest way to increase the reliability of a bus system is to 

provide duplicate buses with each node being able to connect its 

interface to one or other of the buses. The system can now only fail 

if both buses are unable to operate. This can be caused either by 

two separate interfaces corrupting both buses independently or by a 

single node failing in such a way that it corrupts both buses 

simultaneously. The first situation requires two independent 

failures, the second failure occurring before the first can be 

repaired. The expression for this failure rate is given by

R = N*(N-l)*Ri *Ri *T

where N is the number of nodes.
Ri is the failure rate of an interface such that it 

corrupts one of the buses.
T is the mean time to repair the fault (MTTR).

This result is derived from the standard formula for independent 

failures occurring with the repair time as given in Section 6.2.1.

The second situation, in which a single node corrupts both buses is 

most likely to be caused by a critical component failure in the 

change-over switch. By careful design it may be possible to reduce 

the critical area to a single integrated circuit but it is not
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possible to eliminate i t  en tire ly . The fa ilu re  ra te  for the system 
caused by th is  type of fa ilu re  is

R = N*Rs
where Rs is  the catastrophic fa ilu re  rate of the switch.

Combining these two resu lts  gives
Rsys = N* (N -l) *Ri *Ri *T+N*RS

The fa ilu re  rate for the interface causing a catastrophic fa ilu re  on 
one of the buses, Ri, should be sim ilar to th a t for the single bus 
system with perhaps a few additional components for the switch giving 
a to ta l  of, say, Ri=420 F its . The value of Rs, assuming only one 
component capable of corrupting the bus could be as low as 80 F its . 
Given T as 24 hours and N as 50 the fa ilu re  rate caused by two 
independent fa ilu res  would be about 10 F its and the fa ilu re  rate for 
switch fau lts  would be 4000 F its . This shows th a t the fa ilu re  ra te  
of the system is  dominated by single fau lts  which cause complete 
fa ilu re . The mean time between fa ilu res for the system specified 
above is  about 28 years, which is  s t i l l  not rea lly  adequate for a 
very highly re liab le  system.
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6.2.4 Dual Bus with Independent Interfaces

Rn
I Ri

Ri |

FIGURE 6-6

If the two bus systems can be made fully independent so that no 

single fault in one node can cause the complete system to fail then 

the reliability of the system is improved considerably. The only way 

in which the system can fail is then if two interfaces, one on either 

bus, fail within the mean time to repair. If there are N nodes there 

will be 2*N interfaces so the failure rate for one of the buses will 

be 2*N*Ri. A  complete system failure will occur if one of the N 

interfaces on the single, operational bus fails within the repair 

time, T, giving

Rsys = 2*N*Ri*T*N*Ri 

- 2*T*(N*Ri)**2

Using values of Ri=260 Fits, T=24 hours and N*50 gives

Rsys * 8.1 Fits MTBF = 14,000 years

This is obviously a very high theoretical reliability which is 

unlikely to be achieved in practice. However, it does illustrate the 

importance of eliminating, as far as possible, any common mode 

failure mechanisms.
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FIGURE 6-7 
>---------

6.2.5 Single Ring System

In a single ring system any catastrophic failure in the ring 

interface will cause a complete system failure. This means that the 

system failure rate is given by the same formula as for a single bus 

system, namely

Rsys - N*Ri

For a ring system, the probability of a catastrophic interface 

failure is likely to be higher than for a bus system because each 

interface is in series with the ring. Taking an optimistic estimate 

of twice the bus interface failure rate, i.e. Ri-520 Fits, then for 

50 nodes Rsys*26 per million hours or MTBF~4.4 years. This is 

obviously inadequate for a high reliability system, indeed even for a 

local area network a simple ring is usually considered to be too 

unreliable and some form of enhancement is required.
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6.2.6 Single Ring with By-Pass Relays

>-------- j Rbp |--------->

V A

Rn + Ri
FIGURE 6-8

One of the most straightforward ways of enhancing the re l ia b i l i ty  of 
a ring system is  to provide a by-pass relay for each node so th a t i f  
a fau lt develops in a node, or i t  has to be removed for any other 
reason, ring continuity can be maintained. A by-pass relay also has 
operational advantages enabling the power to a node to be switched 
off without affecting the re s t of the ring.

The use of a by-pass relay certainly reduces the probability of a 

node failure causing a system failure. However, a number of 

catastrophic failure modes are still possible, e.g. the failure of 

the relay or an undetected failure in the node. A simple reed relay 
can be a very reliable device with failure rates of about 20 Fits 

quoted. Most node failures should be detected but there may be one 

or two I.C.'s, e.g. the transmitter and line driver, which could 

fail without detection. This may give a residual failure rate of 

about 200 Fits giving Rsys=10 per million hours for 50 nodes. This 

is still a significant failure rate with a MTBF of approximately 11

years.
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6.2.7 Dual Independent Ring

> Ri >

Rn

> Ri >

FIGURE 6-9

From a re lia b il i ty  point of view, a dual independent ring system is  
very sim ilar to a dual independent bus and the system fa ilu re  ra te  is  
again given by

Rsys = 2*T*(N*Ri)**2

However, the interface for a ring is likely to be less reliable than 

that for a bus because it is in series with the transmission path. 

Taking a failure rate for a ring interface as being higher than for a 

bus, e.g. Ri=360 Fits gives

Rsys =15.5 Fits or MTBF = 7,300 years.

This shows th a t, i f  the ring interface is  considered to be less 
re liab le  than a bus in terface, the overall system re l ia b i l i ty  for a 
dual ring system w ill also be less than a dual bus. However, the 
absolute value, using these assumptions, is  s t i l l  very high and 
should be satisfactory  in  most applications.
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One factor which may affect the reliability performance of a ring 

system is the technique used for ring maintenance. It may be 

possible to design an equipment practice such that, if an interface 

card is removed a ring is still maintained. If, however, removing a 

card also breaks the ring, then while one card is being repaired, 

only one ring will be operational and so any further fault will cause 

a complete system failure. In the worst case, ring maintenance may 

be required at a rate equivalent to the failure rate of a complete 

ring interface, say Rn*1000 Fits. Any further fault within the MTTR 

of T hours would then cause system failure giving

Rsys + 2*N*Rn*T*N*Ri 

giving

Rsys = 43 Fits or MTBF = 2650 years.

This shows the importance of ensuring good maintenance techniques 

which do not disable more of the system than is absolutely necessary.
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6.2.8 A Self-Healing Ring
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Another technique for improving the reliability of a ring system has 

been termed a self-healing ring [ZAFI74B]. In this system, two 

contra-directional rings are provided and if one node fails in such a 

way that data cannot be passed through it, then nodes on either side 

of the failed node can loop across from one ring to the other to 

reconfigure the ring as shown below.

FIGURE 6-11 Reconfiguration of Self-Healing Ring
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One major advantage of this system is that responsibility for fault 

location and recovery can be taken by operational nodes on either 

side of the fault. Multiple faults can be dealt with but 

reconfiguration may lead to significant portions of the ring becoming 

isolated. This means that the definition of complete system failure 

is more complex than for a dual ring. In order to make comparisons 

between the self-healing ring and other systems we define system 

failure as occurring if the biggest, operational segment of the ring 

consists of less than 75% of the total number of nodes.

The circumstances under which ring reconfiguration is necessary will 

depend on the design and intelligence of the node and interface. 

Under most circumstances a fault in any one of the receiver, 

transmitter or switch modules can be considered to require 

reconfiguration. Faults at a higher level, i.e. in the interface or 

the node itself, could require the complete node to be taken out of 

service, but it is better if some continuity can be maintained when 

these parts fail.

The definition of complete system failure is less obvious for the 

self-healing ring than for a dual ring because reconfiguration after 

two faults could mean that, although a communication path still 

exists, only a few nodes may be able to communicate. To enable a 

comparison to be made, we define a state in which less than three 

quarters (75%) of the nodes are able to communicate as constituting a 

system failure. This is a purely arbitrary figure and the practical 

figure for any given system will depend on the degree of redundancy
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The system failure rate, as defined above, can be found as follows

The failure rate for any two particular nodes failing within one mean 

repair time, T, of each other is given by the formula for a dual 

redundant system with repair as given by equation -6.8) in Section 

6.2.1.

R = 2*Rn*Rn*T

Consider the situation where node X has failed. By the definition of 

system failure being less than 75% of nodes being able to 

communicate, then this will occur if any of the N/2 nodes furthest 

from X fail. There are N/2 of these pairs for any given node, or 

N*N/4 total number

of different pairs in the system which could cause total failure.

This gives system failure rate

Rsys = (N*N/4) * 2*Rn*Rn*T 
- (T*(N*Rn)**2)/2 - - 6.15)
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Rn is the failure rate of the node for failures requiring 

reconfiguration. Allowing one bipolar I.C. for each transmitter and 

receiver and four logic I.C.'s for the switch gives a value of Rn=460 

Fits. This results in a value of Rsys -6.3 Fits or MTBF >18,000 

years.

6.2.9 Braided Ring

--1 I----- 1 I---1
Rr |->-------1 |----------1 Rt |----- >—--1 I Ri I I  I--- 1/“ I I I--1 / I I I  I---1
Rr \->-/ |-----------1 |----1 Rt |----- >—

A  third technique for enhancing the reliability 

braiding [HAFN76A]. The structure of a braided 

skipping is shown below: -

FIGURE 6-13

of a ring is by 

ring with single node

FIGURE 6-14 Reconfiguration of Braided Ring
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Each node has connections not only to its immediately adjacent nodes 

but also to another two or more nodes. This means that if one node 

fails in such a way that it can no longer pass data through it then 

the next node in the ring can switch to receive data over its standby 

path. A similar topology has been suggested by Gmarov et al 

[GFNA80A] in which individual links operate independently and the 

by-pass links transmit in the reverse direction. This can give 

performance advantages but requires considerable routing intelligence 

at each interface and will only operate using buffer insertion 

techniques. In the braided ring we propose there is only ever one 

active ring at any one time, the interface performing a simple 

switching function to receive data on one of its incoming braids but 

transmitting on all of its outgoing braids.

In a single node skipping structure two adjacent nodes have to f a i l  
to cause a complete system fa ilu re . Now the fa ilu re  rate for any two
p articu lar nodes is  the same as for a dual redundant system with
repair. This is  given in equation 6.8) in Section 6.2.1.

R = 2*Rn*Rn*T

Now there are N ways of choosing adjacent nodes, giving the to ta l  
system fa ilu re  rate as :-

Rsys * 2*N*Rn*Rn*T -----6.16)

This formula shows that the fa ilu re  rate of the braided ring
increases with N rather than N squared, giving the technique an 
immediate advantage over the dual and self-healing rings. The
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interface, as shown in the diagram, is of similar complexity to the 

self-healing interface. Using a value of Rn-520 Fits we obtain 

Rsys=0.65 Fits or MTBF >170,000 years.

Further levels of braiding can be added to give even higher system 

reliabilities. For instance, a further level of braiding would 

require very little extra complexity but would mean that three 

adjacent nodes had to fail to cause a complete system failure. Using 

Rn«650 Fits

Rsys * 3*N*(Rn**3)*(T**2)
» 2*10**-5 Fits

This shows that under normal conditions, the probability of three 

adjacent independent failures is small enough to be neglected. 

System failures are much more likely to occur because of common mode 

failures, for instance, the failure of the recovery mechanism.

6.2.10 Overall Comparison of System Reliabilities

The systems investigated in the previous sections have covered a wide 
range of r e l ib i l i t i e s  with theoretical values for MTBF ranging from a 
few years to  many thousands of years. As might be expected, the 
simple bus and ring systems give the worst re l ia b i l i t ie s .  The best 
systems are those which elim inate, as far as possible, any form of 
common mode fa ilu re . In many cases, the fa ilu re  ra tes for m ultiple, 
simultaneous fa ilu res are exceedingly small and i t  is  lik e ly  th a t 
other causes of system fa ilu re  w ill dominate the performance.
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By way of comparison, Figure 6-J6 shows the failure rates for the 

systems discussed in Sections 6.2.2 to 6.2.9. These results show 

that a system with dual redundancy or braiding is required to meet 

typical system reliability targets of over 50 years MTBF. The 

braided ring gives a failure rate which is an order of magnitude 

better than any of the other systems although, in terms of hardware 

complexity, it is probably simpler than the dual ring or self-healing 

ring.

From these studies i t  is  evident th a t, provided there are no hidden 
common mode fa ilu re  mechanisms which jepordise recovery, the braided 
ring should provide the most secure system.
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6.3 FAULT DETECTION AND RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

In the previous section analysing the reliability of various 

broadcast system topologies, it was assumed that all faults would be 

detected and the correct recovery actions taken to restore correct 

operation whenever possible. For each of the topologies discussed, 

different techniques to detect and recover from faults are required, 

each with their own problems and limitations. In this section we 

concentrate on the operation of a braided token ring and describe the 

techniques required to maintain an operational ring.

The faults which will affect a braided, token passing ring can be 

divided into two main categories. The first category is transient 

faults which may cause a corruption of the data being transmitted. 

In many cases this will only affect one message which will then have 

to be transmitted again. However, a data corruption could affect the 

framing structure (i.e. flags and token) circulating on the ring and 

this may require re-initialisation before correct transmission can be 

resumed. The other category is permanent faults, caused by a 

hardware failure of some sort and requiring a reconfiguration of the 

ring.

6.3.1 Transient Faults

A  transient fault causing a data corruption within a message will not 

have a significant effect on the operation of the ring. However, if 

a token is corrupted or an extra token created then the ring will 

cease to operate correctly and some corrective action must be taken.
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Many ring systems rely on a central control node to monitor the 

operation of the ring and, if there is a problem, to restart the 

ring. In the distributed processor, one of our initial requirements 

was that the communication system should be completely decentralised 

with no single node in control of any aspect of its operation. This 

means that the maintenance of a correctly circulating token must be 

done in a decentralised manner. A technique for doing this has been 

described by Saltzer [SALT79A] using timeouts in each of the nodes 

and a random restart procedure. This technique has been studied for 

use for recovery from transient failures and has also been extended 

to enable recovery from permanent faults using braiding.

The correct operation of the ring can be monitored by each node using 

timeouts on data transitions, message flags and tokens. Data 

transitions should occur regularly on the line and their absence 

shows that there is something seriously wrong with the operation of 

the ring. However, because the time constant for data transitions 

was short compared with the time taken to implement recovery in 

software, the mechanisms for ring recovery are based on flag and 

token timeouts alone.

A flag indicating the beginning or end of a message should occur at 

least once every maximum message length. For a lMb/s ring with a 

maximum message length of 128 bytes this represents approximately 1ms 

and for a lOMb/s ring about lOOps. A token may take much longer than 

this to complete a circuit of the ring. The worst case, if all nodes 

have a maximum length message to transmit, would be N*maxlength +
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N*nodedelay when N is the number of nodes. This means that for a 

lMb/s ring with 50 nodes, the token timeout should be of the order 

50ms.

When a token gets lost or corrupted a node does not necessarily have 

to wait for a token timeout period to detect this. In most 

circumstances the data on the ring will be cleared out and then no 

more messages will be put on the ring because none of the nodes has 

recognised the token. A  message or flag timeout then occurs at each 

node and the recovery mechanism can be activated. Although an 

individual node may have detected that a fault has occurred on the 

ring, it does not know what action the other nodes are taking. If it 

immediately attempts to restart the ring it could be that every other 

node on the ring will do the same. There are two ways to reduce the 

possibility of clashes in restarting the ring. One, which has been 

proposed for the IEEE 802 token passing ring, is to give each node a 

different priority. A  node can then delay its start-up by a time 

dependent on its priority so that the node with the highest priority 

should successfully restart the ring. This is, theoretically, a 

satisfactory way of eliminating clashes at start-up, but it does mean 

that care has to be taken in assigning different priorities to all 

nodes. For this technique to work effectively the delay periods 

allocated to each node would have to be finely controlled, probably 

requiring hardware implementation rather than controlling it from the 

software recovery process.
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An alternative  technique to reduce the probability of a clash is  to  
use a random delay a t  each node. Having detected a fa ilu re  on the 
ring a node would wait a random time and i f  a fte r th a t time no other 
node has restarted  the ring i t  should attempt to  do so. There is  
s t i l l  a f in ite  probability  tha t a number of nodes w ill attempt to  
re s ta r t  the ring in the time th a t i t  takes between preparing to  
in i t ia l i s e  the ring and every other node detecting th a t th is  has been 
done. Such a clash w ill lead to multiple tokens on the ring, but by 
using an appropriate protocol these w ill a l l  be stripped off the ring 
and the nodes which clashed w ill have another opportunity to attempt 
a re s ta r t .  In th is  way, the number of nodes attempting to re s ta r t  
the ring reduces very quickly and a single token w ill soon be 
generated.

The efficiency of th is  recovery technique depends greatly  on the 
values chosen for the lim its of the random delay period. I f  the 
random period is  too short then the probability of a clash w ill be 
high and so the average number of re - tr ie s  required before successful 
in i t ia l is a tio n  w ill also be high. I f ,  on the other hand, the time is  
too long then there is  lik e ly  to be a long delay before any node 
attempts to re s ta r t  the ring. The trade-off between the two extremes 
depends on the length of the c r i t ic a l  time during which clashes could 
occur and the overhead incurred when a re -try  is  required to resolve 
a clash. An optimum time ex ists  for given system parameters and th is  
w ill be investigated in the next section.
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6.3.2 Optimisation of Token Recovery

When the token is lost from the ring because of some type of fault, 

messages already on the ring will complete their circuit of the ring 

and then the ring will become empty. All nodes will see the last 

message within one ring cycle time (i.e. N*nodedelay), will set 

their message flag timeouts within this time and then, depending on 

the accuracy of their timeouts, should all detect the empty ring 

within the same time range. For a lMb/s ring with 50 nodes this time 

will be within the order of 33ps which is small compared with a 

message flag timeout period. For the sake of this investigation it 

is, therefore, sufficiently accurate to assume that all of the nodes 

will detect the ring failure simultaneously. Each node will then set 

its random delay timeout and, when this expires, it will first check 

to see if any other node has transmitted a message in the meantime. 

If no message has been sent the node will then proceed to send a 

start-up message and a token. The time between the node checking the 

ring and transmitting a message which will be seen at every other 

node is the critical time during which, if another node's random 

timeout matures, it will also send a message and a clash will result. 

This critical time can be considered to be made up of two parts. The 

first is the time in software to check the hardware, make a decision 

and issue the command to initialise the ring. Considering the 

instruction times for the Motorola 68000 this should be possible in 

about 5us. The second part of the time is the time taken for the 

initialisation message to propagate around the ring so that every 

node will detect it. The ring propagation delay for a lMb/s ring and 

50 nodes would be about 55us and an extra 8us must also be added for
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the recognition of the first flag. This gives a total critical time 

of about 68us for a lMb/s ring. The critical time for a lOMb/s ring 

would still include 5us for the critical part of the program and 5us 

for the cable delays. However, the delay through 50 nodes would only 

be 5us and the delay for an 8 bit flag 0.8jis. This gives a total of 

15.8ps.

Also important in calculating the time for recovering the ring is the 

time that each re-try attempt takes. A  successful re-try will take 

one message timeout period plus the average random delay period. An 

unsuccessful one will take that time plus the extra time to empty the 

ring again, Tclr. This will be, on average, one mean message length 

plus one ring propagation delay. For a lMb/s ring this will be about 

300us and for a lOMb/s ring, 38.8ps.

The performance of the recovery algorithm has been studied using both 
simulation and analysis. The simulation model is  very simple, 
concentrating purely on generating random timeouts for each node and 
then determining how many nodes would clash. The program takes as 
i t s  input the number of nodes, N, and the fraction  of the random 
timeout period during which a clash could occur. For each contending 
node a random number is  generated to represent the random timeout 
period. These numbers are analysed to find the lowest number, 
representing the f i r s t  node to attempt to in i t ia l i s e .  Any numbers 
within the range, T, of that f i r s t  number represent the number of 
nodes th a t would clash with i t .  The number of clashing nodes is  
taken as the number of contending nodes for the next attempt and th is
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procedure is  repeated u n til  no clash is  recorded. The model was run 
repeatedly to give a good s ta t is t ic a l  sample and the resu lts  analysed 
to give the d is tribu tion  and mean of tiie number of attempts required 
to in i t ia l i s e  the ring successfully.

An analytical model has also been developed to investigate the 
recovery algorithm and can be outlined as follows.
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FIGURE 6-15 Model for Clash Resolution

Consider the range of the random period being 0 to 1

x - time to the first event (i.e. first node to initialise), 
t - time during which clashes may occur (i.e. critical time), 
r - total number of events evenly distributed between 0 and 1 

(i.e. number of nodes contending), 
a - total events occurring in time, t (i.e. number of nodes 

clashing).

If the first event occurs at x then a-1 events must occur in the 
time, t, and r-a events in the time 1-x-t.

Probability of a-1 events in time t » t**(a-l)

Probability of r-a events in time 1-x-t - (1-x-t)**(r-a)

Now the number of ways of choosing the first event at x * r 
And the number of ways of choosing a further a-1 events from r-1 
is C(r-1,a-1)

Therefore the probability of 'a' remaining when the first event 
occurs at x is

r * C(r-l,a-l) * (t**(a-l)) * ((1-x-t) ** (r-a))

The total probability for 'a' remaining for all values of x 
between 0 and 1-t can be found by integrating between 0 and 1-t
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= r * C(r-l,a-l) * (t**(a-l)) * ((1-x-t) ** (r-a) dx

= r * C(r-l,a-l) * (t**(a-l)) * 1-t ** (r-a+1)

r - a + 1

This holds for all a < r.

For a - r there is also the possibility of x > 1-t.

The probability of this is equal to the probability of r events 

in t which is t**r.

Having developed a formula for the probability of 'a' nodes clashing 

given 'r' nodes contending it is possible to apply this formula 

repeatedly to derive the probability of success for each re-try. A  

computer program to do this, given N and T, has been written. Figure

6-17 shows the probability distribution for the number of re-tries 

required for N=50 and T-0.1, results derived by both simulation and 

analysis. There is good agreement between the two.

The analysis program has been extended to accept absolute time values 

for the critical time, tcrit, and the time to clear the ring in 

preparation for another restart. From these values it is possible to 

calculate the average time for a recovery for given input parameters. 

Figure 6-18 shows the average recovery times for different random 

times and varying numbers of nodes. The curves show that an optimum 

exists and that it is different for different numbers of nodes. 

Figure 6-19 shows the mean, 90% and 99% values for a 20 node system. 

It shows that, provided the random period is chosen correctly, the 

average recovery time can be about 0.5ms, with 99% of all recoveries 

in about 1 to 1.5ms. Figure 6-20 shows a lOMb/s system and recoveries
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for a 20 node system can be, on average about 80us.

6.3.3 Summary of Transient Faults

As has been mentioned previously, transient faults which affect one 

or more data bits on the ring will have different effects depending 

on exactly how and where they occur. The different classes of 

transient faults, their effect on the system and the way in which 

recovery is achieved can be summarised as follows.

Token Lost - A single or multiple bit corruption may occur so that 

the token no longer exists as a unique bit pattern. Once the 

messages on the ring have been removed, no new messages will be sent 

and the ring will empty. This will cause timeouts to occur at each 

node and the token recovery mechanism described in the previous 

section will be invoked to restart the ring. A  similar condition 

could occur if one node failed to pass on the token for some reason. 

Again the ring would empty and token recovery would be required.

Multiple Tokens - More than one token could arise on the ring either 

as a result of a data corruption causing an extra token to be created 

or by a number of nodes attempting to initialise simultaneously. The 

effect is that more than one node will be in transmit mode but 

instead of stripping off their own messages they will remove messages 

originating from another node. This will give rise to a transmission 

failed condition when the node compares the incoming message with the 

one held in its own transmit buffer. Having detected a transmission
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failure each node will continue to strip messages off the ring until 

it is empty and will then set a random timeout for ring 

initialisation. The other nodes will eventually detect that the ring 

is empty and set their own recovery timeouts but the nodes originally 

contending for the ring will timeout first and so one of these should 

restart the ring. If this attempt is unsuccessful, the whole 

procedure must be repeated until a unique token is generated.

Message Corruption - This will have two distinct effects on the 

system. The first is that the CRC will show an error and all nodes 

'downstream' from where the fault occurred will detect this and 

increment their CRC counts. If the receiver is 'downstream' it will 

also detect the CRC error and reject the message. The second effect 

is that when the transmitting node compares the returning message 

with the one it sent out, it will detect a difference and signal a 

transmission error. The node cannot easily differentiate between a 

simple data corruption and the existence of multiple tokens so it 

will clear the ring in the same way. It will also set its own 

recovery timeout and since all of the other nodes will all wait for a 

message timeout period before detecting a problem, the node 

originally transmitting will attempt to restart the ring first and 

should be successful.

Lost Flag - If a flag between messages is lost, one message may run 

into another. This will have the same effect as a data corruption 

within a message since the CRC will no longer be valid and the 

transmitter will detect a transmission failure.
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6.3.4 Permanent Faults

Permanent faults will tend to give rise to similar symptoms to 

transient faults, i.e. loss of messages and tokens, but attempts to 

restart the ring may not be successful. The following faults 

represent the main classes of fault likely to occur.

A  Broken Link or Node Failing to Pass On Messages - This will cause 

the ring to empty and message timeouts to occur. Nodes will then 

attempt to recover as their random timeouts mature and all nodes, 

apart from the one immediately 'downstream' of the fault will 

eventually see at least one message. This node will thus be the only 

node to see a number of consecutive message faults and so this fact 

can be used to force it to change braids to by-pass the faulty link 

or node. The number of consecutive message faults required before a 

permanent fault can be diagnosed can be calculated from the fact that 

a correctly operating node will always produce a message at least 

once in the time (messtoperiod + maxrandomdelay) and the quickest 

that a node can go through the initialisation stage is (messtoperiod 

+ minrandomdelay). Thus the number of consecutive message faults 

required to indicate that the preceding node is faulty is

N >=(messtoperiod + maxrandomdelay)/(messtoperiod + minrandomdelay) 

If the random delay period ranges from l*messtoperiod to 

2*messtoperiod then N>»3/2. So two consecutive message timeout 

faults are sufficient.
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Node Fails to Pass on Token - This fault may have a more intermittent 

appearance because some messages may be delivered correctly. 

However, a token will be lost every time it reaches the faulty node 

and eventually the next node will detect a number of consecutive 

token timeout faults and can change braids.

High Error Rates - If a link or node becomes 'noisy' it will 

introduce a high proportion of CRC errors in messages. These will be 

counted at each node as the corrupted message passes. After some 

time a pattern of faults will emerge with the nodes nearest to the 

fault detecting the most CRC errors. This still does not give a 

certain indication of the location of the source of errors because, 

if some nodes do not happen to send any messages for a time, a number 

of nodes may reach a given threshold of CRC errors at the same time. 

The only way to guard against this is to send out test messages, 

possibly triggered by a lower threshold. Then, provided at least one 

of these test messages has returned corrupted, it is certain that the 

node reaching the upper threshold first is immediately 'downstream' 

of the fault and should change braids. This CRC error counting 

mechanism should use the 'leaky bucket' principle so that it is not 

masked by the normal background level of random errors.

Other Permanent Faults - There may be other permanent faults which 

will degrade the performance of the ring but not prevent 

communication altogether. These are more difficult to locate and 

will probably require some form of correlation of error reports to 

diagnose completely.
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The simulation model for the basic token passing ring, described in 

Chapter 3, has been extended to include fault detection and recovery 

including braid switching. To achieve this, the node structure, 

Figure 3-3, has been expanded to simulate the interface handler 

software running in the node and the software/hardware interface. 

The two new 'software' processes added are the Interface Handler 

(IFH) and the Recovery Handler (RECH). The Interface Handler deals 

with the normal operations of running the ring and informs the 

Recovery Handler of any exception conditions which may require 

recovery actions. The Interface Handler communicates with the 

'hardware' processes, i.e. Transmitter (TX), Receiver (RX) and 

Timeouts (Messto and Tokento), via boolean flags which represent the 

Status and Command Registers used to control the hardware.

The simulation model can introduce a number of transient and 

permanent fault conditions to test the operation of the recovery 

algorithms. Since the simulation model is written in Pascal and 

closely represents the structure of the real system, the algorithms 

written and tested on the model can be transferred with a good degree 

of confidence directly to the distributed processor system.

6.3.5 Fault Recovery Simulation
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FIGURE 6-16 Reliability Comparisons
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FIGURE 6-17 Distribution of Recovery Attempts
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FIGURE 6-19 Recovery Time Distributions (lMbit/s)
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CHAPTER 7

THE DISTRIBUTED PROCESSOR SYSTEM

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The work described in the preceding chapters has all been aimed at 

getting an understanding of the operation of different

interconnection techniques with a view to selecting a suitable system 

for a distributed processor. Bearing in mind the many particular 

requirements of a distributed processor in terms of interconnection 

performance and reliability a braided token passing ring has been 

chosen as the most suitable. In this chapter we describe the overall 

design of a distributed processor and show how a token ring has been 

implemented to provide the process intercommunication. The

distributed processor has been designed as a secure control system 

for telecommunication switching although it could find application in 

other fields. It is the outcome of about three years work by a team 

of five engineers at the British Telecom Research Laboratories at 

Martlesham. [BOYD83A], [ROGE84A]

7.2 OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

The distributed process system consists of a number of processor 

modules which are able to communicate with each other over the 

interconnection medium and have connections to external hardware 

which may include terminals, disk systems and telecommunications 

equipment (Figure 7-1). The structure is such that if one of the
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processors fails, or is isolated for any reason, its functions can be 

taken over by one of the other processors. This means that external 

hardware must either be duplicated or have connections to more than 

one module. It also means that it must be possible to detect when a 

failure has occurred and transfer processes from the failed processor 

to an operational one. A  System Manager is provided which maintains 

a global view of the system and can control the allocation of 

processes to processors. Each processor module also has its own 

Module Manager which provides a local operating system to control the 

loading and scheduling of the processes running on the module and to 

handle interprocess communication. The interconnection subsystem 

forms the 'back-bone' for the complete distributed processor. Its 

operation is transparent to the upper layers of the system, i.e. 

System Manager and Application Processes. It enables all processes 

on the system to communicate by passing messages whether they are 

located on the same, or remote, modules.

7.2.1 The System Manager

The System Manager consists of a number of processes which co-operate 

to monitor the state of the system and to control it by sending 

commands to the Module Managers. The main processes which comprise 

the System Manager are shown in Figure 7-2. These processes may be 

on the same module or on different modules, the only requirement 

being that the servers must reside on modules with the appropriate 

hardware, e.g. the File Server must run on a module with a disk

store.
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The main process within the suite is the Configuration Manager which 

is responsible for the global state of the system. It controls the 

initial start-up of the system and maintains its operation, handling 

re-configuration resulting either from a command typed at the 

operator terminal or from a hardware failure. Requests for 

reconfiguration etc. from the operator are processed, first of all, 

by the Man-Machine Language Server, which performs command analysis 

and also formats output messages in a suitable format for display.

Requests for reconfiguration resulting from exception conditions come 

from two sources, the Software Error Diagnosis process and the 

Hardware Fault Diagnosis process. The Software Error Diagnosis 

process receives and logs error reports from all processes. It uses 

these to diagnose any conditions requiring a process restart and 

informs the Configuration Manager. At present the only action that 

can be taken is to restart the process from its initial state and if 

that fails to abort it. Further developments could include more 

selective rollback with recent data being recovered from a rollback 

file. The Hardware Fault Diagnosis process receives and logs 

hardware fault and test reports and uses these to locate any faults. 

If a failed processor module is diagnosed, the Configuration Manager 

is informed of this and processes which were running on that module 

are migrated to working modules. The main source of fault reports is 

the System Monitor. This process sends status request messages 

periodically to every module in the system. These are received by 

the Module Monitors which reply by giving the current status of the 

module. If the System Monitor receives a status message other than
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'working' or no reply at all, it reports this to the Hardware Fault 

Diagnosis process which, in turn, informs the Configuration Manager 

of the problem.

The Configuration Manager controls the operation of the system using 

four basic commands which it sends to Module Managers. The commands 

are 'Create', 'Start', 'Stop', and 'Destroy'. The 'Create' command 

causes the Module Manager to allocate resources and set up a record 

for the new process. Then, if the code is not already resident on 

the module, it will cause the process files to be downloaded via the 

File Server. Once the process has been loaded, the address 

recognition bit is set to enable it to receive messages and a 

'process created' reply is sent. The command 'Start' will cause the 

execution of a new process to commence or will restart an existing 

process. 'Stop' is the opposite of 'Start' and simply causes the 

termination of execution of a process. 'Destroy' removes records for 

the process, including resetting the address recognition bit so that 

messages are no longer received for it.

The System Manager is a centralised function, and so, for reliability 

considerations, provision has to be made to cope with the failure of 

the module carrying it. This can be done by providing a stand-by 

System Manager which can also monitor the state of the system but 

does not normally issue commands. However,if it detects that the 

main System Manager has failed, it can take over control of the 

reconfiguration. Since the System Manager is not needed under 

fault-free conditions, this arrangement is quite adequate provided it
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can recover in a time which is much less than the mean time between 

module failures.

7.2.2 The Module Manager

The software within each module is structured in three layers as 

shown in Figure 7-3. The lower two form the Module Manager which 

supports the running of Application Processes. The lowest level is 

the operating system kernel. This is based on the real-time 

operating system provided for the Motorola 68000 microprocessor 

(RMS68K). It provides facilities for process scheduling, 

interprocess communication, interrupt handling and memory management. 

The middle layer makes use of the services provided by the kernel and 

presents a messaged-based interface which can be used by the 

Application Processes running on the module.

The heart of the Module Manager is the Module Controller which 

creates and maintains the process records, queues etc. for the 

module. It is the Module Controller which receives commands from the 

System Manager to create, start, stop or destroy processes.

The transfer of messages between processes, both within the module or 

between modules, is handled by the Message Server. This process 

maintains message queues for each process on the module. When it is 

requested to deliver a message, it will either place the message in 

the appropriate queue if the destination process is on the same node 

or it will transfer the message to the ring interface for
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transmission over the ring. The Ring Handler process co-operates 

with the Message Server in sending and receiving messages over the 

ring. It contains the interrupt service routine for the ring 

interface hardware and is responsible for maintaining the integrity 

of the ring as far as possible. More details of the operation of 

these two processes will be given in the section on the 

communications system.

The Module Manager also contains a number of supporting processes. 

The Time Server provides timeout messages for requesting processes 

and also has facilities to provide time-of-day and accurate timing 

information. The Loader interacts with the File Server to download 

and create process instances on the module. Terminal Input/Output is 

provided, when required, by a Terminal I/O Handler which makes use of 

the RMS68K I/O routines to provide message-based I/O. It enables 

input data, typed in at a terminal, to be sent as messages to the 

Man-Machine Language Server for analysis. The Module Monitor 

receives status request messages from the System Manager and returns 

a status reply message. This is used to monitor the health of the 

module and the System Manager can reconfigure the system if it fails 

to receive a reply.

7.2.3 Message Communication

The distributed processor supports Application Processes which 

co-operate with each other by passing messages. The actual mechanism 

used to transfer messages from one process to another is hidden by
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the Module Managers which handle this. Messages for delivery within 

a module are transferred to the destination process by the Message 

Server, but those for processes on remote nodes have to be 

transmitted over the ring. As well as handling routine message 

transfers, the Ring Handler must also cope with problems on the ring 

and attempt to maintain communications if at all possible.

Message passing is a complex task and can be best described in terms 

of layered protocols. The International Standards Organisation has 

proposed a layered structure for Open Systems Interconnect (ISO/OSI) 

[AMER81A]. This model does not fully apply to the communication 

system used in the Distributed Processor but it forms a useful 

framework to define its operation. Details of the layers of the 

ISO/OSI model are shown in Figure 7-4. Also shown in Figure 7-4 is 

the layered protocol defined for local area networks by the IEEE 802 

Committee. These three layers form an alternative to the lowest two 

levels of the ISO/OSI model. The communication system for the 

Distributed Processor can be described better in terms of the IEEE 

802 protocols than those of the ISO/OSI reference model but it still 

does not map completely onto it. Figure 7-5 illustrates the message 

passing protocol of the Distributed Processor showing how its various 

parts correspond to the different layers of the protocol models.

The various protocol layers can be described as follows:-

Application Level - The processes that form the application level 

communicate with each other by passing messages. The AP's send
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messages using pre-declared message names, destination addresses and 

data parameters. Messages are received using the functions 'RECEIVE' 

and 'RECEIVEWAIT'. Processes forming the system operating system 

also communicate in the same way so, from the point of view of 

message passing, they can be considered as AP's.

Presentation Level - PASCAL does not support message passing directly 

but the impression of built-in message types has been achieved by 

defining a separate procedure to send each message type. These 

procedures are defined in a separate module and are linked in with 

the AP's. These procedures may be considered as part of the 

presentation layer since they take the destination and data as 

parameters and format the message for transmission. No explicit data 

conversion is needed because all communication is between processes 

written using the same language system.

Session Level - In ISO/OSI this is defined as the level which sets up 

session connections across the network. In the distributed processor 

this is a null layer at present since no connections are established 

and communication is simply by 'unacknowledged datagrams'. It could 

be envisaged that some form of session connection could be provided 

as an option for more secure communications.

Transport Level - This level provides the service of 'transporting' 

messages to their destination regardless of physical location. In 

the distributed processor this is a function provided in the message 

server, which is itself part of the module operating system.
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Messages are presented to the message server in the form of operating 

system calls. The Module Manager maintains a map of the processes 

running locally. If the message is addressed to one of these 

processes, the Message Server transfers it directly to the 

appropriate input queue. Otherwise the process is assumed to be 

remote and the message is sent out over the ring. The Message Server 

interacts with the ring system using two procedures called 'LINKSEND' 

and 'LINKREAD'. These are concerned with actual operation of the 

ring and can be considered to be part of the next level dovm.

Network Level - This level is mainly concerned with the routing of 

messages over a network. In the Distributed Processor with a 

broadcast ring interconnection system, this is particularly simple as 

all messages go out over the same path. It is made even more simple 

because process addresses are used throughout the system right down 

to the physical level. This means that no address translation is 

required because messages going over the ring are addressed to a 

process and the module with that process running on it can recognise 

the address and receive the message. This is a particular advantage 

for reconfiguration since a process can be moved without the need to 

change translation tables in every module.

Data Link Level and Physical Level - The lowest two levels of the 

ISO/OSI model are covered by the IEEE 802 standards for local area 

networks which divides them into three, the Logical Link Control 

(LLC), the Medium Access Control (MAC) and the Physical Level. The 

Distributed Processor interconnection fits in more with the LAN
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definition than with the Open Systems Interconnection. The 

correspondence can be summarised as follows.

Logical Link Control - Covers part of the Data Link level, being 

concerned with the transfer of messages over the link and maintaining 

link operation. Its functions include queueing of messages, 

maintaining and recovering ring operation, and braid switching.

Media Access Control - This level adds the framing information to 

messages and converts from parallel to serial transmission. Its 

functions are embedded in the hardware of the interface.

Physical Level - This level is concerned with the basic function of 

transferring data bits in serial form from one module to another. It 

includes the functions of line drivers and receivers, the clocking of 

signals and physically changing braids.

7.3 THE INTERPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION LEVELS

7.3.1 Logical Link Control Level

The Logical Link Control level is responsible for passing messages 

from one ring port to another and must be transparent to the 

application processes and higher levels of the operating system. It 

must maintain an operational ring whenever possible by attempting to 

recover normal operation if a fault is recognised. The only form of 

message passing supported by the Distributed Processor is the
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unacknowledged datagram, however, if more security were required, a 

connection service could be set up using this basic facility.

The Logical Link Control is implemented as software within the Module 

Manager. The Message Server process handles the transfer of all 

messages including those routed within a module and as such it can be 

considered to be part of the transport layer. However, when messages 

have to be passed remotely, the Message Server makes use of two 

procedures, 'LINKSEND' and 'LINKREAD'. These are actually written as 

part of the message server but, conceptually, can be considered as 

part of the Logical Link Control level. The main part of the 

software for the LLC is implemented as the Link Handler process and 

includes code for handling link interrupts and for dealing with 

normal and exception conditions occurring on the link.

When a process has a message to transfer it notifies this to the 

Message Server which copies the text into a message buffer within its 

own area. If the message destination is not local, the Message 

Server will call 'LINKSEND' to append the message buffer to the 

outgoing queue and if the hardware is idle it will start the DMA 

transfer to the hardware FIFO buffer. Otherwise it will leave the 

Link Handler to deal with it when it is ready.

The hardware takes over the transmission of the message reporting on 

the status via an interrupt once the message has circulated round the 

ring and been removed. Initial processing of this interrupt is 

performed within the Interrupt Handler. If the message's destination
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address was recognised but the message was not accepted then the 

Interrupt Handler will automatically cause the interface to resend it 

at least once in case the destination just happened to be temporarily 

busy. A  message that is not recognised is rejected as undeliverable 

and the higher levels are informed. If the message returning on the 

ring does not match the outgoing message it is possible that multiple 

tokens exist on the ring. Again the message is rejected and an 

interrupt sent. Having dealt with the transmission of a message, 

whether successful or not, the Interrupt Handler immediately checks 

if there are any further messages in the outgoing queue and will 

initialise the DMA transfer for the next one if necessary.

The Interrupt Handler will also receive an interrupt from the 

hardware once a message has been received for a process running on 

that module. This information will be passed on to the Message 

Server which uses 'LINKREAD' to obtain a copy of the message and 

passes it to the incoming queue of the destination process.

The other class of interrupts that the hardware generates are 

exception conditions. The majority of the code of the Link Handler 

process is concerned with analysing these interrupts and taking the 

appropriate actions. The Link Handler implements the recovery 

algorithms discussed in Chapter 6. Exception conditions on the ring 

are detected mainly by timeouts. The three provided are for data 

clock transitions, flag arrivals and token arrivals. under normal 

conditions clock transitions can be expected every lus, flags at 

least every 1ms and tokens at least every N ms where N is the number
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of modules on the ring that could theoretically all have a message to 

transmit. A  data or a flag timeout indicates that messages are no 

longer being transmitted over the ring. This may be due to a 

transient error that caused the loss of a token or a hard fault that 

has led to the failure of a link or module. The recovery algorithm 

assumes initially that the problem is only transient and will attempt 

to restart the ring with a new token. Since the recovery system is 

totally decentralised all other nodes will be reacting in the same 

way and attempting to restart the ring. To reduce the probability of 

a clash with a number of modules trying to restart the ring at the 

same time, having detected the need to restart the ring, each module 

waits for a random time. It then checks the status of the timeouts 

and if the ring has been started already it can restore itself to 

normal operation. If, however, no other module has started the ring 

it will send a startup message followed by a token. This attempt 

might fail but by appropriate choice of random wait periods a rapid 

recovery to correct operation can be assured.

If a number of consecutive restart attempts fail then the problem is 

likely to be a permanent fault in one of the links or modules. The 

module closest to the fault will never see any flags or tokens while 

all others will see occasional ones as modules upstream attempt to 

restart. This fact is used to force the module closest to the fault 

to change braids after a given number of unsuccessful recovery 

attempts.
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7.3.2 Medium Access Control Level

The Medium Access Control level is concerned with the coding of data 

bits, the framing structure of messages and controlling the flow of 

messages on and off the ring. The main basis of the framing 

structure is High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) protocol. Each 

frame in HDLC is delimited by a flag of the form 01111110. This 

pattern cannot be mimicked by data within a frame because all other 

transmissions are 'bit-stuffed'. This means that if a transmitter 

detects that it has 5 consecutive 'l's, it will add in an extra 'O'. 

This procedure is reversed at the receiver so that the end-to-end 

data is unaffected but the pattern 01111110 is unique on the link. 

The token passing ring requires two other unique bit patterns, the 

'token' and the 'not token' with the provision that once a 'token' 

has been detected it can be converted into a 'not token' by inverting 

a single bit. The bit patterns are shown in Figure 7-6. They also 

rely on bit stuffing to ensure their uniqueness.

The complete frame structure for a message on the ring is shown in 

Figure 7-7. The destination and source addresses are 16 bits each, 

giving a possible address space of 64K. The addresses refer to 

processes rather than physical module numbers. Each module maintains 

a list of process addresses resident on it and a bit map is provided 

in a hardware RAM for the address recognition logic. The destination 

address of each passing message is applied as an address to the 

process identification map and if the bit is set, the message is 

copied into the incoming buffer. This addressing technique is very 

flexible and makes process migration very simple because no address
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translation tables need to be altered. The bit in the old table is 

simply cleared and the bit in the new module set.

The information field is of variable length from zero up to 124 

bytes. This limit is not set by the protocol but by the physical 

implementation of input and output buffers which are 128 byte FIFO 

memories. It is hoped that a subsequent implementation might 

increase this to 1024 bytes.

A  Frame Check Sequence (FCS) is applied over the destination, source 

and information fields. This is the standard HDLC check which may be 

more complex than is really needed but at least gives a high degree 

of confidence in the received data.

In addition to the standard HDLC frame, the token ring frame has 

three extra bits called Match, Accept and Parity (MAP). These bits 

can be used to indicate what happened to the message as it circulated 

round the ring. If the destination process does not exist on the 

ring none of the bits will be set and so the message can be rejected 

as undeliverable. If a node on the ring recognises a destination 

address but for some reason is unable to accept it only the Match bit 

will be set. The sender will conclude that the destination is 

temporarily busy and will try to send the message at least once more 

after a short delay. If, however, the message is received 

successfully both bits will be set and the sender can conclude with a 

fair degree of certainty that the message has been successful. Since 

the Match and Accept bits may be altered in transit around the ring
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they cannot be covered by the FCS so the Parity bit is provided to 

give a certain amount of error checking.

The complete medium access control is implemented in hardware which 

includes LSI circuits and field programmable logic arrays, Figure

7-8. An HDLC chip is used to provide the HDLC type framing etc. 

while other circuits detect the 'tokens', 'not-tokens' and MAP bits 

specific to the token ring. When a message is to be transferred from 

the processor to the ring, the DMA controller is set up and transfers 

the message block to the FIFO buffer in the interface. Once this 

transfer is complete, control bits in the interface are set so that 

the next time a 'token' arrives it can be converted into a 

'not-token'. The complete message will be sent out to the ring via 

the HDLC chip and then the MAP bits and token appended. Meanwhile 

the receive side will strip off all incoming data until a 'token' or 

'not-token' is received. The incoming message is compared with the 

one that has just been transmitted. If the first message stripped 

off is identical to the one just sent, then the transmission can be 

considered to be successful and can be notified to the processor 

along with the state of the MAP bits. If, however, the messages 

differ, an error has arisen and a TXFAIL interrupt will be set. If 

the successful message is followed by a 'token' then the module must 

remain the master until a 'not-token' arrives showing that another 

module is starting to send a message.

When a module is in receive mode it checks the destination of every 

message passing on the ring. If a destination address matches one of
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the addresses in its PID table then it will copy it into the incoming 

FIFO and set the Match and Accept bits. The DMA controller will then 

transfer this incoming message from the FIFO to the processor memory.

7.3.3 Physical Level

The Physical Level is concerned with transferring data bits from one 

module interface to the next over the physical medium. The medium 

used is a double, screened pair; one pair for data and the other for 

the clock transmitted separately. The technique of separate clock 

and data was chosen to simplify the interfaces and to save having to 

recover the clock from a composite signal. The method of clocking is 

based on the fact that there will always be one master module in the 

ring transmitting either token or data. The module transmitting will 

send out its own clock with the data and every other module will 

repeat the data and the clock without any realignment at all. The 

transmitting module will continue stripping its incoming clock and 

data until the MAC level recognises either a 'token' or a

'not-token'. If it sees a 'token' it will continue as master and 

transmit a 'token' again. However, if it receives a 'not-token' it 

can conclude that another module has taken over transmitting and it 

can return to slave-repeat mode. This means that the ring is never 

actually closed so obviating the need for close clock synchronisation 

or elastic buffers to cope with varying ring lengths.

Redundancy for fault tolerance is provided at the Physical Level by 

braiding. Figure 7-9 shows how braiding can be implemented. Data is
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transmitted on all four output braids provided and a data selector on 

the input selects data from one of the four input braids. If the 

upper levels detect a failure, the Physical Level can be instructed 

to change braids. This technique can provide a theoretically high 

level of fault tolerance since it requires the simultaneous failure 

of four adjacent modules or links to cause a complete communications 

failure if four levels of braiding are used. The only real limit to 

the reliability is in the ability of the Logical Link Control 

software to diagnose all modes of failure correctly.

Figure 7-10 shows the hardware configuration of the Distributed 

Processor Model. There are five nodes in the system. Two are based 

on the Motorola 68000 development system (Exormacs), one of which has 

a hard disk unit while the other has only floppy disks. The other 

three nodes are development modules, which are much smaller. Each 

module contains one CPU card, one memory card and a ring interface 

card. The hardware could support four levels of braiding but only 

two levels are provided.
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FIGURE 7-2 System Manager Structure
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FIGURE 7-3 Module Manager Structure
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FIGURE 7-4 Protocol Layers
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FIGURE 7-5 Layers of Communication Model
APPLICATION
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FIGURE 7-6 Bit Patterns
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FIGURE 7-9 Two Layers of Braiding
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FIGURE 7-10 The Distributed Processor Hardware
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

In designing a fau lt-to le ran t d istributed  processor for 
telecommunication control applications a great number of factors have 
to be taken into account. These include general matters such as the 
processors to  be used, the way the processors control the hardware 
etc but perhaps most important of a l l  is  the choice of 
interconnection mechanism to allow the processors to communicate. 
This mechanism must provide effective communications giving good 
performance and high re lia b ili ty . An investigation of a wide variety  
of interprocessor communication techniques bearing in mind the 
requirements for th is  particu lar application has been carried out.

A broad consideration of possible techniques has shown th a t a 
broadcast type of system gives the most advantages but there are 
s t i l l  a number of systems within th is  category. A more detailed 
consideration of the performance of broadcast systems has been 
carried out using both simulation and analysis techniques. I t  was 
found that i t  was very useful to apply both techniques to the same 
types of network and to compare the re su lts . The comparison shed new 
lig h t on the sim plifications required for analytical tra c ta b il ity  and 
enabled more accurate analyses to be developed. Of particu lar 
in te re s t was the analysis of a token passing ring with non-exhaustive 
service. This protocol was highlighted as one of the most suitable 
for interconnection of the d istribu ted  processor but some sign ifican t
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inaccuracies were found in published analyses. Further 
investigations including detailed comparisons between simulation 
resu lts  and analytical resu lts  enabled a more accurate formula to  be 
developed.

A useful approximate analysis technique was also developed which 
could be termed asymptotic analysis. This involved developing 
formulae to  describe the performance of each system a t the asymptotes 
of the performance curves, tha t is  the delay as the t ra f f ic  tends to  
zero and the maximum tra f f ic  carried as the system reaches 
saturation. These two quantities can usually be described with a 
re la tiv e ly  simple formula but give a good insight into the way a 
system might perform. I t  is  suggested tha t, in  many cases, a wide 
range of systems can be investigated rapidly using asymptotic 
analysis to  reduce the possible choice to a 'sh o rt l i s t '  which then 
be investigated in more d e ta il using simulation or fu ll  analysis.

An in teresting  technique was used to develop the simulation models. 
The simulation programs were w ritten in PASCAL but used many of the 
concepts used in the language SIMULA. This gave a powerful tool to  
develop the models providing a l l  the f le x ib ili ty , p o rtab ility  and 
fam iliarity  of PASCAL but with good support for d iscrete  event 
simulation. The models developed gave a detailed simulation of the 
real systems and the resu lts  obtained gave a good understanding of 
the operation of the protocols. A useful feature of the token ring 
model was th a t i t  could be extended to include not ju s t performance 
features but also recovery techniques. This enabled the recovery
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from fau lts  including lo s t token, duplicated tokens, high data erro r 
rates etc to be studied and algorithms developed.

An important requirement for the interconnection system was th a t i t  
should be able to continue functioning in the presence of one or more 
hardware fau lts  with as l i t t l e  degradation as possible. A number of 
reconfiguration techniques were considered. Of those investigated i t  
was decided th a t a braided topology gave most advantages. One very 
sign ifican t advantage is  th a t i t  can provide a very high level of 
security  with very l i t t l e  extra hardware in each node. The only 
trade-off is  an increase in  the amount of wiring required compared 
with some other methods. However, for a d istribu ted  processor which 
is  lik e ly  to comprise a number of nodes re la tiv e ly  close together 
th is  is  not a significant disadvantage.

As a resu lt of these detailed investigations, an interconnection 
system was designed for a d istribu ted  processor system. I t  was a 
non-exhaustive token passing ring using braiding for enhanced 
av a ila b ility . This system met the in i t ia l  requirements of 
performance and re lia b il i ty  and provided a good base for the 
development of a prototype d istribu ted  processor. Software was 
developed by others working on the project which, combined with the 
recovery mechanisms within the communication system, formed a very 
flex ib le  processing system. A sign ifican t feature of th is  system is  
the mechanism by which, i f  a processor or an interprocessor link 
fa i ls ,  the token ring w ill reconfigure i t s e l f  and the operating 
system w ill migrate processes from the fa iled  processor to  another
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processor or processors and continue execution with as little 

disruption as possible.

Although the investigations described in this thesis were directed 

towards a specific development the techniques used would be useful in 

a much wider range of applications. The anaysis and simulation 

programs are also applicable to Local Area Network systems and give a 

good understanding of their operation.


